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NEXT DAY
COMMODORE

BOARD REPAIR?
C.SJ. makes it happen!

C.S.I. also distributes:
Eagle Computer· Sanyo Computer. Olym
pia Computer. Sakata Monitors. Westride
Auto Modems· WICO Joysticks. DATA-20 •
CardCo • Classic Covers. Waber Fbwer
Strips. Ring King. Amray • -Memorex

The lorgest selection of
Commodore Software
HES • M-File • Sirius. Script 64 • SoftSync •
PractiCalc • Ftlper Clip. Broderbund •
Spinnaker· CompuServe • Timeworks •
Sierra On-Line. Education Circuit. EPYX •
Creative Software. Delphi Oracle. Tronix •
Memorex • Comm'DATA. XOR • Cymbal.
American Educational. Screenplay.
ACCESS· Academy· Sega • Info-Designs.
Cord Ltd.• WaveForm. Hayden. S.S.1. •
Handic • Scholastic. Solidus. Commo
dore Software· Sophisticated Software

"C.S.I. has proved to us
they're the quickest and
cheapest anywhere!"

Steve Naleelf,
Honeys Stereo & Computer Center.

Detroit, MI.

Dave Tyburski,
Tycom Inc.. Pittsfield. Mo.

Cal June,
Computer Business Management,

New Haven. CT.

"We sent about 20 boards to
them so far. The turnaround
and quality has been abso
lutely beautiful. A great com
pany to work with!"

Our Customers Speak
For Our Service ...

"I never thought we could
get that kind of turnaround on
board repairs, but we get it
from C.S.I. They're a great sup
plement to our in-house
service."

Special introductory
discount!

Call first for more details.
call will entitle you to a S10.00 N\\'.......~

discount on the first board we
service.

c· S· I

Until C.S.1. began repairing
Commodore boards, you were
at the mercy of expensive,
drawn-out service from Com
modore,

We repair 1541 boards too!
Now thanks to C.S.I" Commo

dore 2000, 4000, 8000 com
puter boards and disk drive
boards, including the 1541, are
repaired at our exceptionally
low prices and return-9d to you
within 48-hours . . . that's less
money and a fraction of the time
it takes when dealing with the
manufacturer.

C.S.I:s factory-trained techni
cians, fast turnaround and un
beatable prices have made
us the largest independent
Commodore Service Center
anywhere!

33 Murray Hill Drive, Spring Valley, New York 10977

For more Information call 914/425-2177



J THE MIDNITE XPRESS NOTES t===-- --===(~ I Midnite Meandering. 1 ..1
by Jim Strasma

SPF..AKIKi OF FL(XD)••• :

We give up! No one can review everything for COIllOOdore products any more, so we've
decided to stop feeling bad about what we miss, and console ourselves with knowing no one
else even tries. I've also seen a vision of the future in a chat with RUN tech-editor Guy
Wright. Guy reports there are only a couple of widely-available word processors for the
Tandy Color Corrputer nCM, because only the best survived. The same seems to be happening
with PET and VIC products. If you find a product on sale for either model at a computer
dealer's, it is probably either something that never did sell, or so good it still sells
even after hardware sales have dropped off. In a couple of years, the same will probably
be true of 64 products. Fortunately for those of us who earn part of our living explaining
teChnology, new machines are already appearing.

CBM, PET, MID VIC~ BAIQINS:
VIC owners should watch for sales this summer. Although the VIC may not have been

cancelled, nothing was said about it at the June CES (see separate report), and the
newly-announced COIllOOdore 16 is the same price. Dealers are busily closing out their
stocks of VIC programs at an average price of $10 per cartridge, and $5 per cassette,
including most of the latest games. The same programs for the 64 may cost as much as $40,
While a new VIC may cost no more than a new 64 sound chip. However, when current stOCkS
are gone, VIC owners should expect to be out of lUCk, so get whatever you need now!

8032/8096 owners may not find as many bargains as VIC owners, but most products are
still available. However, only 8096 products sold in Europe and Canada are still being
improved, because too few U.S. dealers stOCk the 8096 to justify work on U.S. products.
Still, the 8096 with diSk drive and printer remains an amazingly powerful machine for its
cost. It offers enough speed, comfort and capacity for many serious business uses.

WATCH Fal THESE NDI B(XJ(S 1 4
Two inportant boOkS will appear this summer, hopefully in time for our LC computer

camp at Lincoln College. One is Jim Butterfield's introduction to machine language, from
Brady; the other is Dick Immers and Gerald Neufeldt's advanced DOS manual for the 1541 disk
drive, from Datamost. Few other books published for Commodore users this year will have
more impact! Watch for them.

~~ PAST AND PRESmT:
Our thanks again to TPUG for inviting us to their annual conference. It's always a

joy to renew friendships with many of the friends we normally "see" only via mail and
long-distance phone. Those of you who missed it may meet us in Hershey PA July 28, for a
similar conference sponsored by several dozen user groups from the Mid-Atlantic states.
For more info, write Eight Squared, Box 76, Mt. Holly Springs PA 17065.

STOP '1'HIEF <mmX:l'I(JII:
In issue 118, we thanked the wrong Jim for sending us the Stop Thief ROM for

Christmas. Jim Kerrp was our benefactor, not Jim Lewis. Our apologies to both!
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( I Commodore Note. I ]------- ----- -----
<:nMJXm: MELIa(?

If there's one term I've never heard used in connection with Commodore, it's "mellow."
If used at all in the frantic micro industry, it is usually applied to Apple, which rarely
appears to have a care in the world when it comes to the big shows like C.E.S (See separate
C.E.S. report under Competitor's NOtes). But this year Apple didn't show, and Commodore
was the one looking mellow.

Forget about Jack Tramiel and a dozen of his most loyal supporters being gone. With
one exception, they may not even be missed, and did not all even leave voluntarily. This
was emphasized in a fine half hour conversation Keith Peterson and I had with Commodore
Chairman Irving Gould the first night of CES. Instead of the usual press conference, Gould
and other officers of Commodore simply mixed with their guests at a splendid reception in
the best part of Chicago's opulent Near North side. As I said, mellow.

And why not? Another financial quarter has ended, with results every bit as good as
those which have astounded the financial community throughout the past several years.
Commodore continues to more than double its sales and profits each year.

THE 264 - OOPS, I MEAN THE PUIS 4:
Now someone will say, but what comes after the 64? (Be sure to read Butterfield's

comments on the 264, now renamed the Plus 4, below.) The Plus 4 isn't even an undisputed
improvement. To which Commodore can rightly reply, "So what? We've already sold 400,000
of them." The size of its intended market (those willing to give up arcade-quality games
for easier serious programming in BASIC) remains to be seen, but the machine is small
(nearly as small as my Tandy 100), powerful (Commodore's first full-size BASIC), and easy
to use (a good keyboard, well laid-out.) The Plus 4 lookS nearly as it did at the January
CES, with one change. Instead of your choice of 300 built-in ROMs, all will come with the
multi-purpose program 3+1 from Tri-Micro, with others such as Superscript II available as
plug-in ROM cartridges. (Yes, they can also be permanently installed with a bit of
disassembly.) At its newly announced retail price of $300, the Plus 4 should sell well,
and Midnite will support it. Remember that competitors for this part of the computer
market are now few and far between. One other note about the Plus 4i the new incompatible
joystick connectors were not used to make yours obsolete after all. They are now shielded,
a step required to make the machine quiCkly acceptable to the FCCi using Atari connectors
would have delayed certification for 9 months. Who will be first to offer an adapter?

THE 16:
As for the 16, I couldn't bring myself to pay much attention to it. Although it

shares its case with the VIC and 64, it is blaCk, and internally like the Plus 4, except
that it has only 16K of memory. It will reportedly sell for under $100, and unlike the VIC
and 64 may lack the User Port that lets them use a MODEM. It may bring some life baCk into
the faltering VIC market, but isn't nearly as attractive as the Plus 4.

OTHER KDELS ~'T APPFAR BEFORE 1984:
Though nothing was officially announced about the new models announced in Hannover,

Germany in April, we did learn many details about them. However, in a break from our usual
tradition, we won't bore you with details. The reason is a firm assurance by IrVing Gould
that neither the IBM-PC compatible based on an unreleased version of the Hyperion, nor the
$1,200 three-user Unix work station based on the Z8000 l6-bit processor will be sold during
1984, though we might see both by this time next year. Enough could be changed in that
time that. speculation now would be pointless.
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TBE 264 (now the Plus 4): BU'M'ERFIEW'S RESPCmE
Dear Midni te:

You may be looking a little too harshly at the Plus 4. It's not intended to replace
the 64; it has its own advantages and the 64 retains its own unique charm. To a program
hacker, the 64 is the most fun of any computer I've seen. On your "3 serious lacks:"

1. Inability to run most software: BASIC is upwardly compatible. Only the POKEs have
been changed. Perhaps the problem is in the 64: you gotta POKE for sound, color, high
resolution, etc. By the time you preserve all those POKEs in a new machine, you have a
64. The Plus 4 has words for all that stuff - and for future compatibility, that's a
hopeful sign, since it liberates the user from remembering where the POKEs are for each
machine. In general, to make a 64 program compatible, look up the POKEs and substitute
the appropriate word: SOUND, GRAPHICS, COLOR or whatever. It would be nice to dream
that future Commodore machines would continue to support English language commands.

Machine language is the same as for the 6510. Naturally, the equivalent to the
POKEs are different; but Commodore has left much of zero page compatible with the 64.
The biggest problem in running machine language is similar to that of the VIC: BASIC
loads to hex 1000, compared to the 64's hex 0800; while that doesn't bother BASIC a
bit, it can cause relocation difficulties in some machine language programs.

The Plus 4 does dump sprites and ADSR sound; programs using these will have a real
conversion job on their hands. For the rest, the job Shouldn't be big. Although many
commercial programs chuCk full of sound, graphics, and cosmetics can't be expected to
load and go, many user programs will require a minimum of rechopping.

2. Lack of 80 column capability, even as an add on. To get 80 columns you gotta scrap
color and probably graphics. Commodore has never furnished 80 columns for the 64, but
other vendors do. I suspect this will happen again for the 264. There have been a
zillion rumors about new Commodore business machines and 80 column 64's; we'll have to
see how they work out. But the Plus 4 isn't Commodore's wide screen extravaganza.

3. Inadequate Memory. Depends on what you want. I've heard of 256K systems that lost
over 140K when the operating system and DOS were loaded. The Plus 4 shows over 60K
available to BASIC when powered up. Do you really need more? Cartridge and built-in
programs, like BASIC, use no RAM and have the whole 64K as work area. That's
potentially over 10 thousand words in a word processor•• who writes chapters bigger than
that? That could even furnish 4000 cells or more in a spread sheet. Heck, I never
thought the 64 was that starved for memory; I'd be interested in hearing from
programmers who feel crowded. The only places I know of where really big memory makes
a difference is in multiple high-resolution screens, and large mathematical arrays. In
both cases, you need to go outside the range of 8 bits•••and well beyond $5000.

Maybe our problem is this: as experienced hackers, we've forgotten how horrible it is
to look up all those numbers to change the border color, make the machine go "beep", and
draw an egg on the screen. Remember that briCk wall you hit when all those numbers came at
you in the 64 user's guide chapter 6 on Sprite Graphics? The Plus 4 manual doesn't have
that obstacle; the system does things in English. Want to renumber a program? Trace
execution? Trap possible errors? Print neatly with PRINT USING? Take a .disk DIRECTORY?
Draw and use a shape with SHAPE? Draw a rectangle (tilted 15 degrees from horizontal)
with BOX and paint it green with PAINT? Just give the commands to the 264.

It's a lot of fun to chop around the innards of the 64; I bet the Plus 4 won't be half
as much fun. Yes, the 64 makes beautiful music and the Plus 4 bleats. But the Plus 4 will
be much easier for learners who want results. Keep lovin' your 64. But others will trade
away 64 features for the unique features of the 264.

I'm sure Commodore has other machines up its sleeve. Don't aSk the Plus 4 to do
everything you might ever want in a computer. It's just one of many. Like the 64, there
will be things you love about it and things you detest. -Jim Butterfield
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( I Competitors Notes I ]
~-- ---- -----

ConslBDer Electronics Show (CES), Sunmer 1984:

Summer CES (king of home computer shows) was far more subdued than last year's, with
some major players gone. TI only showed calculators, and MatteI, Apple and IBM didn't show
at all. Atari and Coleco both had booths even larger than ColllDOdore's, but spent their
time swatting rumors they were on their last legs. Atari IIannounced II a revised high end
computer without showing or describing it in useful detail, or mentioning a release date or
price (not surprsing, since they've just fired most of their research and development
department.) Coleco displayed every program it could find for Adam - lots of excellent
arcade games, but little else, and no sign of the long-promised CP/M.

NnCH MACHINES WERE fIlET IN EVIDmCE?
Commodore also limited its revelations to the popular 64, the 264 (now named the Plus

4), and the 16 (a 16K version of the 264 in a black VIC case). As usual, their booth was
so tightly paCked with equipment that had to appear busy. Even so, it WAS busy. This was
Commodore's year at CES: over two thirds of the other booths in the computer building
sported at least one 64 (at least double the number of Apples present). Atari 600's were
also plentiful, matching the Apples in number, but I only counted 5 IBM PC Jr's in the
entire show. This was especially obvious in the product showcase where the best products
were honored. Apple, Atari and Commodore rated 2 machines each, decked heavily with
winning programs, but the lone Jr sported only 2 winning programs. (I bet this is the only
CES report you'll read that mentions IBM's poor showing!)

This year, I allowed 2 days to see everything at the show. Fat chance! I barely got
to walk past all the booths in the computer building. If any other important consumer
electronics product was announced, I missed it. The most important innovations I did see
were a color flat screen TV and a watch with 2K RAM + RS232 port, both from Japan.

~ a:Jo1PANIES SUPPCRI'D«i c:nKlDOOE IL~:
I had the most fun in the smaller booths; unlike the big booth folkS, most have been

around Commodore long enough to know us. Several were eager to show their latest
innovations, such as improved paint programs from Edumate and InkWell Systems, and a piano
keyboard for the 64 from Melodian (see separate review). Unfortunately, I didn't see
everyone. I hit the cardco booth just as everyone dropped from eXhaustion, and only
glanced at their tiny new LQ-2 letter quality printer. Access Sof~are showed a new
multi-screen game on how to blow up Russia, but I couldn't raise anyone there on either of
2 visits. DES and Epyx both showed programs ti tIed IISummer Games ll

; the Epyx edi tion seemed
better done. DatallDSt showed a badly needed $20 software fast-load for the 1541 that
triples the load speed. With twin singles, it reportedly copies at 5 times the usual rate.
Another small booth featured a Taiwanese company that makes Commodore-compatible
datasettes; this year they're also offering repairable power supplies for the 64, and a
cloned II-+G" printer interface. Batteries Included, featured in at least one Show
newspaper, brought their new BI-80 80-column card and Paperclip with built-in spelling
checker. The BI-80 worked very well in the booth, using 8K of RAM at $8000, and adding
BASIC 4. The spelling checker works well, and seems as easy to use as (but much faster
than) the one in RTC's Script 64. Precision Software hosted a dinner dance to show their
excellent line of serious software, but we missed it, due to Ellen's allergies.
Professional Software had the biggest gimmiCk - a hot air balloon anchored in the yard. I
also got a chance to try out the new baCkless kneeler chairs; they're more comfortable than
I expected. Too bad the massages given booth visitors don't come with it.

As you see, CES is half hype and all hardball. Companies spend colossal sums to come,
but few dare stay away. This is where dealers do their Christmas shopping!
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( I Copyright Notes I ]
------ --- _.___---..111

FINAL DIAIffi (II~ AND COPmIGBT:
Issue 17 reply 1: Terry Peterson, author of~

Your earlier published deprecations of my efforts in writing HESMON were rankling; but
your irresponsible and self-contradictory attack in issue 17 finally pushed me over my
activation barrier for letter writing.

1) I cannot assert you are wrong to say HESMON is a modestly revised Micromon. I
used Micromon and Extramon code as models wherever possible! I had been using and
improving on them for years. I obtained verbal permission from Bill Seiler to make
commercial use of his code. Jay [Balakrishnan of HES] gave me some additional code.

2) Even miniscule modifications to public domain software may be subject to
copyright! HESMON incorporates features I feel are major improvements--features I created,
representing considerable effort on my part. That (and superb distribution by HES) is the
true source of my royalty dollars. Don't copy (or encourage others to copy) ~ work.

3) The only things I changed in the command syntax were things I didn't like. As for
Arthur Cochrane's distinctive dating method, I don't know what that is.

4) I regret you find my puny efforts at copy protection offensive. The usual
arguments used to justify copying diSkS cannot sensibly be applied to ROM cartridges! I
find your suggestion that assisting in the circumvention of HESMON's copy-protection would
be 'public spirited' very strange indeed. Furthermore, why bother? Can it be there are
desirable features in HESMON not found in the public domain programs?

Reply 2: Hal Hardenbergh, editor of IJ1'ACK Grounded
1) I believe JS's stand is utterly wrong. A public domain program belongs egually

to everyone. If Terry has taken a public domain program, done some small amount of
original work on it, copyrighted the work and offered it for sale, such action is not only
entirely legal but meets the highest ethical and moral standards.

2) CP/M was originally developed under Navy funding and hence was in the public
domain. FORTH was developed using U.S. funds at Kitts Peak and was therefore in the public
domain. Prime Computer's DOS was funded by the U.S. and is in the public domain. How can
anyone be guilty of using public domain software? They own it, don't they?

3) If you have any respect for private property rights, I suggest you rethink your
ethical and moral stand on public domain software and the copyrighting of revised versions
of public domain software. You have, in my opinion, unjustly maligned Terry. I believe
Terry is entitled to redress in Midnite.

Update: by JS
1) Mutual friend Hal Hardenbergh spent over an hour on the phone cross-country trying

to convince me of my error, sent a book and several pieces of mail on the subject, pleads
his case at least 3 times in the current issue of his DTACK Grounded newsletter (I
especially enjoyed the page labeled "Cardinal Sins", in Which I was cornpared to a Catholic
Archbishop with a mistress, and promised more if Hal doesn't approve of this update.)

According to a lawyer friend, at least 1/3 of the code should be original before a
program can be copyrighted. I consider that figure far too low, morally if not legally,
but Hal reports the figure in Europe is 25% for commercial programs, and feels a much lower
figure is adequate for public domain works. I consider this the heart of our difference.

2) Neither reply, nor any of Hal's other efforts properly answers my original
cornplaint--that HESMON still does not mention its agreed-upon author (s) by name. Those who
donate work to the public deserve better treatment from it.

3) I bought BESMON solely to have Micromon in ROM, and was (as suggested in Midnite
17) furious to find it gelded. I did not suggest anyone copy HESMON illegally, and have
since found and switched to a relocatable Micromon in ROM for the 64 (see separate review).

4) In good Midnite tradition, everyone's had a say. New topic next time.
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[.. I Di.s.k.N.o.te.s I l
DISK IIUVE WASHER MAIN'lDIANCE:

There is an inherent problem with the mechanism in the disK drive that holds the
disKette onto the drive hub. The spring in this assembly cuts into the flat washers
mounted on the top and the bottom of it, resulting in a lot of wear on these washers, and
flecKs of metal become airborne. A person of average mechanical abilities can open up the
disK drive, remove the subassembly that holds down the disKette, disassemble and clean it
with isopropyl alcohol, lubricate it, and reassemble everything. -DiCK Emmel (in Northwest
Users Guide)

1541 SPEED UP lOt:
I just read a little something you wrote about the 1541 speed up ROM's. You may have

not been able to detect a difference, but I sure did. I tested it with my copy of WordPro.
Normally it taKes about 104 seconds to load. With the speed up ROM in place, it taKes only
88 seconds. That's about 15% difference. TaKe my word for it, the speed up ROM's do worK.
They are still way slower than a 4040, but they do the job. -MarK Niggemann

Fm SALE:
I have a used (for one month) Commodore 09090 7.5 megabyte hard diSK

Silicon Office program for a CBM 8096 with hard diSK. I would liKe to sell
for $3000. -Larry Rood, P.O. Box 275, Mt. Rainier MD 20712 (301) 779-6200

drive and a
them together

ThUS, if
first time

The diSK
the file

Tip: GI USIKi REIATIVE FILES IN BASIC 2.9:
Re Jan 84 The Users Port newsletter, item on relative files [a listing of a 64/VIC

relative access file program]. My comments all involve the positioning "P" corrmand:
Ritual: I always add 96 to the relative address when using it in a positioning

corrmand. No logical reason, except that's what Commodore does in 4.0 BASIC.
Good Habits: I advise users to always set the record pointer (RP) value to 1 and read

or write the whole record. This avoids a sneaKy pitfall: writing to any field erases all
the following fields.

Bug correction: It's best to give every position command TWICE; this helps avoid a
timing bug that can write or read bad stuff.

QUiCK triCK: If your record number is always less than 32768, you can get RH and RL
very easily. In fact, the corrrnands will read: PRINT#15, "P" + CHR$ (99) + CHR$ (R AND 255) +
CHR$(R/256) + CHR$(l). The 99 is the secondary address 3(+96); R is the record number; 1
is the record pointer. And remember that it's smart to do the positioning twice.

Another bug: Write enough records the first time to insure more than one blOCK of
data. Otherwise the index blOCK (called a "side sector") may be badly formed.

Preventative coding: I liKe to specify drive 0 when using single drives.
you are doing files with a record length of 50, create at least 6 records the
out; that's 300 bytes, which exceed the 254 byte capacity of the first blOCK.
unit can get confused; this helps straighten it out. Put a "0:" prefiX ahead of
name.

QUiCK triCK: After you have created the file, you don't need to use the length
information any more. OPEN 3,8,3,"0:REL FILE" will do the triCK.

Hope this information is useful to your users. -Jim Butterfield (in The Users Port)

More: According to the latest Commodore diSK drive manual, the second RECORD# corrrnand
goes immediately AFTER a write (PRINT#) to the relative file. Also, we recommend creating
a full-size file on the first write. If you might need 1,000 records, create all of them
the first time you open the file. Again, no deep reason except that files I've created
this way always worK and others don't. -JS
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that he was puzzled by the large amount of
repairmen reported the problem was missing
lOCkS. The 64, I am glad to report, is more

( I Education Notes I ]
~---- ---- ------

t:7t Elizabeth Kasper

QSPAR'S I«JW.NJ.'S:
If you don't think there is any educational software for the 64, send for the 72p.

Commodore Quality Courseware catalog from The Follet Library Book Co., 4506 Northwest
Highway, Crystal Lake IL 60014. It lists Commodo(e software produced by 124 companies from
ACCO International, Inc. to Ziggurat.

Computer Comment of the Year: Evaluation forms were distri~ted for a
graduate course on microcomputing I conducted for teachers recently at Western
University. One student wrote, "This course included far too mUCh; all I wanted
was heM to turn on the computer!"

A high school principal told me recently
deMn time his Apples were suffering until the
chips. Now all machines are fitted with case
difficult to open than the Apple.

The Learning Co. News: At a recent Illinois computer conference, Frona Kahn of The
Learning Co. reported they are translating their Apple educational programs into Commodore
BASIC as repidly as possile. Already on the market are Jugqles' Rainbow, Bumble Games,
BlDle Plot, Moptown Hotel, Moptown Parade, and Magic Spells. ROCky's Boots, however, has
proved the most difficult to translate and is not yet ready.

Multiple Type Fonts: Many people who design brochures, posters, etc., have
need for a multiple fonts program like Radio Shack has - with more than 50 fonts
sizes. And please don't tell us to take the time to design our own with one of
such programs available. Why has no one written one yet for the 64?

wanted: Koala programs: Attention hackers: The producers of Koala Ware are begging
people to write programs for them for their Koala Pad. They include with the pad clear
programming directions with examples. The pad's versatility is excellent, but the few
available programs are mostly mediocre. Go to it!

SCholastic, Inc. News: Scholastic, Inc., publisher of educational materials, has
announced that it is releasing 6 low-cost children's fun-learning programs for the 64 (for
$20 each). Glad to see another Appleware producer coming around to Commodore! Included
are Poster (a drawing program that teaches programming) and TWistaplot, an interactive
reading program called in which the child repeatedly chooses between several alternatives
to control the plot. I believe these programs were originally published as part of
Microzine, their monthly Apple diSkette magazine for children.

The March issue of Scholastic's Electronic Learning reports research from the Alameda
CA school district sheMing that children, after using computers in school, feel more
positively about themselves and school. The kind of computer use (drill and practice,
programming, etc.) does not seem to matter. These imporoved attitudes have resulted in
better attendance and a decrease in vandalism.

CEAB EOOCATICtiAL SOFlW\RE REVISED:
The San Fernanco Valley Commodore Users Group (SFVCUG) in Granada Hills CA has

purchased the new CCYt1MODORE CANADA CEAB software. "It is much enhanced over what we now
have (including revisions to overcome the 64 ROM revision). It consists of 58 diSkS of 792
programs. Because it cost us $325 to purchase the paCkage we must charge a surcharge per
diSk to recoup the money for the treasury. The total will amount to $5 per diSk or a
paCkage deal of $250 for the 58 diSkS (including documentation). -Steve Botts (in The Users
Port)
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( I Language Not.. I ]
-....---~- ----........

Asseltt>lers:

IDI 00 I lEE PAL l»tiASSM?
Q: I use PAL 64, and on my disKette is a program called PAL UMASSM, credited to JS.

The program has a REM UNASS.PALl.6 and appears to be a program generator that creates some
files starting with POWER.CT and ending with POWER.LB. The question is, "Now what?" On my
PAL 64 disKette, there does not seem to be a "PALVERTER 64" program or a MAE to PAL
converter, unless these are generated by your "PAL UNASSM" program. The prefix of POWER.
to the files generated by your program - does it require the use of Power 64? I would
greatly appreciate it if you could clarify the operating instructions for these files, and
for any other tips. -A.J. Bryant, 1118 Wall St., Winnipeg MAN R3E 251 CANADA

A: Welcome to public domain! Unasseni>ler lOOKS at machine language program in memory
and creates source code for it. You'll have to study the listing to learn how to use it.
The files do not require Power to run PAL. -JS

BASIC

Answer: Ga)UB AS A DIREX:!' aJIIIIAND:
A: About that GOSUB as a direct command (noted by Gary Stone in #17, p.19). When you

type in any line, it's taken from the screen and delivered to an area called input buffer.
Then it's chewed up a little (toKenized), and finally executed - directly from the input
buffer. If you give a GOSUB as a direct command, the computer will execute it, of course.
But as it is executed, the return point is carefully noted - that's a bit along the input
buffer. What happens if you do any sort of INPUT or GET in the subroutine? You wreCK the
input buffer! What does the subroutine go baCK to? JunK. It's trying to return to a
place that's gone; and that's where you get a SYNTAX ERROR or other oddity.

Try this: call the same subrotltine; but prefiX the GOSUB wi th a whole bunch of colons
- for example, ::::::::::GOSUB 3300. Chances are that you'll be far enough along in the
input buffer that the GET won't smash your GOSUB statement, and everything will work well.

Quiz: Why are INPUT and GET not permitted as direct statements? -Jim Butterfield

BO:>LF.AN TRICK:
Here's another Boolean TriCK that allows you to multiply or divide instead of just

adding or subtracting. You really only need remember that X10=0 and Xll=X.
Instead of this: 100 IF X>5 THEN Z=(X*Y)

200 IF X<=5 THEN Z=(X*Y)*3
Use this: 100 Z= (X*Y) *3 [up arrow]-(X<5) -Data Loops Mountain Computer Society

OR, 'ffiffiE QU(JI'ES!:
Dear Admiral 6502: Sometimes when I'm trying to move the cursor while programming, it

refuses to obey me, and gives me a funny symbol instead. What goes? Signed, Unquotable.
Dear U: Your name suits your dilemma. You have entered the nefarious world of the

"quotes" mode. There isn't a beginning Comnodore user alive who will believe this mode
could someday be useful! Seriously, you get into this piCkle whenever you type an ODD
number of quotes (double ones, that is) on a line. It doesn't matter if you have deleted
it or not, once it's there, it counts. You already Know how you got there and just need to
Know how to get out? Here are several ways, each useful in certain circumstances.

* The DELete key will still worK. This is good, because the first thing you'll want
to do is get rid of those funny symbols, right?

* You can hit RETURN. This cancels quote mode, and you can come baCK to the line
with the cursor Keys to maKe changes, or just go where you wanted to in the first place.
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Of course, this stores the subject line in memory, as it stands.
* You can hold the SHIFf key and hit RETURN. The cursor moves to the next line, but

nothing gets remembered. Quotes mode is off, and you can move wherever you like. If you
didn't want to destroy the old copy of a matching line, this is a way to handle it.

* You can tyPe another double quote, then move freely. This includes cursor lefts to
correct mistakes on the current line, which may be what you were trying to do originally.

NOTE: Quote mode is also alive when you have entered one or more INSerT keys. Until
you tyPe a character for every insert, you can't go up, down, left or right. Even the
DELete key gives you a graphic symbol, until all the inserts have been satisfied. -"Admiral
6502" (in Barrie Ontario BUG Newsletter)

Rat LOCATIaI DIFFERmCE:
A location that differs in all ROMs is:

in 4.0 in 2.0 in 1.0
32 ($20) 169 ($A9) 240 ($F0)

61654 ($FOD6)
in VIC in 64:

145 ($91) 82 ($52) -JS

Other High Level Languages:

APL CAN DO CURVE FI'1TIKi aI THE SUPERPET:
For you engineers that own SuperPets - do you do any curve fitting? Why not use the

built-in curve fitting routines in the SuperPet? It is built into the APL language. The
method to fit any curve, of any order, is:

Enter the Y values: Y~ abc d •••••n
Enter the corresponding X values: X~ abc d ••••• n
ASk the machine for the fit: Y [±J XO

• *0 1 2 3 4•••••N
The results that co~ back3to the ~rfeen are the fit coefficients in the form:

Y = A + BX + CX + DX •••NX ~n
The N is the order of the curve to be fit. Notice there are no commas between the

data entries. -Frank Herr (in The Users Port)

Wanted: FOO.'mAN SOFlWARE FOO. HARD SCImcE?
Q: Do you know of any "hard science ll software for the 64, specifically a FCR1'RAN IV,

77 coapiler? Also, any good engineering graphing software would be very helpful! For
someone trying to learn machine language, Hesware's machine language monitor is a
nightmare, with no documentation to speak of. Secondly, is there any book on the 1541 diSk
drive? I am having a tough time running a program in one drive to read the input otf the
other drive. -G. R. Guthman, 417 S. Washington, Carbondale IL 62901

A: The only FORTRAN for the 64 we've seen is Nevada FORTRAN running under CP/M. Any
other-suggestions, readers? As for a book on the disk drive, look for one from Datamost
this summer. MearMhile, chapter 6 of our PET Personal Computer Guide is about it for file
handling. Use the 4040 DOS 2.0 and BASIC 2 info. - ES

Low-Level Languages:

tmf 0P-<DlES FOO. THE 65UJ CHIP?
Q: We are seeing a wider use of pseudo op-codes in programs. If we are to believe

Ray West, these extra op-codes go outside the guaranteed set for 65XX devices, and programs
that use them may not run on every corrputer. M* R***T is one such program; testing shows
no problems across a wide range of 64's. Does this mean Commodore has expanded the
guaranteed set and only told the software houses? Does the 6510 have an eXPanded
guaranteed set of op-codes? Any lists? -Paul Blair

A: At least two magazines have published lists of extra op-codes which have always
been there, but have never been documented - most likely because some don't do anything
useful, and others may not always work, or may not work on future machines. You can test
them using the WALK command found in MicrOllOl'l. However, I STRONGLY recommend that you
AVOID their use whenever possible, as they are the opposite of well-documented code. -JS
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( I User Group Notes I )
------ ---- ------..II
For complete lists of local user groups, see Commodore magazine. -ES

ARKANSAS
Clark Ccxmty (Arkansas) COllJlUter CCJo1AL Club, Bismarck AR. David and Beth Skinner of

Route 2, Box 651, Bismark AR 71929 (501/865-2237), sent us a membership application form to
their local Commodore 64 user group that specializes in COAL, business and farm
applications. You can join as a professional ($30), student ($15), regular ($20) or
associate ($10) member. Visitors pay $5 (or $2 for students) per meeting. Members have
access to the club library of programs on diSkette••• -ES

CALIFmNIA
San Fernando Valley Coumodore Users Group, Granada Hills CA. It was great to see Tom

Lynch presented with a token of appreciation at the last meeting. It's a privilege to work
with Tom, and watch him put in at least 40 hours a week on this club, after his regular
job. -Steve Botts (The Users Port editor)

South Bay Coumodore Users' Group, Manhattan Beach CA. Craig Wittler, at 17306
Ermanita Av., #3, Torrance CA 90504, is the editor of this group's monthly newsletter,
Use**Letter. Meetings are in Hermosa Beach. For membership info, write 401 Ninth St.,
Manhattan CA 90266.

ILLINOIS
Gateway Computer Club, Fairview Heights IL. This St. Louis area (Illinois side)

computer club now publishes a monthly Gazette for members, edited by Joel Minto. President
is Vince Le Pes. Direct all membership applications and questions to Rich Fisher, P.O. Box
1831, Fairview Heights IL 62208. [JS is a proud honorary member of the group.]

Springfield Area VIC Enthusiasts (SAVE). 19 SAVE:REM What at first seemed to be
SAVE'S liability was that none of its members had been a user for more than a year.
Ironically, this has seemed to draw many new computer owners. The "non-technical" computer
language used at meetings leaves new users comfortable. As we grow, let's remember that
guy who sits quietly in the corner. -Mike Stout

MARYLAND
BaltiJoore Area Coumodore Users Group (BAY-QX;), Baltimore MD. This new group meets

the fourth Wednesday of the month at Loch Raven Senior High School in Baltimore. Contact
Michael M. Broumberg at 4605 Vogt Av., Baltimore MD 21206 (301/325-2156) for more info.

MISSOORI
The Joplin Coumodore Computer User's Group. We have received a good deal of mail from

people and companies wishing to sell their wares. All such mail is deposited in a large
basket at the library. Please feel free to browze through it and copy anything
interesting. Other group newsletters will be in the same basket (labeled JCCUG mail).

'lllE KCF{X; group in Kansas City/Independence MJ has grown to 550 members with 20 new
member a month. RiCk West reports all the new members are Commodore 64 very hungry users.
For more information, call their bulletin board at 816/257-5058.

NEW JERSEY
My wife and I attended the 9th Annual Trenton COIl'Plter Festival. Commodore User Group

was well attended with 64 owners. All very concerned with the problems and servicing of
the 1541 disk drive. When Commodore had dealers, this was not a problem. -John Z. Novicki
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NDI YOOK
Upstate COIIIIDdore User Group, Horseheads NY. President Chris Johnson sent a request

to the Central Illinois PET User Group for information on our disk library. This VIC and
64 club of approximately 100 members with VIC's and 64's is located in the southern tier
area of New York and Pennsylvania hopes to start an open BSS soon. Write Chris at Box
5242, Arnot Mall, Horseheads NY 14844, for more info.

ano
Central Ohio Commodore User's Group aSkS to be added to the User Group list~

were formerly listed as COPUG]. Contact is still Philip H. Lynch, 107 S. Westmoor
Columbus OH 43204 (614/274-0304).

[They
Av. ,

SOOTH IW<C1l'A
Veblen so. Would any of the groups that read the Midnite be willing to drop us a copy

of their By-laws? There are enough users in our area to start a users group, but we don't
know how to outline ourselves. We would appreciate any examples. Sincerely, G. Duane
Baun, Pastor, Our Savior's Lutheran, Veblen SD 57270 (???/738-2479)

TEXAS
Texoma Regional Association of Commodore Enthusiasts (TRACE). Art Klinger of 4659

Balboa Dr., Wichita Falls TX 76310 (817/692-4718), sent us the announcement of this group,
which meets the third Monday of each month at either Data Pro or Computers & Electronics in
some unmentioned town. Contact Art for specific information! -ES

( I Video Notes I-------- ----
COLORFUL LISTIl«iS:

Have you ever wanted your listings to automatically come up with a different color
besides light blue? Well, you can do it. You have four different colors you can choose
from - white, red, green, and blue. White has a CHR$ value of 5, red is 28, green is 30
and blue is 31. This is how you can do it for the color white:

Fi rst type: 8 REJt" "
Then type, in immediate mode: POKE2854,5

Now resave the program. Every time you list it, the listing will be White. -Jim Retz
(in Mountain Computer Society Data Loops)

RCM DIFFEREX:ES, or hHY YOOR SCREEN GOES BLANK:
Unfortunately, ROM 1 machines [for the 64] had a tendency to show "sparkle" on the

screen (especially when waiting for a GET statement or reading a file). To correct this
and a few other conce'rns, Commodore introduced ROM 2. In ROM 2, the color memory was
automatically filled with the color of the screen baCkground, so all characters POKEd to
the screen were the same color as the background~ This means a program that shows up fine
on a ROM 1 may be totally invisible on a ROM 2. Not satisfied, Commodore introduced
Version 3, in which color memory is automatically filled with the cursor color.

April's Compute! Gazette (pp. 1124-126) suggests another way if you're willing to have
characters all of the same color. First, POKE screen color with the color you want your
characters. Then, CLeaR the screen. Finally, POKE screen color with the color you want
your screen. -Mindy Skelton (in 8 Squared)

PRINT THE SCREEN:
If you are attempting to print the screen of a 64, you will have discovered that the

program in the manual (p.32) will not work as shown. In addition to changing line 60050
for the program to work on the 64, line 60060 must also be changed, as follows:
68868 SC=PEEK(VR+4B'ACL-tRO) - (in SAVE Newsletter)

]
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I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I .-.......

( I Book Reviews I 1------ ---- -----
'!lIE BEST VIC/~ SOF"lW\RE, by The Editors of Consumer Guide, for 64 or VIC.
$5 spiral book from Publications IntI., 3841 W. Oakton, Skokie IL 60076. 1984. 192p.

REVIEW 11: A compilation of software for the VIC and 64. [It came to Midnite
subscribers as issue #16.] All software available as of October 15, 1983 was considered
and rated by Jim and Ellen Strasma and people from user groups such as ours. It used a
rating scale of 1 to 10 and rejected all below a rating of 5. The publisher, Consumers
Guide, verified all the software Jistings for accuracy and rejected programs with
unverifiable claims. I highly recommend this book! I especially liked the ratings for
performance, ease of use, reliability, documentation and user group average. There is a
one page description with price, who sells it, etc. -Tom Lynch (in The Users Port)

REVIEW 12: Don't be fooled by the misleading title. Nicely paCkaged in a spiral
cover containing well written descriptions of some of the best software available for all
Commodore computers; not just 64's and VIC's. Although the book was written by
knowledgable writers, it seems to have an opinionated slant in places. For instance, The
Consultant is described as "clearly the best database manager currently available." No
mention is made of the argument that The Consultant is very weak on mail lists becauase it
will not surpress an empty field nor an empty line or that only two fields can be put on a
line (city state on one line and ZIP on another). Although The Consultant's speed, record
lengths, and search capabilitities are better, I still think Power File (Flex-File 2.1) is
better, but then, I'm known to be opinionated. Read the book and take your own opinionated
stance. CHUG's MicrOlOOn, by Russ Bennett, is listed as "one of the most important programs
you can own." Unfortunately, it is no longer sold for CHUG through Foxfire Systems, as
that organization has gone into bankruptcy. CHUG would like to hear from another capable
company interested in marketing Russ Bennett's versions of MicrOIOOn and MicrOlOOn-64.

Warning: Use extreme caution in loaning it out! Borrowers like it so much they take
their time in returning it. Tell them to buy their own. -John Walker (in Hardcopy)

[NOTE: Many can't find it in B. Dalton, Crown or Walden boOkstores. We're also out,
but will reorder once more. If you want one, send $5 to Midnite Software, Inc., 635 Maple,
Mt. Zion IL 62549 by August 15, 1984. Our last offer! -ES]
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DOCTm l\RGI'S GUIDE TO THE CARE, FEEDIN; AND 'l'RAIND«; OF· YOUR cnMJIX:m: 64, by A. and E.
Aron. PaperbacK from Hayden BOOKS, 50 Essex St., Rochelle ParK NJ 07662. 1984. 300p.

This large format paperbacK, written by teachers for the beginner (aren't they all?),
intentionally repeats material whenever the authors feel you might be confused, and uses a
variety of tyPe sizes and separate boxes to emphasize different topics. Each chapter ends
with a summary and exercises, with answers and a glossary in the baCK. However, there is
no index, and finding particular topics is difficult because of the many typefaces, even in
the table of contents. The authors claim you'll learn BASIC in 12 hours, which may be
true, as far as the boOK goes, but I doubt it. Naturally, I couldn't find any reference to
files, though I did find a chapter on arrays. I'm biased, but I'll pass. -JS

THE DfCYCLOPEDIA OFMI~ TERMINQUX;Y, by Linda and John Christie, for all models.
$10 paperbacK/$20 hardbaCK from Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs NJ 07632. 1984. <300 p.

Jargon got you down? Don't understand the beginner's page in the Kids' computer
magazine? Fear no longer, help is here, in the form of over 4,000 simple definitions of
corrputer terrrs. The definition for "jargon", for example includes this gem: "Words cease
to be jargon when they become generally accepted in fields other than the one in which they
originated." That comment is typical of what sets this boOK apart from a dictionary; its
definitions include added comments, baCKground information, occasional examples and further
references. There's no need to read it from start to finish, but you could if you wanted
to, without falling asleep. Although designed for business and professional people, I
recorrmend it for anyone in need of help with computer terrrs. -JS

THE FIRST PRIMER OFMI~ ~ICATI~S, by Jim Cambron, for all conplters.
PaperbacK from TAB BOOKS (distributed by B. Dalton or Walden boOKS.)

This boOK assumes you have never used a corrputer, let alone a modem. It explains how
a corrputer worKS and how the corrputer sends this information over the phone lines. The
best section gave detailed procedures for using a bulletin board over the phone lines,
showing some actual exarrples. However, it failed to go into any detail on such subjects as
down-loading or up-loading of prograrrs. Recommend for first time modem user.s. -Jeff
Hineline (in CCC of Toledo OH Newsletter)

FREE SOFIWARE FOR YOUR CCMOX>RE 64/VIC-29/PET*CBM, for all CoJllOOdore conplters.
$9 paperbaCK from David & Dorothy Heller Enrich/Ohaus, 2325 Paragon Dr., San Jose CA.

Can't find public domain prograrrs? Well, this is the boOK for you. Free Software
does mini-profiles on user groups allover the world; it lists over 100 clubs and their
addresses. Describes telecommunications basics including how to effectively use a Punter
BBS. Also lists several hundred BBS's and their telephone Its, but don't get upset if some
aren't operating now, as BBS's come and go daily. Any serious telecommunications hobbyist
would enjoy this bOOK. Recommended. -MiKe Stout

GE'rl'lKi ~-LINE, by M. David Stone, for all models.
$15 paperbaCK from Prentice Hall, Englewood Cliffs NJ 07632. 1984. 306 p.

Are you in need of help using your MODEM? Can't maKe sense of Compuserve or the
Source? Here's a corrprehensive resource that may help. Getting On-Line starts with your
hardware, both the corrputer and the MODEM, then covers needed features in terminal software
and how a few real prograrrs staCK up, and finally the nitty gritty of hOOKing up an RS232
port (a common way to handle a MODEM). The other half is a catalog of what's available
from most of the well-Known information utilities, including BRS After DarK, Dephi, Dialog,
Newsnet, Nexus, and others, besides the big 3 you've already heard about. There are also
hints on how to get what you need from each of them, and a search strategy that may save
you time and money. Although Commodore isn't the prime focus of this boOK, it isn't
neglected either, and I doubt if you'll find a better overall resource for this rapidly
expanding field. If MODEMs matter to you, lOOK for Getting On-Line. Recorrmended.-JS
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GE'l"l'Il«i THE KET~ Y<XlR VIC-29, $10 try Hank. Gi Ibrech for VIC.
PaperbacK? trom Ptent1ce=flall, EnglewooaCliffs NJ 07632. 1983. 135p.

REVIEW 'I: For the new VIC owner that wants more than just games. Topics range from
the joystick. to creating cassette files to home finance and education. The author
effectively uses example programs to mak.e learning easier. Every program is followed by a
line by line description of what's happening. Recommended for the new user. -Dan Bluhn

REVIEW '2: This book. has two parts--ten short chapters teaching different aspects of
BASIC programming, followed by ten short application programs. Throughout the book.,
however, the approach is a short listing, followed by a description of what it does, with
those in the latter section adding a list of variables used. Thus, the book. won't help you
much unless you're willing to try the exercises. Getting the Most doesn't try to cover
everything; it assumes you've read the owner's manual and are ready to work. with the more
unusual and advanced BASIC concepts (although not all THAT advanced.) Files are briefly
mentioned, but only for cassettes, and nothing is said about using a printer, although
joystick.s are described. Personally, my main need is for reference materials, and this
book. is almost useless for that. But if you're lOOk.ing for a programming work.book. in VIC
BASIC that goes beyond the trivial, this may be just what you need. -JS

GOllI:i c.. LINE WITH Y<XlR M!<110 , by Lou Haas, for all cooputers.
This boOk., for the advanced telecommunications hack.er with some previous MODEM

experience, is quite detailed and technical. Subjects covered are 'X~odem operation for
down-loading operations' •••CP/M operation with a MODEM system, such as the Heath Users
Group uses (useful for the many free programs available through these CP/M systems). One
useful feature was a list of over 150 BBS systems, their telephone numbers and
peculiarities. Be careful though; you can run up a large long distance bill very quiCk.ly.
The appendix lists many sources of MODEM hardware and software, as well as programs for
starting your own bulletin board system. -Jeff Hineline (in CCC of Toledo OH Newsletter)

KOMAPAD INSTANT~'S GUIDE, by Koala Industries, for 64.
Book.let from Koala Technologies, 3100 Patrick. Henry Dr., Santa Clara CA 95050.

A clearly written 9-page guide to writing programs for the Koalapad touch tablet, it
includes how to read raw data, plot, scale, mak.e tones, etc. Not for the novice
programmer, but those with some k.now-haw will find it fascinating. And judging from the
few, limited programs on the mark.et, Koala Industries should be delighted to have creative
programs being written for such an outstanding piece of technology. -Elizabeth Kaspar

LF..ARNllI:i AND '.l'EllCHIKi WITH~, by Tim O'Shea & John Self, for all cOllpJters.
$13 paperback. from Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632. 1983.

This publication is directed to teachers and college students concerned with education
through computers. The authors point-out that current software available needs to improve
to better the ability of education through computers. The book. covers many current
different systems used in the field of education & future usage of the same. Recommended
only to teachers and students. ~ik.e Stout

Update ('13): LEROY'S CHEATSHEET, $4+$2 shipping+6%tax for each overlay from Cheatsheet
Products, Box 8299, Pittsburg PA 15218.

I ordered the overlays for Easy Script and Tenn 64. I was not disappointed. I typed
this article (my first using Easy Script) without referring to the manual, after going
through the tutorial for Easy Script about two week.s earlier. There are several minor
errors on the overlay, one of which messed up my output format. The one for Tenn 64 [with
far fewer commands] was much simpler and maybe not worth the cost. You must cut out the
area for the k.eyboard and function k.eys using an X-Acto k.nife or a razor blade. A slip
could ruin your overlay. -AI Harsch (in WCUC News)
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MASTERING THE COMMODORE 64, by A.J. Jones and G.J. Carpenter, for 64.
$15 paperback ($25 for matching diskette-not tested) from Wiley Press, 605 Third Av., New
York NY 10158. 1984. 383 p.

This is the first book I've seen for the 64 that goes significantly beyond the
beginner level. Earlier efforts we've reviewed usually stopped where Mastering the
Commodore 64 starts, limited their scope to a single topic like graphics or sound, or
failed completely. It is similar in some ways to Ray West's landmark book for the CBM,
though not as comprehensive or easily usable for quiCk reference. On the other hand, it is
more readable than West's book, and covers the same ground--everything from the end of
Commodore's owner's guide through simple machine language, covering advanced disk handling,
memory management, sorting and other needed topics along the way. As of right now, if I
could have only one book for the 64, this would be it. Highly recommended. -JS

THE MICROCQIIPUTER USERS HANDBOOK 1984, by D. Longley and M. Shain, for all cOllp.1ters.
$40 paperback from Wiley-Interscience, New York NY. 1984. 324p.

Do the British write better computer boOkS than Americans, or are only their best
works imported? Either way, I always look forward to a new British offering. The
Microcomputer Users Handbook is the newest, and not disappointing in any way. It is a
large boOk, double columned and choCk full of useful information, not just about Commodore,
but about the entire industry. Written by a large team, one chapter apiece, the book
covers nearly everything of interest to the small business considering a computer.
Chapters cover: the use of computers in business, the right way to buy one, maintenance,
staff participation, files, hardware, operating systems, languages, word processing,
scheduling, networking, security, ergonomics and a dozen other equally important topics,
all well presented. There is also a large survey ot available business machines, including
only the B series from Commodore's line. There is also a glossary at the end, but no
index. Except for the shortage of Commodore info, and having all prices in British Pounds,
this is the best single survey of the industry I've seen yet. Highly recommended to all
who need the large picture, and are willing to pay well to get it. -JS

~ YOUR COMMODORE 64 IN BASIC, by Mario Eisenbacher, for 64.
$13 paperback from Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632. 1984.

A good choice for anyone beginning to program the Commodore 64 in BASIC. The book
progressively introduces BASIC statements, commands, and functions in groups, with short
exercises to improve comprehension; each chapter ends with a review and exercises. A
stilTUlus for beginning programmers; as new material is covered, you will undoubtedly "tary"
to develop programs that will get more complex as more BASIC is covered. The material is
easily grasped without knowing BASIC; however, the chapter on special effects of graphics
and sound may require more depth than provided. -Harry J. Bethke

VIC BASIC, by Ramon Zamora et al., for VIC.
PaperbaCk from Reston, 11480 Sunset Hills Rd., Reston VA 22090. 1983. 360 p.

After reading my recent article on Commodore boOkS, Bob Albrecht, who authored one of
my oldest favorites, sent this new book for review. Like my old favorite and an earlier
volume for the PET, this VIC manual is very understandable and light-hearted, full of cute
illustrations and things to try, with lots of explanations. Though not packaged as such,
VIC BASIC would make a fine text for teaching BASIC to youth. It includes a summary at the
end of each chapter, with exercises and answers. Topics are arranged in order of use in
creating fun programs, rather than a logical progression through BASIC. For instance, POKE
is taught before PRINT, making reference somewhat difficult. Another strange omission is
the entire concept of files; even LOAD and SAVE are only mentioned in an appendix. Syntax
for some BASIC words doesn't even appear there. As a fun approach to a fun machine, VIC
BASIC is a fine intro manual for youth or adults, but needs a companion volume to cover
more advanced topics and serve as a reference. I like it, but not quite as much as
Datamost's excellent boOk Kids and the VIC for the same audience. -JS
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( I Business Reviews I )---------........
Accounting and Finance/I'ax Programs:

Update (see '9,11,13): BPI GmERAL LEIXiER and ACCOUNTS PAYABLE, for COM.
See school use review under Education Reviews.

COM 64 GENERAL LEIXiER, $100 diskette for 64.
General ledger from MicroSpec Ltd., P.O. Box 863085, Plano TX 75086. No warranty. Version
2.001 copy protected.

I recently had the dubious honor of implementing version 1.002 of this small business
accounting system. Many frazzled hours later, I was beginning to wonder if this wasn't
really a devilishly clever adventure game with real life consequences at stake rather than
a business program. I first began to suspect the program's authors had a flair for the
dramatic when, having completed entry of 6 fields of information in creating each of 65
accounts, I chose the printout option from the File Maintenance menu [and found] the key
file to access the information had not yet been written. After re-entering all account
parameters and returning to the Main Menu before selecting any other function, this part
worked fine. When the income statement is printed, the net income amount is incorrect.
When I closed the fiscal year, everything was zeroed, including the balance sheet account
balances. Malfunctions such as these are inexcusable in a serious business system. -Steve
Harrison (in Springfield PET Users Group Newsletter)

~LETE PERSmAL ACaXJN'1'ANT, diskette for 64.
Home accounting paCkage from Futurehouse, Inc., Box 3470, Chapel Hill NC 27519.

TraCkS up to 99 accounts and up to 9 categories within each account. Standard
accounts are supplied, which you may adapt or ignore. If you don't like reading manuals,
you'll also have the choice of watChing a tutorial instead; a complete one is included on
the baCk side of the pogram diskettp.. It doesn't do payroll. -JS

EZZE BOOKS 64, by B. Prouty. $15 diskette for the 64.
(PET version reviewed in M#10 as Databooks.) General accounting paCkage (CC DISK #2) from

Comm'Putoy Cult, Box 7776, San Diego Ca 92107. Requires CBM disk and CBM or ASCII printer.
No stated warranty. Unprotected.

Although we do our accounting on the 8032, using BPI programs, I requested a review
copy of eZZe Books 64 for the sake of our 64 readers. I am reluctant to recommend the Info
Designs paCkages sold by Commodore until I hear the results of a reported lawsuit claiming
Info Designs illegally copied its paCkage from those of Southern Solutions' ChuCk Stuart.
Since we also haven't heard from Southern Solutions in a while, the need to find a good 64
accounting paCkage has become extreme.

Into the gap comes long-time subscriber and boOkkeeper, B. Prouty of the San Diego
users group. Her accounting system comes as 3 large programs that can be listed and
changed as needed. One program is run only once, to set up the system. The rest of the
time, you simply load one program for Payroll, and the other for general accounting. (The
two feed info back and forth as needed.) This prevents the endless disk-swapping we've
seen in other paCkages. One of the nicest features is a code next to each question,
referring to a matching paragraph in the manual that explains it. Other good features are
a requirement that the books balance before ending a session, and refusal to modify account
values without a journal entry (for an audit trail.) There is also a simple two-level
password system. Since the paCkage doesn't come with a sample data diskette, it will take
some time to learn, but once set up, operation is straight-forward. If you need an
accounting paCkage for the 64 that doesn't do weird things like try to destroy your disk
drive when you baCk it up, consider eZZe Books 64. Highly recommended. -JS
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INVm'lmY, Version 1.1, diskette for 64.
Inventory program from MicroSpec, Ltd., P.O. Box 863085, Plano TX 75086.

Version 1.1 workS great. The program now does e~erything claimed plus the ability to
run on various printers by coding ASCII values, secondary address and separate linefeed.
You can tracK 1200 items per disKette. Each item is given a part number, description,
quantity and pricing information, sales and min-max stock level, and physical location
code. Add, delete, change and scan functions maintain these items. The system will
generate a suggested re-order list based on min-max levels designated by the user and stoCk
on hand. Transactions are entered by sales, returns, posting purchase orders and receipts.
It includes a sales report showing period to date and year to date by part number or
description. If the user provides a supplier code in the part number, the program will
give sales sub-totals by supplier. You can print a physical inventory count sheet, with
the counts entered as a second function, and generate a shrinkage report, adjust inventory,
and generate a total inventory printout by either cost or retail.

This program is very useful for a small or medium business. It could be adapted to
keep track of collectibles, such as stamps or coins. Several drawbacks are not printing
dates on reports, not keeping records by manufacturer and not giving total recorded
dollars. It would also be helpful to print reports by manufacture code. I have been using
this program for over 6 months and am pleased with the results. -Dave MenaKer (in
Montgomery County CCS (Silver Spring MD) Newsletter)

SOFT.AX 83, $70 diskette for the 64
Tax pacKage from Softax, Box 332, St. Paul MN 55102 612/224-7477. BASIC + machine
language. DOS-protected, spare diskette $20. 10 day guarantee or your money baCK.

SOFT.AX 83 will prepare and print form 1040, Schedules A,B,C,D,E,G,SE,W, and form 2441.
It will alsQ prepare and print Minnesota forms M-l and M-lB. All except the 1040 may be
sent to the IRS as printed on fan fold computer paper. It should work with any properly
interfaced printer. Containing programs on both sides of one disKette, Softax 83 is very
easy to work with and instructions are well written. Schedules or forms are stored in RAM
in a logical sequence with "swapping" as you worK your way through the return. When you
enter taxpayer information and numbers, the program quickly computes each schedule,
automatically carries the figures to form 1040 and computes your tax liability or refund,
rounding all numbers as per IRS code. You can do "what if" calculations on any supported
schedule or form very quickly. You can "save" a return to diSk, but only reload a
previously saved file once when you first begin the program. A color option via the
function Keys would be nice. Good income tax software for the 64 is expensive and very
hard to find. Companies must charge a high price, because their product can only be sold
for a couple of months each year. This program has the best warranty and return policy
I've seen. This is a very good program, well suited for those who prepare their own
returns and track their financial progress or tax strategy through the year. -Steve Shubitz

Data Base Managers and Mail Lists:

Update: THE CONSULT.ANT, by Dieter Demmer. $150 diSkette for CBM, PET or 64.
Formerly called Oracle or Delphi's Oracle, from Batteries Included. See reviews in Midnite
# 14-15,15-33,16-27,18-09 and comparison with Manager below.

Update (118): CODEHUTER (lKJI1E FILE \1IUTER), $50 disKette for 64.
Application generator from Codewriter Corp., 7847 N. Caldwell Av., Niles IL 60648
(800/621-4109 or 312/470-0700).

I've been intending to review Codewriter for some time, only to find out after doing
so, that one of its two parts was reviewed last issue as Home File Writer. Oh well, both
names are correct. I've rarely seen a product with better documentation and on-line helps,
and few data managers offer more flexibility, particularly in the area of trapping faulty
inputs. The full-screen editor and numerous prompts makes creating a file easier than any
other data manager I've tested. Because both Home File Writer and its output are
unprotected BASIC programs and compatible with nearly any hardware, you are free to add
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still other features, and make needed backups. Finished listings are readably spaced, and
full of helpful REMark statements.

Codewriter's separately-sold report generator, a weak link in many data managers, is
very flexible and easy to use. It allows an 80 column by 58 row report, set up virtually
any way, including 1, 2 or 3 up mail labels. The format screen scrolls to show the whole
report. It can also link dissimilar report formats in a report, with overall totals. The
only painful part of making a report is manually copying 2 programs from one diskette to
another. Also, Home File Writer is slower than machine language data managers. Its
editing options don't meet Commodore's data entry standards (described in the Whole PET
Catalog), and it can't handle commas. The included programs have a few unneeded lines
(delete 49999-50161, and 60000-), but these are trivial complaints. Although a reviewer in
a competing magazine disagreed completely, I consider this one of the most interesting
products I've ever tested. Home File Writer offers something to most everyone, from
beginner to expert. Highly reconmended. -JS

Update (see U2 r 15 r 18): ~TA BASE MANllGER, diskette for 64.
Data manager from MicroSpec Ltd., P.O. Box 863085, Plano TX 75086.

Your issue 18 compliments this manual. The reviewer must have had one different than
filine. In playing with the program, I found it apparently has mathmatical capabilities not
mentioned in the manual. However, the company was not courteous enough to answer
correspondence, even when I offered to pay for a baCkUp diskette. Many publishers are
begging for their programs to be illegally copied. -Keith Klarin

~TA MANAGER, diskette? for 64.
Data manager from Timeworks, Inc., 405 Lake Cook Rd., Deerfield IL 60015.

This program works well on my 64, except for the print section. I use .a Commodore
4022 tractor printer with an Interpod interface. This hardware has worked with every other
program I have except this one. -Raymond E. Nichols

Update: THE MANllGER W. THE a:NSULTANT (DELPHI'S OOACLE), diskette for 64.
I recently purchased Commodore's The Manager for the 64, and, since the only filing

program I'd used before was TirneWorks' pathetic Data Manager, I wasn't sure if it was good
or bad. So, when a friend offered to lend me Batteries Included's The Consultant for a
weekend, I did a serious comparison. Here are some of the results: The Consultant is
generally faster, since the whole program loads at once, while Manager's program "modules"
mean more delays and disk-swapping. The Consultant uses relative files, while Manager uses
indexed sequential files, but both files need their included utilities to be used by Easy
Script. Manager allows up to 1500 characters per record; The Consultant can handle about
4000 (most file programs are limited to about 250). It's a little easier to set up input
screens with Manager, but The Consultant's "Field labels" make other processes a lot
easier. Setting up output forms is a confusing process on both, but The Consultant's
manual is much better. The Consultant has a special format for mailing labels, but Manager
makes it easier to send a report to the screen. Manager is noticably slower in assembling
reports, but The Consultant reports to the printer seem to be limited to 40 columns!
Manager's biggest advantage is with arithmetic: once you learn how to write an arithmetic
"program," you can add computed "fields" to input screens, reports and file records. Over
all, The Consultant is the better product, but with Manager going for under $50 and The
Consultant over $100, it isn't quite that good. -Craig Wittler

PRl\C'TIFILE, by Michael Ri ley. $55 diSkette for all IOOdels.
Formerly called Flex-File, from Computer Software Associates, 50 Teed Dr., Randolph MA
02368. See reviews in Midnite #16-30 and 18-11.
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SUPERBASE, by Tranmer and Cranstoun. $99 diskette for 64/$195 for 8996 or 8-128.
Relational data manager from Precision Software (USA), 1675 York Av., Suite lID, New York
NY 10128 (212/490-1825). Machine language. DOS protected;backup copy included.

Specs: random files; 15 related files; 1 prime key; 255 characters per field; 127
fields; 1,108 characters per record; number of records limited to diSk capacity; 4 screens
per record; programmable; works with: Easy Script, Super Script.

Superbase is easily the most sophisticated data base currently available for the 64
and B-128, and among the very best for the CBM 8096 as well. It excells in handling and
relating data from multiple files, and also includes a true database language that includes
nearly all important BASIC commands. You can write your own programs as well as complete
application systems that run without intervention, up to 4K long on the 64 and 8K on the
8096. Like the best competing programs, Superbase allows full-screen formatting of data,
has completely flexible report formats, and easily sends its data to popular word
processors. It also makes restructuring simpler than any other data manager we've tested.
It also makes good use of the function keys on the B-128, to reduce typing. It has
excellent documentation, although learning to use such a powerful program takes time.
On-screen menus and numerous help screens make getting started fairly simple. Later, you
can add your own help screens and memos. The only limitations that will likely trouble you
are: one prime key (shared by all current programs offering multiple files), and its
inability to work with alternate diSk drives (due to DOS protection), such as 1541 owners
with access to larger diSk drives. Area dealers report it has become their best-selling
data manager; praise for it seems universal. Highly recommended for 64 owners and others
who don't need the added features of Super Office. -JS

Integrated PaCkages:

SUPER OFFICE, by S. Tranmer and T. Cranstoun. $395 diSkette for 8-128 or 8996.
Integrated system (relational data manager and word processor) from Precision Software
(USA), 1675 York Av., Suite llD, New York, NY 10128 (212/490-1825). Requires 8050 disk
drive. CBM or ASCII printer optional. 30 day media warranty. Machine language. DOS
protected; baCkUp copy included.

Specs: random files; 15 related files; 1 prime key; 255 characters per field; 127
fields; 1,108 characters per record; number of records limited to disk capacity; 4 screens
per record; programmable; contains Superbase and SuperScript II, and SuperSpell.

As the first integrated system I've tested since Silicon Office, it appears to be
vastly better than its renowned competi tor. Super Office combines Superbase, Super Script
II and Super Spell - each among the very best available programs in their respective fields
- so that they use each others data automatically, giving Super Office a huge advantage
over all competitors. That it is also among the very first commercial programs to work
with the new B-128 model makes it all the more attractive. For file-handling information
in Super Office, see the review for Super Base above. To this, add all the features of
SuperScript, plus word wrap (no broken words at line ends), and SuperSpell's 30,000
(expandable) word dictionary. As in Silicon Office, the word processor can pull in any
data from any active file anywhere in a document, giVing extreme flexibility and ease in
planning report formats and bulk mailings - but much faster than in Silicon Office.
Although the spelling cheCker is not available simultaneously with the data manager, it is
loaded together with the word processor to check a finished document. The price of Super
Office is far less than that of any competing program, and the program comes from a very
reputable company. New as it is, I love it. Highly recommended. -JS
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Word Processors and Text Editors:

COpy WRITER, by IDPC. $80 disKette
for' 64. A1:.0 ver·sion:. for' PET/8M
with C8M or PEDISK disK drive.
Two-column word processor from
CGRS Microtech, Box 102, Langhorne
PA 19047 (215/757-0284). FORTH.
DOS-protected master creates
u n 1 imit e d p r c, gram d i :.Ke t t e s for'
dai 1y use. 90 day media warranty.

COPy Writer is a very good
word processing program, wi th most
of the expected features, and some
that are both important and
unique. Besides being the only
program we've tested that was
written in FORTH (a computer
language known for speed and
bre',1 i ty) , it is the c,n 1}' (JJor'd
processor we've tested that is
avai 1ab1e for CGRS Microtech's
ultra-fast but non-standard
PEDISK II dr·ive.

The 64 version starts with
812 1 i nes of tex t fr'ee, and lJJC,r·K:.
well wi th both the Bus Card
IEEE-488 interface and the MSD
dual disK dr i ',,Ie, as (J,le 11 a:· the
1541. Printers may be connected
to either the user port or the
:.eria1 bu:.. COpy Writer come:·
with a choice of 7 ropu1ar
printers, plus the option of
manually entering the codes for
another printer (unfortunately
entered in hexadecimal). I
managed to overload the space
a1 lowed for these with my
Prowri ter 8510's codes, but got
everything worKing except super
and subscript. All such questions
are answered only once, when
creating a daily use diskette.

One drawback drove me right
up the lJ,la 11; un 1 i 1<: e vir' t uall}' all
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other Commodore programs, COpy
Writer maKes the DELETE Key delete
the character under the cursor
rather than to the right of it.
This maKes bacKing up over a
mistaKe a slow, painful operation.

On the other hand, COpy
Writer contains a singularly
wonderful feature, shared by only
one other program we've tested.
LiKe the $1,000 CBM program
Sil icon Office, COpy Writer does
true two-column output, as shown
here, wi th only occasional
hitches. COpy Writer also has the
popular cut and paste feature, as
well as a way to avoid "widows and
orphans" (partial paragraphs at
the top or bottom of a page.)

Another unique feature lets
you print text exactly as it
appears in memory, with or without
formatting marKs. It also has
GOTO 1 i ne number', ea:· i ng those 500
1 ine ,jumps, and the u:.u&.l block
mO',le:., :.ear·ch and r'ep 1ace, 1 inked
fi 1e, and mai 1 shot features.

Other features I missed were
video output, a choice of colors
(:~'ou ge t 1 i gh t gr'ay 1e t ter·:. on
blacK, wi th dark gray border), an
i n:·er· t mode, and 80 col umn:·
(available with CGRS's 80 column
Screenmaker video board--not
tested.)

On balance, COPy Writer is a
full-featured word processor that
is very easy to use wi th the usual
equipment, .3.nd '....Jell :.uited to the
needs of newsletter edi tors. Its
cost is reasonab1 e, and the
company long estab1 ished. PEDISK
II users especially need it.
Recommended.-JS
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IDBOID, THE PERSalM. \<DID PR<X:E:SSCR, $45-65 diskette for 64.
Icon-guided word processor from Sierra, Sierra Building, Coarsegold CA 93614.

Homeword is a modestly-priced word processor that will fulfill all your home
correspondence needs, both personal and business. "Icons" (screen pictures representing
its various functions) make Homeward easy to use. File operations (saving, retrieving) are
represented by a filing cabinet. Format and edit operations are represented by a sheet of
paper. Two nice additions are a reference card summary of major commands, and a cassette
tape with an introductory lecture on using Homeword. I would rate Homeword on a scale of 1
to 10 as an 8. But would I buy Homeword? No, because one drawback outweighs all its good
features for color TV users: the screen displays white letters on a black background and
can't be adjusted for other combinations. -Bill Rhodes (in Eight Squared).

OMNI~TER and OMNISPELL, $50-70 diskette for 64.
Word processor and spelling checker from HES, 71 Park Lane, Brisbane CA 90066. Supports
both serial port and RS-232 printers.

OrnniWriter/OmniSpe11 is a powerful, easy to use word processor and spelling checker.
Includes a single diskette, instruction booklet, quiCk reference card and an overlay for
the function keys. Maximum document size is 34,000 characters (about 17 pages). Documents
can be copied from sequential files, personalized with mail merging. The left margin, tab
stops and right margin can be changed as often as necessary. Commands include moving or
copying blocks of text, replacing phrases, disk commands, inserting or deleting text,
renaming the document, and numerous print enhancements.

QmniSpe11 contains a 30,000 word dictionary. It flags unrecognized words in the text,
and can create a user dictionary. You can call the dictionary from within a document and
aSk for the spelling of words. -Paul Gilbert (in Fox Valley Users Group Newsletter)

SUPER-TEXT, approx. $65 for 64.
Word processor from Muse Software, 347 Charles St., Baltimore MD 21201. 40- and 80-column
software options. Protected diskette with baCkUP; $10 replacement.

A nicely done word processing package, with a clear and well-organized manual and a
reference card. On the plus side are such features as wordwrap and an 80 column option.
The 80 column screen realley needs a monochrome monitor to be cleary readable, but is easy
to use and offers one especially nice feature: Pressing "H" shows you "help screens" to
guide you through the many options. Other features include block moves of text, headers,
and an option to link several files together, which may be searched. The major
disadvantage is that there are 3 separate modes of entry. I found it annoying and not a
little confusing to be forever jumping back and forth between Cursor, Add and Change modes.
Overall, this is a well done word processor. For those who demand 80 columns and can live
with mode-hopping. -Mindy Skelton (in 8 Squared)

Update (see 118): TEXT MASTER, $35 cassette, $40 diskette for 64 or VIC+8K.
Word processor from Universal Systems, Box 126, Urbana IL 61801.

From the first time you boot-up this word processing program, you wonder why anyone
would want to dump their VIC. With such features as horizontal and vertical scroll, text
justification, unlimited tabs and column setting, and 10 user defined printer character
codes, this machine language program will make your VIC a powerful word processor. I can
create, edit, save and print any of my text, with easy to learn commands, but I wish the
program could move lines or blocks of text or search for phrases and words. ~ack Hatcher

Update (see 116): ~TER'S ASSISTANT, $69-100 diSkette for 64.
Word processor from Rainbow Computer Corp., 490 Lancaster Pike, Frazer PA 19355. Works
with File Assistant.

Has wraparound; does not format to screen before printing; can create glossaries.
Each document can contain 356 lines; 9 files can print as one document. Found it very
difficult to use for a novice, even with the tutorial. Not well documented. Very
difficult to get out of typing text once in the Entering a Document mode. Only a few
embedded printer commands worked with my Prowriter printer and Smart ASCII interface. I
don't recommend it for a first-time user. ~udy Treskovich (in WCUC News)
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( 1 .c.h.u.r.c.h.N.o.t.e.s .I ....l
APOCALYPSE, $20 for 64 or PET
Bible tutorial from The Spiritual Source, 24 Carol Av., Manorville NY 11949

This is the King James version of Revelations. The whole book is on disk for rapid
access of any verse. The output is in a pleasing reverse video and the function keys are
used to move forward or backward through the text. The programming, in BASIC, is well
done. The only limitation is the lack of a means of searching for a key word or phrase. I
would recommend this to any serious student of the Bible. The Spiritual Source has other
bookS on disk, too - Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. -Tom Lynch (in SFVCUG's The Users Port)

CALLING RECORD, by Dan Cheatham. $10 diskette/$8 cassette/$5'listing for 64.
Simple data manager from Theobyte, 5227 Leavenworth Rd., Kansas City KS 66104
(913/287-3663). No C.O.D., full refund for 10 days.

Simple in-memory database of up to 250 names. Includes when last called on and when
next to visit. With or without a serial bus printer. Only with difficulty can you find a
forgotten name. Primitive formatting and error-checking. -JS

ELECTRONIC CONCORDANCE, $54 diskettes (7) for 64.
New Testament concordance from from Theobyte, 5227 Leavenworth Rd., Kansas City KS 66104
(913/287-3663). No C.O.D., full refund for 10 days.

New Testament on 6 diskettes of 20K sequential files, divided into 70 character lines,
plus the program diskette (for $6). Comes either as a $54 paCkage or as a monthly
subscription ($8 each installment). Omits most punctuation (along wth capital lettersI).
Can search for 1 or 2 texts to match - up to 127 hits. Screen or printer output. A mass
search program option allows searches on up to 6 phrases to be found. A diskette survey
program checKs whole diskette at once. Rank program checks frequency of use of words in
all or part of a file. Up to 999 words used. Printouts are not paged. Not
recomrnended.-JS

GAME OF 'llIE MACCABEES, by John Barger. $25 diskette for 64.
Old Testament game from DaVka Corporation, 845 N. Michigan Av., Suite 843, Chicago IL 60611
(800/621-8227 or 312/944-4070). Unprotected. No stated warranty.

A horizontal "Space Invaders." Uses Keyboard or joystick port 2. You, a Jewish rebel
against Greek oppressors, are to zap their soldiers as they advance on you behind pagan
altars. Occasionally an enemy elephant floats past on a balloon - get extra points by
hitting it too, but don't shoot arriving olive oil. At any time, you can get extra lives
by answering questions about Chanukah, the Jewish winter holiday near Christmas. Hit one
soldier too often and he comes back as an unbeatable ghost. Lose, and a cute Jewish tune
plays. Nicely done. -JS

'llIE ISRAEL GEXXiRAPHY GAME, by the Microworks. $25 diskette for 64.
Geography game from DaVka Corporation, 845 N. Michigan Av., Suite 843, Chicago IL 60611
(800/621-8227 or 312/944-4070). Unprotected. No stated warranty.

Some music. Picks up semi-matches. ASkS questions on one of 4 regions in Israel.
Uses simple graphics and a sprite plus GET loop for questions. No time limit. Gives 3
tries, each with a hint, fewer points after each miss. Quite usable (better than I.Q.
Baseball) • Seems a bi t costly. -JS

.nJaSB I.Q. BASEBAIL V2.2, $25 alone or $30 with quizmaker, for 64.
Jewish facts quiz from DaVka Corporation, 845 N. Michigan Av., Suite 843, Chicago IL 60611
(800/621-8227 or 312/944-4070). 1-2 players. Requires CBM disk drive. Unprotected.
Keyboard only. 30 day media warranty.

Multiple choice text on Jewish facts. Can't start with LOAD"*",8,L 2 levels of
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questions. Simulates baseball, as right answer equals a hit. Starts with national anthem.
Questions appear and you choose A,B or C. No time limit. Can quit after an inning. High
res picture of field as seen from stands. Simple sprites and Simple tunes. When you make
a quiz, you may choose 4 levels of difficulty (not 8). Limit is 117 characters (3 lines),
with up to 4 choices. You can edit questions by m.nnber. Boring!-JS

LOOKING INTO THE BOOK, $10 diskette/$8 cassette/$5 listing for 64.
Bible games from Theobyte, 5227 Leavenworth Rd., Kansas City KS 66104 (9l3/287-3663). No
C.O.D., full refund for 10 days.

5 simple Bible games, some fairly good. Includes Flip!, Bible Jumble, Split, and 2
versions of Bible Sort. -JS

ON THE DOLE. $10 diskette/$8 cassette/$5 listing for 64.
Unemployment simulation from Theobyte, 5227 Leavenworth Rd., Kansas City KS 66104
(913/287-3663) •

What to cut out - try to survive a year. A depressing simulation in need of a better
user interface. Not recommended. -JS

23

~ AND DELILAH, by the Software
Group. $25 diskette for 64.
old Testament game from DaVka
Corporation, 845 N. Michigan Av., Suite
843, Chicago IL 60611 (800/621-8227 or
312/944-4070). DOS protected. Requires
joystiCk. 30 day media warranty; $5
after that.

This "Donkey Kong in reverse" game
starts wi th several screens about the
life of Samson to simply read. Allows
several difficulty options. Guards may
be avoided or whacked with the jawbone of
an ass. Delilah and the lion must be
avoided. To get the jawbone, jump on it
and grab, but you can only keep it a
short While. There are 3 attempts per
game and 6 levels. Fails to turn off
sprites when you lose. Simple beeps and
graphics. I fail to see the connection
with religion and the real life of
Samson. Not recommended. -JS

S£ARCH FCR YOOR JEWISH <nJSIN, by Judi th
Goldman. $?? diSkette for 64.
Adventure game for ages 9+ from DaVka
Corporation, 845 N. Michigan Av., Suite
843, Chicago IL 60611 (800/621-8227 or
312/944-4070). Unprotected.

Tour Israel adventure for 1 player.
Takes 10-30 minutes. Includes simple
map. 20 possible towns. 7 days to find
an unknown cousin, Sara, who paid for
your trip. 4 stops/day (2 in the
desert). Can only go to connected towns.
Inquiry costs a day. Occasionally gives
you a free turn or takes one away.
Simple tune and graphics. Just press a
few keys. Easy and fairly fun. -JS
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CAPTAIN COMAL™
STRIKES BACK

THE CAPTAIN RECOMMENDS:
• COMMODORE 64N COMAL 0.14 System Disk: 519.95
• COMAL TODAY NEWSLETTER

Sample Copy: 52
Subscription (6 issues): $14.95

• COMAL TODAY DISKS
Individual Disk: 514.95
Subscription (6 diSks): $59.90

• COMAL HANDBOOK
Reference Book, 334 pages: $18.95
Book and Disk with programs from book: 539.90

• FOUNDATIONS IN COMPUTER STUDIES WITH COMAL
Tutorial Text, 313 pages: 519.95
Book and Disk with programs from book: 539.90

• STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING WITH COMAL
Tutorial Text, 266 pages: $24.95
Book and DiSk With programs from book: 539.90

• BECilNNING COMAL
Tutorial Text, 333 pages: $19.95
BOOk and Disk with programs from book: $39.90

• CAPTAIN COMAL GETS ORGANIZED
Applications Tutorial, 102 pages
Book and DiSk package: $19.95

• STARTING WITH COMAL
Tutorial Text: $18.95 (due in stock June 1984)

All items stocked for QuiCk delivery All Disks are 1541/4040 format send check or Money
Order in US Dollars plus 52 Shipping/handling per book to:

COMAL USERS CROUP, U.S.A., LIMITED
5501 Groveland Ter., Madison, WI 53716

phone: (608) 222-4432
TRADEMARKS: Commodore 64 of Commodore Electronfcs ltd.; Captain COMAl of COM
Al users Group, U.s.A.. Ltd
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[. 1Education Reviews 1 ...1
School Administration:

Update (see 115): ATIDm.l\NCE PLUS/REPORT CARD PLUS, by Rich Rediker. $850 diskette (each
module) for 8032 with 8050. School attendance and grading package from Rediker Software,
67 Genevieve Dr., Hampden MA 01036 (413/566-345).

After using Report Card Plus for 2 report card runs for 600 students in grades 9-12, I
find the program EXCELLENT and well worth the cost. Entering grades for one period takes
one clerk 7-8 hours to enter, and report cards are printed on an 8023P in 6-7 hours,
compared to our old schedule of 3 clerks taking 3.5 work days to record and hand mark our
600 report cards. The big plus is that we have access to the entire student database for
other statistical needs (rank in class, honor roll, failures). The programs seem just
about "bomb proof. II Most problems happened because I was distracted when I read the
instructions. Rich Rediker is preparing final documentation (bless you for discussing
problems on the phone!) We expect to test Attendance for the 1984/85 school year. Rich is
now working on the scheduling part of his Administration trilogy. Report Card Plus/
Attendance Plus is EXCELLENT, and costs half as much as competing school paCkages; I would
recommend it HIGHLY to any school our size for attendance and report cards. -Bob Bergevin

Update (see 19,11): BPI GmERAL LEOOER and ACCCXJNTS PAYABLE, for CBM.
We have cut ties to our BOCES data processing (Board of Cooperative Educational

Services that provides shared services to school districts, such as special education
classes, vocational training, purchasing). It was filled with errors, and took forever to
return data when needed. Our new School District Treasurer is running our District on the
8096 with the BPI General Ledger and Acounts Payable and a Visicalc program. We have saved
the cost of the equipment and software in the first year of dropping the BOCES service, AND
we have local control and access. For an investment of less than $3200, any school
district could do the same. The magic ingredient is a person who understands what is
needed and how to get it going. We have one of those! -Bob Bergevin, Clintonville NY

TESTMASTER, by MiChael Horner. $35 diskette for 64 and PET/CBM.
Test maker utility from Midwest Software, Box 214, Farmington MI 48024 (313/477-0897).
Requires CBM disk drive. 30 day free replacement warranty. DOS-protected, spare copy $4.

When I reviewed Midwest's Multiple Choice program (Mi15), I liked it a great deal
except for one major limitation: it can only handle the 50 questions it can hold in memory
at once. Now Midwest offers Testmaster, which can handle up to 100 questions at once,
keeping them in a relative file on diSk, and even combine questions from several such files
into a single test. This allows you to make each major topic in a course into a separate
quiz file for pop tests, and then combine all the relevant files in a comprehensive exam.
Questions may be true/false, multiple guess, or short answer type; they may appear on
screen or paper, and you can print out both an answer key and a response sheet.

Like Multiple Choice, Testmaster randomizes the order of questions within test
sections, as well as the order of suggested responses. Both tend to take a set (the odds
of 2 matching answers in a row are fairly high), but students haven't noticed yet.
Unfortunately since both programs are compiled and source code isn't offered, fixing this
would be a long and thankless job. (I presume the authors used X=RND(0), rather than
X=RND(-TI) at the start, followed by X=RND(l) as needed. RND(0) tends to vary within an
unpredicable but limited range.) I'm also limited to 4040 diskette format by the program's
DOS-protection, though I'd rather use my 8250. But Midwest has suffered its share of
schools using what they haven't bought, so I understand their wish for both compiled code
and DOS protection. Both of Midwest's testing programs are excellent, especially
Testmaster. I use it for all my major tests, giving alternate forms of the same test to
students sitting next to each other. Grading time is much reduced. Highly recomrnended.-JS
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COIIplter-Assisted Instruction:

ALPHABET <DIS'l'RUCTIOO SET, $40 disKette for 64.
Alphabet game for ages 2-7 from Futurehouse, Inc., Box 3470, Chapel Hill NC 27514.
Requires S.A.M. voice synthesizer and Edumate light pen.

A very well done, highly educational and entertaining alphabet game with quite a few
twists. It introduces ROBO, who demonstrates how to draw a letter, has the student draw
the same letter, compares letters and explains what the student did wrong. Then the
student rust draw the letter by memory. The only problem I see is once you choose a letter
you have to complete the cycle. Recommended for use with the Edumate light pen, because it
is so easy to use. It definitely Keeps a child occupied. -Rodney WeeKS

ASTROTALK, $40 disKette for 64.
Astrology tutorial from Matrix Software, 315 Marion Av., Big Rapids MI 49307.

Designed for students and beginners of astrology. This program not only worKS out the
accurate positions of the planets and their aspects to each other and sensitive celestial
points, but also displays suggested delineations of the chart as it relates to vocation,
love life, career, etc. A screen dump provides hardcopies. This program is a trendsetter
since no one else has' anything liKe it for the price. -John WalKer (in Hardcopy)

Update (see 118): THE FACTORY, by Sunburst Communications. $35 diSKette for 64.
Factory simulation game for ages 7+ from HesWare, 150 North Hill Dr., Brisbane CA 94005.
DOS-protected, no baCKUp offered. 6 month limited warranty.

In this simulation of a series of programmable machines, you program sequences of
machine actions that will produce desired products. At first, these will be your own
design; later you match those created by the computer, aiming for efficiency. In addition
to programming concepts, Factory illustrates angles, shapes and rotation. The program
maKes fairly good use of graphics, and has some appropriate sounds. Its manual is quite
easy to read, and there are screen helps. However, the program's action seems far too
slow--unliKely to hold the interest of most children for very long. Still, the concept is
quite nice: set a series of machines to match a pre-programmed design (yours or someone
else's.) Puzzling out the more difficult ones should Keep a 7 year old busy for quite some
time, and serve as good practice for spatial relation problems on IQ tests. If only it ran
at a decent speed! Recommended, but only for very patient ·children. -JS

FLIGHT SDIJIA'lm II, about $50 for 64.
Flying simulation from SubLogic, 716 EdgebrooK Dr., Champaign IL 61820. JoystiCK optional.

REVIEW 11: At last! Although there are a few far-fetched advertising claims, on the
whole the program lives up to its expectations. However, getting airborne isn't that
simple. Several very talented and quiCK-learning game players spend hours trying to fly
this simulator without much success. Without basic flight SKills or someone Knowledgable
to help, don't expect to master this. My other complaint is with a statement which implies
impending certification of this program so that a pilot can "log his time." This just
isn't realistic.

Now to the good stuff! This is, without a doubt, the BEST flight simulator I have
ever seen. The controls respond very realistically. It even gives minor changes in engine
pitch during changes in altitude. The NAV/COM paCKage is superb, all significant VOR
stations can be tuned, ADF and OOE equipnent function perfectly, and even the transponder
frequency can be changed! Every functional control in a Piper Archer II is there, and
functions properly. It has a full 3600 field of vision with a choice of 9 different
windows, plus a "radar" view that "zooms" in and out to show your position from above.
With the editor mode, you have complete control. When "Reality" mode is activated, you
must even turn on your magnetos and start your engine, and if you leave your lights on too
long, bulbs will burn out! If "Reliability" mode is altered, you have random problems.
Chosen options can be saved to diSK; however, the manual does NOT clarify that the diSKette
will be FORMATTED beforehand. Aside from that, the doctnnentation is the best I've seen.
Any pilot will be most pleased with this program; it's been an invaluable aid in sharpening
up my navigation SKills without having to rent an airplane! -Art Kimball
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REVIDi 12: Flight Simlat:or II is well worth $50. This Flicllt Sinulator is just like
real life flying without taking the risk. You have 9 different views from the COCkpit.
This so-called game begins at Meigs Field in Chicago, and you can fly anywhere you wish.
On takeoff, you can see Lake Michigan and the John Hancock Building. Make sure you know
how to swim because you will crash into Lake Michigan a lot at first. This simulator has
many different options. You can choose bad weather, night flying, a World War I battle
game and many others. You can also make up your own option in edit mode. Flight Sim1ator
II has great graphics and sound effects. You hear the engine roar, and pass over the
ground with all roads, airports and buildings visible. On a scale from 1 to 10, I would
give it a 9-1/2. -Todd McDonald (in Fox Valley User Group Newsletter)

KEYBOARDDIi, by Don Johnson. "Free" diSkette for 8"32 with 8"58.
School typing tutorial from Don Johnson, 16518 - 126th S.E., Renton WA 98055.

I hurriedly grabbed a typing program from the TPUG public domain library to use in a
short term Data Entry class this past spring. Although it had some bugs in it, and a poor
means of checking the students' files, it was exceedingly useful and well done. Students
had 4 options: practice, Skill improvement, timed drills, and flash routine. I could have
my students record speed and accuracy for each key with the timed drills, and practice
different combinations of hand positions under practice and skill improvement. I did wish
that the "test drill" section had the same generalized drills or recording that the skill
improvement section used (like upper wrist, lower wrist, each numeral, all rows, Alpha
Progress, etc.). The flash routine (flashing a sentence to be tyPed by memory) would also
bomb out if the student accidentally hit the CURSOR DGJN or RUN/STOP key instead of the
DELete key when correcting a spacing error (Which they weren't supposed to use!). That
routine also didn't dump the buffer of accumulated extra letters from one exercise to the
next, making it impossible for a student to start the next line of type with a "clean
slate." Still, the program did the job and wi th a flourish.

The program also had a file maker program for the teacher to check the students'
recorded drills and to create new drills. However, with no printout option, it was a bit
awkward having to read each individual test record separately on the screen and handwrite
the results, instead of concatenating all files from one student for the day into one chart
and printing it out. I also couldn't figure out how to create a new file, since there were
no screen prompts or instructions, and I didn't have the time to list and interpret a
previously created exercise.

What a surprise it was to find that this tutorial was an earlier version of
Keyboarding, by Don Johnson of Renton, Washington! It now has a marvelous option to print
the results to screen or printer when you're done, thank goodness! The student can view
their day's results and print 2 copies, one for the teacher and one to keep. The flash
routine also no longer bombs out if you hit the CURSOR DGJN key. By all means, get the
updated version from him at the above address! (Even though it's free to user groups, make
sure it doesn't cost Don even a dime to provide it to your group, and remember his time
involved!) It beats any commercial or public domain program I've yet seen for a natural
progression through the keyboard - and serves as an excellent daily "warm-up" exercise for
more the elaborate keyboarding of data entry and word processing applications. -ES

Update (see 115): KINDER KONCEPTS, by Michael Horner. Two diSkettes for PET.
Pre-school learning exercises (ages 3-8) from Midwest Software, Box 214, Farmington MI
48024. Requires CBM disk drive. 30 day free replacement warranty. Unprotected.

This two diSkette package (one for reading and one for math) is still without a doubt
the best set of early learning games I've seen, covering everything from distinguishing a
square from a triangle to division by two's. We highly recommended the 64 version in issue
15, that will reportedly still be sold someday by Commodore. Meanwhile, the PET version is
available directly from Midwest Software, and except for not having color, is nearly as
good as the 64 version. All but two of the activities work well on the 8032 as well.

Kinder Konoepts starts with a large menu of possible activities, from which you choose
by pressing one key. Then the activity shows a problem or situation, in huge letters, and
has you choose the correct answer by pressing one or more keys. Text is minimized, easing
use by non-readers without parental help. Correct answers are greeted with varying happy
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faces, beeps, and notes, and a series of 10 correct (or nearly so) answers leads to a
display of happy faces and a nursery tune, with a chance to try again or return to the
menu. Correct answers on the second try are indicated by smaller than usual winner blockS
at the top of the display, and a second miss puts a small dot there, shows you the correct
answer, and Skips the tunes. The only weakness I found in the program is that the sounds
are not optional; this may limit its use in class. Otherwise, the program is the best
collection of educational prograns we've seen. Highly recorrmended. -JS

SPJtCE M'm, by Ray Soular. $40 diskette for 64.
Math trainer for ages 6+ from EnTech, 10733 Chiquita, Studio City CA 91604 (818/768-6646).
Requires CBM diSk drive. 90 day replacement warranty.

Space Math's unique feature is that it talkS in an actual digitized human voice,
saying things like "I'm Super ChiCken", and "Who says chickens can't fly?" It also
features multi-color graphics and multi-voice music. It offers multi-levels and any
arithmetic function, uses your name, and allows you to enter your answers in left to right
or right to left, Whichever you prefer. I really enjoyed level 3's demo of break-dancing.
But $40 is a lot of money for yet another math trainer. I'll pass. -JS

STORY MACHINE, cartridge for 64.
Animated children's text editor from Spinnaker, 215 First St., Cambridge MA 02142. Part of
the Early Learning Series.

The Story Machine sets a lofty goal; a child types in a sirrple story and watches the
computer animate it. While approaching this goal in practice, its limitations are also
frustrating. Excellent graphics and sound make the story very appealing; however, the
English language is reduced to a combination of 13 nouns and 11 verbs the program
recognizes (plus about 24 other words - articles, adverbs, pronouns and prepositions - that
have little effect on the story display.) The program also limits sentence structure to
noun-verb or noun-verb-object patterns; even the 5-9 age group uses far more corrplex
English syntax. While the program encourages good sentence structure, it also refuses
reasonable sentences. Although Story Machine will prOVide diversion and novelty, its
educational value is limited to little more than keyboard familiarity, and the option to
save stories to cassette doesn't work. The program is fun, while the music and animation
are lively, colorful and fascinating, but don't expect a child to produce The Great
American Novel with this ca~tridge. -Donald Miller (in WCUC News)

(1I I.__F.u.rn.i.tu.r.e.R.e.v.ie.w_s__.I. 1
<:::cM?UTER COVER, for .VIC or 64 with disk or datasette.
sample set $22.50 From Pro-Tech, 7411 Southwest 147th. Ct., Miami FL 33193 (305/382-4011).
No stated warranty.

This is one of those rare products you don't even have to see to rate. The corrpany
sent our user group a sample of the fabric used for the covers, and that's enough to know I
can't recommend the product. The covers are made of foam insulated nylon fabric.
Considering the heat problens with the 1541 and early VICs, foam insulation is the last
thing you'd want covering them. Not recorrmended.-JS
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[ 1Game Reviews I ...l
Adventure Games:

KAIV, Warriors of Ras series. Diskette or cassette for 64.
Graphic text adventure from Screenplay, P.O. Box 3558, Chapel Hill NC 27514.

In this Dungeons and Dragons type game, you can use a saved character or saved
adventure, buy equipment, and enter the KAIV (a cave), which tells you about your enemies,
and if there is something in front of you. The top half of the screen contains graphics.
In one 45 minute adventure, I met wolves, ghouls, elves, dwarves, skeltons, bats, fighters
and lions. The excellent instruction booklet covers everything. -David Priess (in BNCUG's
PeekS & POkes)

THE WYLDE, Warriors of Ras series, #3. Diskette or cassette? for 64.
Graphic text adventure from Screenplay, P.o. Box 3558, Chapel Hill NC 27514.

The idea is to get ingredients for the Wizard's potions. Starting in a city, you buy
equipment, do something with your money and depart for the mountain wilderness. When you
meet a monster, you see things close up. Though the graphics are good, this is the worst
part of the game; the game play is very slow. If you have 5 or 6 monsters, it might be
wise to walk to a computer store for a new game while the computer moves the monsters. The
instructions were very good; like Kaiv, it list all your commands. Overall, it is a good
game, even the the speed is not impressive. -David Priess (in BNCUG's Peeks & Pokes)

Arcade Games:

BUGABOO, by Paco and Paco (Indescomp). $30 diskette/cassette for 64; cassette for VIC.
Jumping arcade distributed by QUicKsilva, Inc., 426 W. Nakoma, San Antonio TX 78216
(512/340-3684) •

Fascinating, and the documentation is a striking literary piece. Two stationary venus
fly traps and a flying flea-eater (or pterodactyl?) try to devour the unsuspecting bugaboo.
The bugaboo has several positions, depending on the terrain he is resting on. The
bugaboo's bi-directional movement is easy to master; the longer the joystick is held in the
desired direction, the higher the jump. The jumping from round terrace to round terrace is
sometimes a bit complicated and discouraging, but is not fatal. There are only two ways to
die: be eaten by a pterodactyl, or by a venus fly trap, which is a nice attraction to
small children, or clumsy parents. The music is a bit tedious but can be shut off without
sacrificing sound effects. While the graphics and animation are stunning, the introductory
sequence is also tedious, with no way to by-pass it. -Ray Meredith (in Hacker Rag)

Update (111,12,16): CHOPLIFTER, cartridge for 64 or VIC.
Rescue game from Broderbund Software, 1938 - 4th St., San Rafael CA 94901.
joystiCk.

~TE 11: The 64 version is quite enjoyable, but I found the controls somewhat
difficult to master. If you hold the button down for sustained fire you do an about-face.
This usually leads to being shot down in flames. I can't call this a non-violent game
since you are constantly shooting and being shot at and hostages are dying in droves. It's
good, clean, violent fun! -by Bill Holt (in WIPUG Newsletter)

~TE 12: The graphics and challenge are excellent. My two
hours playing this game. My only complaint is that it's difficult
to defend against the jets as they strafe with air-to-air missles.
anyone will enjoy this most challenging game. You can play it for
each helicopter launch exciting. -Dick Wenner (in Eight Squared)
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CENTIPEDE, cartridge? for 64.
Arcade from Atarisoft, 1265 Borregas ~v., Box 427, Sunnyvale CA 94086.

Very good. Identical to the arcade version. Even my high score is the same. Throw
away your rip-off version,and get the real thing. Also, get a trackball. -Bill Holt (in
WIPUG Newsletter)

DIG DUG, cartridge? for 64.
Digging arcade from Atarisoft, 1265 Borregas Av., Box 427, Sunnyvale CA 94086.

Very good. The sound and graphics are certainly arcade quality, and it has that
addictive quality. It's obviously a digging game - really a variant on Pac Man, but
without a definite maze. You get points for picking up fruit as well as blowing up
monsters, and you're dead if they touch you. -Bill Holt (in WIPUG Newsletter)

LASER STRIKE, diSkette or cassette for 64.
Alien shoot-out? arcade from Isis Hathor Digital Productions, 6184 Verdura Av., Goleta CA
93117. Machine Language.

Well written game, with good sound, and well done graphics. The game consists of 2
sectors, the asteroid field, and the ice caves, each with 8 sub-sectors. In the asteroid
field, the largest air object is the asteroid cities, which float by and dare you to hit
their power plants. Asteroids, another hazard, must be avoided, not destroyed. Bases on
the 'ground' have 2 possible places to be bombed. The most plentiful source of game points
are small purple solar pods. Once a solar pod is shot, it turns to space debris which must
be avoided at all costs. Since solar pods approach diagonally, you must leave a path
through them (an un-shot solar pod is harmless to your space ship). This game has left to
right scrolling that is not smooth. The sound effects, though good, are not varied. I
give Laser Strike an 8+ on 1-10 scale. -Ray Meredith (in Hacker Rag)

MONSTER SMASH, by Dave Eisler. $30 diskette for 64.
Shooting arcade from Datamost, 8943 Fullbright Av, Chatsworth CA 91311-2750. For keyboard
or joystiCk. DOS-protected, no spare disk available. No stated warranty.

A briefly enjoyable fast-action arcade game, in which you manipulate gates and hammers
to channel quiCk-moving things into position to be smashed. Let 10 of them past alive, and
you lose. Pound the Whole bunch, and you get to try again with faster monsters. Adding to
the excitement are eggs that if ignored are safe, but if pounded become triple score and
risk snakes, plus an occasional human that you are not to smash. Supposedly after the
third board, the gates become individually controllable (adding to the complexity and
flexibility of the game,) but thus far I've only gotten to, not beyond that board. Control
seemed too much a matter of how fast I could pound the joystick and fire button, rather
than how well I could move them.~en Jamie, with his faster reflexes, was not overly
impressed. On the other hand, an expert arcadian might really enjoy individually
controlling all those gates at high speed. -JS

~P, by Al Laity. $25 diSkette or cassette for 64.
Alien shootout for 1-2 players from Softsync, 14 E. 34th St., New York NY 10016
(212/685-2080). Requires joystiCk. Unprotected. 90 day limited warranty.

In this expert-level alien shootout, you are flying down a corrider like the one in
Starwars games, shooting at enemy ships flying the other way down the corridor. You have
to zap 12 to advance to the next level. By the time we became utterly bored, Jamie had
managed 4 on the easiest of 3 levels. The single sheet manual says there are two more
boards--one in which you wander through a maze of ship's corridors to its control panel,
avoiding meanies on the way, and the other in which you invade the meanies' home turf,
avoiding their defenses as you do. Mothership lacks the usual amenities, such as demo and
practice modes and pause options. The graphics and sound are OK, but nothing to write home
about. Jamie considers it definitely not recommended. I'd agree, except possibly for
expert arcadians in need of a real challenge. -JS
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NECROMANCER, by Bill Williams. $35 diskette or cassette for 64.
Magical I-person combat game from Synapse, 5221 Central Av., Richmond CA 94804. Joystick
required. 90 day media warranty. DOS-protected, spare copy on back.

In Necromancer, your task is to grow an army of trees, and march it through a series
of vaults into a confrontation with a bad wizard called (of course) the Necromancer. This
is a difficult game to figure out, although well worth the effort. In the first screen,
you plant trees in defensible positions, and then defend them against ogres and spiders as
they grow, using the joystick to aim a magic fireball. If you hit an "eye pod", you get
extra seeds to plant. Then, when your strength gives out, you and your adult trees proceed
to the second board, in which you attack spider larvae with your trees, by planting them
atop their nests. "Hands of Fate" randomly reach down to grab passing trees and drop
mystery prizes that help or hinder you. If you make it past all 5 levels of spider vaults,
you'll next enter a graveyard, where the Necromancer appears on headstones. Walk over
gravestones to remove them, zap the Necromancer (until he reincarnates), and fight all the
spiders you missed before (some are now immortal). Talk about involved! Jamie can do it,
but can't explain it; you can judge my explanation (my playing is worse). Even so, I like
this game. Necromancer isn't just another me-too arcade game. Its graphics are unusually
good, its music is down-right addictive, and its play action constantly lures you into just
one more try. Recorrmended for fantasy lovers. -JS

Update (see U8): OVER THE RAINI3(M

"Q:bert"-type arcade from Ci ty Software, 735 W. Wisconsin, Milwaukee, WI 53233.
protected. Media warranty.

This exciting game has won the hearts of our household. The graphics and
combine to make it enjoyable to play. Major liability is its poor joystick control!
very good beginners mode. -Mike Stout

DOS

sound
Has a

~, diskette or cassette for 64.
Bouncing shootout from Datasoft, 19808 Nordhoff Place, Chatsworth CA 91311. Requires at
least one joystiCk.

Datasoft's first entry into the Commodore 64 software market, boasting hi-res
graphics, calliope style music, and superb sprite animation. You are a brave
forest-dwelling pig who rides up and down the Pooyan tree in your elevator, protecting your
family from tree-dwelling wolves. The wolves' method of attack is to leap from trees,
inflate balloons, and float gently to earth. You must pop their balloons with your bow and
arrow. But soon the wolves have captured your family and you must save them. To do this
you must go to the wolf lair! There, atop a tree, is an ominous-looking boulder. Now the
wolves catch balloons and float up, as you try to destroy as many as possible. If 7 or so
wolves make it to the treetop, they push the boulder •••onto you! Bonus screens, changing
tunes, a two-player option, and excellent sprite animation are await you. One problem,
however, is that two fifths of the title letters are printed in an unreadable red.
Nevertheless, the game should be at least considered by game by all ages. Truly a work of
art. ~arry LeMasters (in Eight Squared)

PRINCESS AND FROG, by PSI. Cartridge for 64.
Hopping arcade from Romox, contact Bob Harrison (408/374-7201).

This is the first game I've seen for the erasable Romox software cartridges. It is a
medium quality takeoff on Frogger, in which the cars become knights on horseback, and the
logs become snakes, etc. The graphics and sound don't even approach the original, but the
cost might be more reasonable, and the play action is similar. Still not recommended. -JS

Q*BERT, cartridge for 64.
Hopping arcade from Parker Brothers, 50 Dunham Rd., Beverly MA 01915 (617/927-7600).

Great. He (she?) is a round, two-leg, no arms hose-nose who spends his time hopping
around a pyramid of colored blocks trying to change them all to a new color while avoiding
bouncing balls and a snake and a crab-like thing named Ugg. As you advance to higher
levels he has to land on each block two and then three times. An excellent adaptation with
hardly anything lost. (They apparently couldn't manage his mumbled swearing when killed,
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hC1o\lever.) Hold your joystick diagonally with the fire button point up. -Bill Holt (in
WIPUG Newsletter)

RESCUE SQUN), by John Kutcher. $30 diskette for 64.
Rescue game from Muse, 347 Charles St., Baltimore MD 21201 (301/659-7212). Joystick
required. No warranty, replacement $10. Unprotected.

As a former Emergency Medical Technician, the idea behind Rescue Squad appeals to me.
In it you drive to the scene of a fire, catch victims as they leap from windC1o\ls, and then
search the building for survivors. Unlike most arcade games, Rescue Squad comes with good
on-screen directions, and a brief but adequate printed manual. High scores are saved to
diSk, and since you can baCkUp the diSkette, doing so won't endanger the program itself.
Thank you, Muse! Other neat options include: pause, slow-motion, re-start and erase high
scores. The music is quite enjoyable; the graphics simpler than in some games, but well
done; and the play action is quite good. The 3 screens remind me of Frogger, Bank Robbers,
and Pac Man, with enough differences to stay out of court. The only bug I found was that
twice I got stuck in the second screen - able to move, but with nothing else, and no way
out without losing my score. Rescue Squad is an enjoyable varied game, with all amenities
for pleasant play, a low price, and no thumping diSkettes. Recommended.-JS

SAMMY LIGHTfOOT, by Warren Schwader. $30 diSkette for 64.
Acrobat game from Sierra, Sierra Building, Coarsegold CA 93614 (209/683-6858). JoystiCk
required. 90 day free replacement warranty. DOS-protected.

Sammy Lightfoot is a circus performer, who does Donkey Kong-like antics (jumping,
running and dodging) for your enjoyment. You direct him over balls, flames, pits and such,
swing on a rope, jump on a trarrpoline, and sneak up on a "man-eating pumpkin" from behind.
Board two has you avoid a line of plunging briCks while hopping across a series of
platforms that sometimes disappear, then hop back across on top of the plungers. Board
three has you avoid a bouncing ball, plunging gates, and a wall of fire. There may be
other boards, but Jamie didn't get past board three (and I didn't even get to it.) He
blames the fai lure on joystick problems. Al though SaDmf Lightfoot is-a pleasant
non-violent game, it lacks a few of the usual amenities, such as a practice mode and
beautiful music. On the other hand, the price is reasonable, the screens colorful, and the
play action varied and enjoyable. -JS

SLALOM, by Steven Sidley. $30 diskette for 64.
Skiing arcade from Tronix, 8295 S. LaCienega Blvd., Inglewood CA 90301. Requires joystiCk.
DOS-protected. 30 day warranty on media only.

Another Skiing game, but this time from the Skier's viewPOint (well, from close
behind.) Avoid the poles, the ice and the rocks. If you succeed, 4 more courses await
you. Fairly good graphics, and an annoying little tune, but not enough action to enthrall
an adult for five minutes, let alone four hours. Might be good as a warmup before a
beginner's ski lesson, but otherwise not recommended. -JS

ST.ARTREK, $40 cartridge for 64.
Alien shootout from SEGA, 5555 Melrose Av., Los Angeles CA 90038. JoystiCk optional. 120
day replacement warranty.

HC1o\I (you may aSk) could the original Startrek, one of the first and most enduring
corrputer strategy games, be crammed into an arcade game? Fairly well, as it turns out.
Most essential elements are preserved, including bases, K1ingons, phasers, photon torpedos,
short and long-range sensors, and warp drive.SEGA's version also adds anti-matter saucers
and a super baddie called Nomad. On the other hand, you'll have to do without impulse
pC1o\ler, a galactic map, and Romulans, among other things. Such is the price of being able
to control everything from a joystiCk.

The basic idea is to shoot everything you see except bases, and fly into those for
refueling. Since the Klingons are a bit weak on aiming, keeping moving is also a good
idea, as in most arcade games. The helpful manual also gives other hints, and includes a
plastic stick-on job aid for your joystiCk, just like the best word processors!
Unfortunately, this Startrek has no demo mode, little music, and only one primary screen
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(with varying opponents.) We got it for $15 from a dealer closing out his Commodore wares,
and consider SEGA's Startrek a fair buy at that price. It won't replace all your other
Startreks, but stands well on its own. -JS

TAPPER, by Bally/MIINJAY, for the 64.
Pac-man variation arcade from SEGA, 5555 Melrose Av., Los Angeles CA 90038.

In this unusual variation on Pac Man (minus the ghosts), you are a barkeep, wandering
4 rows of tables in a series of 4 saloons, collecting empty rootbeer mugs and tips. If you
piCk up the tip, dance hall girls perform for you, and if you clear the board, you get a
drink yourself, with various antics to go with that. As a cartoon, Tapper is really cute,
with lots of cute multi-color graphics and simple music. As a game, it leaves a great deal
to be desired - too little variation, and little if any relation to the actual work of a
barkeep. It got a lot of comment at CES, but I'll pass. -JS

TURMOIL, diskette? for 64.
Alien shoot-out from Sirius Software, 10364 Rockingham Dr., Sacramento CA 95827.

This game has your spaceship zooming up and down a center alley divided into 7 lanes,
while alien ships appear from both sides. From time to time, a prize at the end of a lane
will give you maximum points when your ship collects it (before it turns into a deadly
cannonball)., and a blaster-proof blue ship will cruise by (stay clear). If arrows that
zip in are not shot before they reach the end of the sreen, they turn into armoured tankS
that can only be destroyed from behind. When an entire wave of aliens has been blasted,
tougher space foes attack after a 5 second break. There are 9 levels of play and an extra
ship is awarded for each advance. When level 5 is reached, the dividing lines will vanish
now and then. By moving fast and keeping the fire buttom down, I was able to reach level
5. -Tom Skantar (in WCUC News)

WIDOW'S REVENGE, $25 diskette? for 641
Centipede-type arcade from Nufekop, Box 156, Shady Cove OR 97539-0156. DOS protected.

A fast action game much like Centipede. Good sound, but graphics weren't outstanding.
Easy to play and challenging enough to make it fun. Recommended. -Doug Speta

ZAXXON, by SEGA. $35 diSkette or cassette for 64.
Space combat game for 1-2 players from Synapse, 5221 Central Ave., Richmond CA 94804.
Requires joystiCk. 90 day media warranty. DOS-protected, spare copy on baCk.

Zaxxon is the authorized version of the arcade game, where you fly a delta-wing
spacecraft through a simulated three-dimensional alien fortress, shooting up its defences
and squeezing through narrow openings in its walls. Success leads to a deep space dog
fight with other ships, another alien city, and a super opponent named - Zaxxon. Fuel is a
constant problem, eased by blowing up enemy fuel dumps. Other targets have set point
values, listed in the brief but adequate manual. The graphics are excellent almost
without equal, but the sounds (though realistic) are the usual irritating war game buzzes.
Play action is exciting, but mainly for those who like shoot-'em-ups. -JS

Strategy and Sinulation Games:

BRIDGE 4.0, for 64.
Bridge simulation from Artworx, 150 N. Main St., Fairport NY 14450.

The big advantage to Bridge 4.1 is that a player may bid one hand while the computer
bids the other 3 hands. However, the only written instructions were on how to load the
program. The only salvation [is that] you are prompted for any inputs and the correct
responses become obvious after a little trial and error. This program does a good job of
handling the bidding and playing of a hand. I must admit [the computer] has won his share
of bids and whenever I overbid, he will double and usually set me! Though the program is
written in BASIC, the response time is good. I would highly recommend Bridge 4.0 for all
Bridge players and those just learning how to play. -Bill Brouillet (in The Hacker Rag)
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Update (see 115,16): COMPUTER BASEBALL, $40 diskette? for 64.
from Strategic Simulations, 883 Stierlin Rd., Bldg. A-200 , Mountain View CA 94043
(415/964-1353). DOS Protected.

Not an arcade game, but offers all the action a true baseball fan could want. Comes
wi th 24 of the' greatest teams ever to take the field. Now you can have Babe Ruth bat
against Sandy Loufax or Lou Gehrig try his skill against Bruce Sutter's slit-finger
fastball. If you can't finish the game, save it on disk for later. This exciting game is
well worth the money, especially if you enjoy statistics. Recommended! -Mike Stout

MATCHBOXES, $30 diskette or cassette for 64?
Memory simulation from Broderbund Software, 1938 - 4th St., Rafael CA 94901.

Remember the popular game show Concentration? Matchboxes is a computerized version,
but much more. The program comes with 4 different games and 3 levels of difficulty for
each. The programmers did an excellent job of combining sound and graphics. The game is
more than just for kids, but serves as an educational and entertaining piece of software
for the youngsters. Recommended. -Mike Stout

PANZER JAGD, $25 cassette or diskette for 64.
War game from Avalon-Hill, 4817 Harford, Baltimore MD 21214. Requires joystiCk.
Unprotected. Free replacement warranty.

In this strategy tank war game, you are a German tank group invading Russia. The goal
is to conquer as much ground as possible, zapping defending units. You use a variety of
weapons to face a different defenders over a changing terrain. You only see the enemy
units when they shoot at you, or when you close in on them. Although you begin with
superior firepower, you'll still need to keep your forces hidden from opposing artillery.
You will also have trouble aiming your own artillery until you spot something at which to
shoot. Although well done in the Avalon Hill tradition, with good use of color and sound,
the play action seems far too slow. To begin, it takes forever to individually instruct 30
different units via the joystiCk. Playing time is rather accurately listed as 1-4 hours.
Overall, a well-dor.~ game, that may need to be compiled for speed. -JS

PITSTOP, $35 cartridge for 1-4 players for 64 or VIC.
Race car simulation from Epyx, 1043 Kiel Ct., Sunnyvale CA 94089. Requires joystiCk.

Pitstop is the most 'polished' of the Grand Prix racing simulations I've seen. It has
taken the best graphics and combined them with the most imaginative and innovative sound,
resulting in a well-thought-out, very impressive game. Has 3 levels of difficulty over 6
different courses. A separate graphic window gives an 'overview' of the course. Every
bump takes its toll on your tires, which change color to show they must be replaced. When
you enter the pits, you must manipulate each crew member to change tires and fuel your car.
Though I find little fault with this top-notch racing simulation, my kids and I tired of it
quiCkly; it doesn't have the 'staying power' of Jumpman. -Rich Westerman (in Hacker Rag)

'12\C: Tactical Anoor Conmand, by Si-Yong Yi. $40 diskette for 64.
War game from Avalon-Hill, 4517 Harford Rd., Baltimore MD 21214. DOS-protected, no spare
available. "Defective software will be replaced."

Finally an Avalon-Hill game on diSkette (but still slow to load). In this tank war,
you support a country, buy equipnent, and face either another human or "Al Logarithm" (the
computer) in your tank on a grassy field relieved by a few tree clumps. Numerous options
within each slowly played out turn, ranging from aerial views of other visible tanks to
smoke screens, include most things used in World War II. In my first effort, 3 U.S. tankS
against 1 German tank, it took over an hour to find the enemy, and under 5 minutes to blow
it up (l shot.) I might have enjoyed steering more tanks (mOre real time action!), but
that means more work directing them all in each turn. There are also several action
scenarios, from "hide and seek" to "let's get out of here." Though I appreciated the
graphic display of the tanks and playing field, the interesting (though imperfectly
organized) manual, and the realism of the calculations, I prefer the faster action of
Panzer Jagd (see separate review). Still, TN:; ju'xtaposes tanks that never actually fought
each other (like Brits vs. Yanks), while P.J. is strictly Germans vs. Russians. -JS
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( I Hardware Reviews I ]----- ----- -----
DiSk or cassette Drives and SUWlies:

CCIMIUlE sm HUn DISK IIUVE, $750 disk drive for all COIIDk>dore COIIplters.
Single disk storage device from Commodore, 1200 Wilson Dr., West Chester PA 19380.

One of Commodore's best-kept secrets is the new SFD-1001 single disk drive. Though it
looks just like a 1541 with a better door latch, it holds over a megabyte of formatted
data, and comes only with an IEEE-488 interface. In other words, it's half of an 8250, in
one-fourth of the space. It's also the first single drive I've seen from Commodore that
appears to work properly. The drive is reportedly by Panasonic in Japan; it works well and
quiCkly, like the similar one used in MSD disks. The only glitch we've had in two months
of use are a few instances of temporary catatonia, usually cured by a thump on the
cover--apparently a loose wire, since tightened and with no data lost. Except for lacK of
a BACKUP command and its smaller 4K memory, the 1091 appears identical in features to our
beloved 8250. If you already have an 8250 and need a spare, this is an excellent
alternative to a second dual drive. Now let's hope Commodore realizes 64 ~~ners also have
use for a larger disk, and releases a version for them too. Recommended.-JS

Interfaces:

1510 North Neil • Champaign, IL 61820 • 217·356~1883

Welcomes
Central Illinois PET Users

To Their New Store
We Have What You Need!

~Micro.PACE I~
(,:omputers, Inc.

-
I~

S
C::: commodore

COMPUTER

If you are looking for anything for your Commodore
Including Something Different.

SEE US FIRST I

'mE CCNftX:rI(JiI Interface from Tymac.
See discussion under the OKIDATA 92 printer

review below.

~ IEEE lNl'ERFACE, for 64 0 r VIC?
IEEE to IEEE or serial interface from Beaver
Software Systems, P.O. Box 88, Cabin John MD 20818

Of the 4 IEEE interfaces I've used (Skyles,
MSD, RTC-Link and ~), DAMS is by far the most
transparent and easiest to use. Its greatest
advantage is that one simply plugs it in and
forgets it; the disk drive works (IEEE or serial or
both), the printer works, the cassette worKs,
everything's fine. My experience with other IEEE
interfaces has not been so simple. The Skyles
interface was intended "for the professional user"
- I couldn(t even get a disk catalog to come up,
much less understand the instructions. The Link is
a very capable interface and wins the prize for
unobtrusiveness, but it's messy to use. You have
to "relocate" it out the way of the software you
intend to use. The programs are provided in
diskette, but there's a lot of trial and error
involved. The MSDHCIE interface is large and
ungainly, like the DAMS, but like the Link, it must
be moved about. Worse than that, it disables the
serial port so that my printer doesn't worK! DAM
loads WordPro, but it won't run. If the DAMS
interface becomes transparent to WordPro, I'll
seriously consider buying it. -James Condon to
Beaver Software Systems
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Printers and Printer Supplies:

~~ 92 PRINTER, printer for 64.
Dot matrix printer from Okidata. Requires serial bus to parallel interface.

We purchased The Connection interface from Tymac, and the Okidata 92 printer, and, I
am happy to report, they make an EXCELLENT combination. We have used the setup with word
processing programs (Easy Script/Speedscript/Papermate) and they all work perfectly. I
have used it with The Banner Machine and Chartpak-64, both hard copy graphics programs, and
am happy to report that everything works exactly as it did with our Commodore 1526/801
printer --- only much faster and much better. Come to think of it, I haven't found a
program this combination doesn't work with, and we use quite a number of programs, both
ours and "canned" software, and they all work perfectly. If you are lOOking for a better
printer because you need more speed or higher quality text, I cannot think of a better
combination. -Bro. Timothy Brady

mYAL ALPHA 2815 'lYPEHU'l'ER/l'RINTER, about $400 for all COIIp1ters.
Daisy wheel typewriter/printer from Royal. Requires serial bus to parallel interface.

Not blazingly fast, but consistent and precise, this Centronics parallel
typewriter/printer has amazed me. It puts superb, clean type on paper - with class. The
2015 has lots of smarts, with an ample buffer. The comfortably detailed manual spells out
each of the software commands that will perform virtually every function, including pitch
changes, underlining, and sub- and super-scripts. It has 5 different daisy wheel type
styles. The only drawback I have found is that some of the word processors will not
support the more esoteric commands. -Howard S. Dybedock (in The Hacker Rag)

TTX-18l4 DAISY FRINTER, $480 printer for all cOllpJters.
Letter quality printer from Teletex Communication Corporation.

I am using it with the 64 through a Cardco interface. The print speed averages 12
cps. Special features allow you to select pitch (10,12,15 cpi), bold or shadow mode, two
styles of underlining, superscript and subscript, and various lines per inch. Paper
handling is with friction feed or with a passive pin guide. Although I was Skeptical at
first, the passive pin feed works well and I have yet to have the paper become misaligned
or not feed properly. Ribbons from certain other printers or typewriters (Sears) will also
work in this printer. The manufacturers have succeeded in producing an inexpensive daisy
printer with a minimum number of parts. Although the manual leaves a great deal to be
desired, there is enough infomation in it for someone who is somewhat experienced in
setting up computer equipment. A list was included which gave the DIP switch settings for
a many computers, including the 64.

The Pape~lip 64 diskette includes the TTX-1014 in its list of printer files which can
be merged into that particular word processor. I can also connect the printer directly to
the user port and not use the Cardco interface, since Paperclip 640 supports the user port.
No additional interface was needed beyond the cable I had to make for the conection. I am
extremely pleased with this printer and recommend it highly. -Donald McNeil

Other:

MEUDIAN f«JSIC KEYBOARD,
$200 keyboard and diSkette for 64.
Piano keyboard from Melodian.
Includes Concertmaster program.

See under Utility Reviews:
Music and Sound Aids.

Ellen & Jim Strasma recognize Debby Oldfield from the cover of
Mldnlte 18.
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( I Language Reviews I ]
________ ----..III

High Level Languages:

ZOOM PASCAL, by Willi Kusche. $40 for the 64.
Structured language from Abacus, P.O. Box 7211, Grand Rapids MI 49510.

One software package that has definitely impressed me is Zoom Pascal. It's a great
compiler (with a mediocre editor, but I write my source programs with Easy Script and do
just fine), and even this "incorrplete" application of Pascal does a lot more than BASIC:
It's worth the price just to get "IF/I'HEN/ELSE," long variable names and no line numbers.
After corrpiling a dozen programs of various types, the only problem I've had is, using
string variables declared in the program, Zoom ignores all capitalization ("Ti tIes and
Headings" becomes "titles and headings"). -<:::raig Wittler

Update (see #18): THE LAST ONE, by David James. $100 diSkette versions for 64 or CBM/PET.
Application generator from Blue Sky Software, 26 Springdale Rd., Cherry Hill NJ 08003.
Requires 1541. Printer optional. DOS protected, but allows 5 copies. No warranty.

As suggested last time, be prepared to sit when you use this program--creating the
very simple mail list described in the tutorial took about 8 hours. However, that isn't
the bad news. The bad news is that the program never corrpleted--after running all night
and showing no signs of finishing, I broke in and discovered the otherwise unused work
diSkette was corrpletely full with a write file open. Since this protected program also
made sure BASIC was dead when I regained control, you should not expect" to be able to
recover from such an error, but then you'll never know anyway, since the program never
mentioned there was a problem.

After all this effort, I consider The Last One as a good idea gone wild, at least on
the 64. It tries to do so much that doing anything at all becomes unbearably complicated,
particularly for the new user. Assuming the paCkage does work, (which I have yet to see),
it will only be usable by those already able to program, ostensibly to save time. If used
"flat out", to design a large paCkage (up to 9 related files), on a larger and faster diSk
(the CBM version), it might be very helpful at avoiding the usual confusion in such
projects. On the other hand, rarely have I seen a product less suited to new users and the
1541 diSk drive. Sorry, but I cannot recommend the 64 version yet. -JS

Low-Level Languages:

Update (see 116,18): CP/M 2.2, $50-60 cartridge or diSkette for 64.
Operating system from Commodore, 1200 Wilson Dr., West Chester PA 19380. Works with
Commodore's IEEE interface cartridge (reportedly now available for $65.)

If you don't have IEEE drives, you need to reconfigure the CP/M (Control
Program!Monitor) software to your serial drive system. Corrplete instructions are given in
the accorrpanying guide. Any programs that do not require an 80 column screen should run.
It will prompt you to change diskettes if you try to access drive B with a single drive
system. CP/M will use drive 0 as drive A and drive 1 as drive B on a dual drive. The
utilities you will use first on the diskette include COpy (make a baCkUp), CONFIG
(customize the I/O setup to your system and save to disk as the default), and MOVCPM
(generates a version that will work in any memory size from 20K to a maximum 48K). SYSGEN
can be used to make the change permanent. The manual, marked "preliminary," appears to be
good and readable The paCkage when complete will include 2 diSkettes. -Dan Weidman (in
CUGSL Newsletter)
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( I Magazine Reviews I ]----- ----- ------
QlRISTIAN CCJI1P\1l'D[;, $12/year for all coq>uters.
Bi-monthly magazine from 72 Valley Hill Rd., Stockbridge GA 30281. Sample issue $2.

Christian Computing is a small (24 pages) but glossy new magazine, edited by a
pleasant woman with a $10 name, Dr./iMrs. Nancy White Kelly. But don't hold that against
her; she's trying hard. The first issue's articles include one on Pa~l's scribe Tertius
and mailing lists, how a Christian high school started a computer program, Campus Crusade
for Christ's computer strategy, how a Baptist church was computerized, and a tlcompletetl
guide to church computer systems that doesn't mention a single one. There are also
missionary notes, a review of the Apple ] [e and Adam ] [ church package, and a Bible
teaching game, plus a note about a Christian Computer Association, all handled very
briefly. Though the only reference I noticed to Commodore was a classified ad, I welcome
this new effort, and suggest pastors and interested Christians ask for a sample. -JS

CQ4M. ~, $24/yr. + $60/yr matching diSkette for all ColllOOdore COI1plters.
Bimonthly newsletter and/or diskette from COMAL Users Group USA Ltd, 5501 Groveland
Terrace, Madison WI 53716.

Len Lindsay, whose handling of what later became Compute! inspired the Midnite, is
baCk! The reason is COMAL, the excellent Pascal-like Super BASIC from Denmark. For 2
lonely years, Len promoted COMAL almost single-handedly in the U.S., finally achieving
respectability for it. Now that there is a real base of COMAL users, Len has begun another
a newsletter exclusively for CCY-1AL. Physically, COMAL Today like an issue of the Midni te,
without the bold face and titling we use for easier reference, but with double columns.
Issue 1 was 24 pages; 2 is 32, and both went out via bulk mail. As for contents, there's
something for everyone, all well done. If you use COMAL, get COMAL Today. Recorrmended.-JS

CDKXXlRE CCJI1P\1l'D[; INTERNATIrnAL, $39/year for all ColllOOdore COI1plters.
Monthly magazine from NiCk Hampshire PubIs., 167-169 Great Portland St., London WI ENGLAND.

After the demise of Microcomputer Printout, I wondered how to keep up with Commodore
news in England. Here's one way. Though it lacks the inspired wit and priceless
comparisons and explanations of the former MCP, Commodore Computing International covers a
full range of topics, including news, reviews, hints, articles and listings. As in MCP,
most ads are for interesting but costly products unknown in the U.S. I doubt if I'll
subscribe, due to shortages of time and money, but I'd enjoy reading any issues I see. -JS

ENTER, $13/year (10 issues) for all COI1plters.
General computer monthly from P.o. Box 2685, Boulder co

A refreshingly different magazine mainly for teenagers, the subject matter is so well
written that adults should also enjoy it. It has a variety of articles for beginners. The
overall subject seems to be the use of computers in our society instead of how to use
computers. I recorrmend it to everyQody. -Rodney WeekS

FAMILY CCJI1P\1l'D[;, $18/year for all COI1plters.
Monthly magazine from Scholastic, 730 Broadway, New York NY 10003.

There's an article about how we do the Midnite in the current June issue, so it seemed
like a good time to take another look at this new magazine. We'd passed it up at first
because it seemed Apple-happy. This 3l6-page issue includes coverage for most home
machines, but not as much on anyone as brand-conscious readers would want. It also
profiles computer-using families, compares easy word processors, suggests how to get a
summer computer job, and qui te a bit more. Everything seems reasonable, wholesome and
helpful. I prefer a tighter focus on Commodore myself, but also know that
cross-fertilization is as important for ideas as it is for flowers. If your whole family
happily uses computers, Family Computing might be one magazine all will enjoy. -JS
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Unprotected.

GRAPH-TERM 64, by John R. Bennett. $50 diskette or cassette for
Terminal program from Bennett Software, 3465 Yellowstone,
(313/665-4156). 1520 plotter optional. Machine language.
warranty. Tested successfully at 300 baud.

Using the high resolution drawing capability of the 64, and the even higher resolution
plotting capability of the 1520 printer/plotter, Gra~enn 64 accepts data from mainframe
computers as though it were a Tektronix 4010 graphics terminal. (It even corrects for the
64's screen not being square!) Though the 200 by 320 resolution of the screen and the 480
by 630 resolution of the plotter don't match the 780 by 1024 resolution of the Tektronix, a
64 system with this program is a lot cheaper, making it attractive to engineers and
scientists on limited budgets who need Tektronix graphics. Besides displaying and printing
graphic plots, Gra~enn 64 also allows its users to create new plots, and upload them to
other computers, as though it were a 4010. It can also capture the data it displays, and
save it to disk or tape for re-loading. And like most any terminal, Graph Teno 64 also
handles ordinary text. On the other hand, the engineering baCkground of the program is
apparent in its lack of bells and whistles to ease its use. You should be familiar with
BASIC, and able to alter simple programs if you don't want to be limited to its standard
300 baud, 8 bit, no parity, 1 stop bit, full duplex setup. If you need this program at
all, it will seem quite a bargain to you. -JS

THE SMART 64 TERMINAL--Release 3, by Joe O'Hara. DiSkette for 64 or VIC.
Terminal program from Microtechnic Solutions, P.O. Box 2940, New Haven CT 06515
(203/389-8383). Supports CBM 1515, 1525 and 1526 printers.

Like most other fine terminal programs, Smart 64 Termdnal--Release 3 can transmit or
receive programs, and convert the characters into a form your 64 or VIC can run. It can
set the maximum number of characters to send before adding a carriage return code. It is
also the only terminal program we've tested for the 64 that supports the former 1515
printer and new 1526 printer. Smart 64 Termdnal--Release 3 can call a series of phone
numbers in turn until one answers. It also supports a pre-programmed response to a
CONTROL-E inquiry by a host system, and the hardware X-Line handshake used by some
directly~ired computer systems. Although the program can't be copied, you can make
multiple data diSkettes. As the computer text buffer is filled with incoming data, a gauge
at the right side of the screen will slowly descend to show how much room is left; it
should hold over 16 minutes of data before automatically saving it to diSk. Smart 64
Terminal--Release 3 has many desirable features, at a reasonable price, but is a bit
inconvenient to use with special protocols such as Compuserve's, and its preliminary manual
leaves a lot to be desired. -JS

THE SOF'l'BOARD BUlLETIN BOARD SY~t $40 diSkette for 64 or VIC+l6K.
Bulletin board system from Walter Newton, 2005 New Haven Dr., Dallas TX 75217. Requires
1540/41, 1650 modem or Hayes Smartmodem 300. BASIC.

Really, a BBS for the 64 or VIC w/16k memory! Fairly simple to operate and easy to
access effectively. Written in BASIC but operates surprisingly fast. Major liability - no
up/downloading of programs. Mr. Newton did a good job at developing this program and the
price is right! Comes with a useful manual and even has a section for paid advertisements.
Recommended. -Mike Stout

TERMIN~ 64, by Scott Burns. $35 diskette or cassette for 64.
Terminal program from Cognitek, P.O. Box 931, Urbana IL 61801 (217/254-9600). CBM printer
optional. Machine language. Requires dongle in joyport 2. 90 day media warranty. Tested
successfully at 300 and 1200 baud.

Term.n/all 64 is a new program, and still being improved. A recent change allCMs
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either of two 64's connected via Te~n/a11 64 to give any desired command to the other
computer - disk commands, SYS calls, you name it. Similarly, the package now includes a
simple drawing ability, again with either of two connected 64's able to draw on the screen
of the other computer. Shades of two-player games with a real difference! However, I
still consider TerEin/a11's upload and download options to ~mong the weakest around.
Only skilled users will likely put up with the hassles of using it for anything other than
simple cormunications. Although Termin/a11 functions well enough as a simple terminal, it
laCkS many of the amenities of similarly-priced competitors. Normally, I'd applaud its use
of a dongle for copy protection, allowing it to be used with larger IEEE-488 diSk drives.
However, I don't approve having to plug the dongle in when the computer is already on, due
to the danger of blowing a chip in the process. Not recorrmended yet. .,JS

TERM.OTT.C64.V1I, by Tony Ott. $7 diskette versions for 64, VIC or PET.
terminal program from Commodore Cormunications, 10378 Coburg Lands, St. Louis MO 63137.

This terminal software will operate on the Punter Boards as well as others. Will
allow downloading on the Punter systems,and contains all the features of most public domain
terminal programs. It has a color menu for easy use, but several options aren't developed
yet. You can't beat the price, but it took me 3 months and a phone call to get my copy.
(Publications that list this diskette as free to anyone sending a formatted diSkette forget
to mention the $7 service charge.) Recommended if you aren't in a hurry. -Mike Stout

Update (see '15,18): VIDTEX, by Duane Harris. $40 diSkette for 64.
Terminal program from CompuServe Information Service, 5000 Arlington Centre Blvd., Columbus
OH 43220 (800/848-8990). Unprotected.

~TE '1: You don't need the program diskette in the drive after startup, saving
loading time and diSk swaps. Vidtex is the only program I've tested that can actually
auto-dial and auto-log onto real systems without any key pressing by you beyond running the
program. This is very helpful, and an amazing oversight in its competitors. I would have
liked to load the program from diskette and immediately see a menu of options, as when you
sign on to Compuserve itself. New users may become frustrated long before finding out how
to display its two help screens. You'll really notice the laCk of an 80 column option, but
word wrap keeps things fairly readable, and being able to display downloaded color graphics
partly makes up for it. If you spend any time on Compuserve, this is the terminal program
for you. Highly reconmended• .,JS

~TE '2: Has excellent print and buffer features, best of all offers easy control
commands for the user. The downloading by feature alone saved me 20 minutes the other
night. The manual tells you to make a baCkUp for safety reasons. Reconmended. -Mike Stout

VIP TERMINAL, by Dan Nelson and Br ian Lundgren.
Icon-driven terminal program from Softlaw, 9072 Lynda1e Ave. So., Minneapolis MN 55420

Imagine Commodore's Magic DeSk program on-line. Softlaw has made a valiant attempt to
ease the hassles of using a full-featured terminal program. In addition to a high
resolution deSk image at the start of the program, VIP Terminal makes full use of icons
(pictures) and joystick selection of options (next best thing to a game). Then, when you
really want to use the program, it has several dozen help screens to explain most things.
Unlike Magic DeSk, VIP Terminal has almost no limi ts to its power. I t is the only program
I've tested that can serve as a host computer itself, answering the phone when you're not
around, taking and giVing messages, and even sending and receiving programs. It also
stores all the usual MODEM parameters separately for each of the 16 numbers in its phon~

directory. Unfortunately, its sign-on routine only stores one prompt and one response,
which is not enough to sign on to any network I've ever used. Another aspect that could be
improved is off-line message preparation, currently limited to 127 characters in each of
the 20 function keys. A few owners may use a gimmiCk that claims to tone dial for you
through the TV speaker and your phone handset, but VIP TerJbinal's chime on the quaTter
hour, and beep at the right margin features are more useful. If you're lOOking for a very
powerful terminal program that's still easy to use, consider VIP Terminal first.
Recorrmended. .,JS
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SOFTLOC, $35 diSkette for 64.
List protection utility from Softpeople, 2042 Marshall Av., St. Paul MN 55104.
DOS-protected. Backup $15. No stated warranty.

For all the RUN readers Who've been begging for a way to keep folks from listing their
programs, here's a technique that should do it. Your program is encrypted, based on a
7-letter password you supply. To use it again, you have to type in that password. So long
as you remember it, you can even change it later. That's the good news.

The bad news (for thieves) is that if you don't quite get the password right when
changing it, the program will be destroyed. Similarly, if you miss the password when
trying to run the program, you'll be shut down. On the other hand, nothing in this package
keeps anyone from copying your programs; they just can't use them without the password.
One other notable limitation is that only one encrypted program is allowed per diSkette,
because you start the program by loading a special boot program. It in turn loads your
program. This could be a useful product, although I'd hesitate to rely on it in crucial
situations without further testing, and can't imagine using it myself. Tentatively
recommended to those who need a way to truly list-proof their programs. -JS

Graphic Aids

ALPHABET ~UCTIOO SET, for 64 wi th Edumate light pen and S.A.M.
See under Education Reviews.

cor..autl; SERIES I, diSkette for 64 wi th Koalapad.
Electronic coloring book from Koala Industries,3l00 Patrick Henry Dr.,Santa Clara CA

This diSkette, an electronic coloring book, contains 26 geometric designs, some
complex. The child can select any of 16 colors or 16 patterns and then use the
command. The colored designs are most attractive, and children don't have to worry
staying inside the lines, but they eventually tired of this Johnny-one-note program.
bad a creative programmer did not add a few variations. -Elizabeth Kaspar

CD4PUTER CRAYCIIS, $40 diskette for 64 wi th Edumate light pen.
Color alphabet drawing aid from Futurehouse, Inc., Box 3470, Chapel Hill NC 27514.

This cute program has 26 pre-drawn screens, one for every letter of the alphabet. The
child can color them in using the light pen, choosing from 6 colors. It also comes with a
sketch pad, a diSk routine to save pictures and an anamination routine for each screen. My
5 year old loves it because it is so easy to erase mistakes and he can choose from lots of
pictures. I recommend this for small children; it's very user friendly. -Rodney Weeks

DELTA~, by Corrputer Access. $40 cartridge for 64.
Logo-type turtle graphics program for ages 4-adult from Spinnaker, 215 - 1st St., Cambridge
MA 02142. 30 day free replacement warranty. Uses datasette. 1525 printer optional.

REVIEW 11: Delta Drawing is a simple one and two keystroke color version of Instant
Logo, the turtle graphics drawing program for kids (included in Logo from Commodore.)
Though you can create instructions for the drawing turtle, the emphasis is on pressing keys
to make drawings. This makes it easier to use for younger children who don't read yet, but
harder to create the intricate designs for which Logo is justly famous. Several commands
require SHIFT and CONTROL key combinations, few of which will seem obvious to new users.
The lengthy (90+p.) manual, on the other hand, is excellent, as usual for Spinnaker, and
will fill in many of the rough spots. Being able to save and print results is also a plus.
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Personally, I see Delta Drawing as a halfway product - midway between the easy drawing
programs, such as Doodle and Flexidraw, and the programmable turtle graphics in Logo and
COMAL. As such, it seems to have fallen into the crackS, and may not fit any audience very
well. On the other hand, those without a disk drive may want to consider it. -JS

REVIEW 12: A fine example of the versatility of the 64 and its high resolution
capabilities. Delta Drawing is both educational and entertaining for the entire age group
recommended. The simple commands are easily understood by the youngest children, while
more sophisticated techniques for creating high resolution screens are available to more
mature users. Besides using the CRT as a canvas, Delta Drawing can use simple sequential
maneuvers that eliminate the drudgery of point-by-point, line-by-line drawing; these are
recorded as "programs" and teach the importance and i.ntricacies of sequential progranuning
procedures. I highly recommend Delta Drawing for creating colorful and intricate high
resolution screens. -Donald Miller (in WCUC News).

Update (see 115): OOODLE, diskette for 64.
Drawing/painting aid from City Software, 735 W. Wisconsin AV., MilwaUkee WI 53233.

The new version is still plagued with printer problems. City Software cannot get the
1526 to print out any Doodle drawings. If anyone has the answer, I'm sure they'd like to
hear f rom you. -Mike Stout

Update (see 115,18): KOAIAPAD 'n:xJCB TABLET, $66 for 64.
Drawing/painting aid from Koala Technologies, 3100 PatriCk Henry Dr., Santa Clara CA 95050.

Children and adults will get hours of enjoyment drawing on the Koalapad. With the
Koala Painter program, drawing freehand includes a choice of colors and brush widths.
Designs can be created on 2 different screens, and transferred from one to the other, as
can a file of pictures (both backgrounds and animals) on the painter diskette. The
children in a nearby third grade class have great fun with it. Surprisingly, the small
size of the touch sensitive area compared to the screen did not make drawing aWkward.
-Elizabeth Kaspar

ElXltATE LIGm' PEN/l?ERIPHERAL VISI~, $70 diskette for 64.
I bought it because it seemed so well supported in software. The company is bringing

out a whole line of software for ch:ldren using the pen and S.A.M. It seems to work well
especially wi th the new drawing routine, Peripheral Vision. I highly recommend it for
drawing, since it is more pCMerful than Doodle. -Rodney Weeks

PERIPHERAL VISI~, $35 diskette for 64 with Edwnate light pen.
Drawing aid from Futurehouse, Inc., Box 3470, Chapel Hill NC 27514.

This software is a big improvement over their original program, because it will do
almost anything. You have 15 colors, 6 brush strokes, 35 predesigned textures (or make
your own), pre-defined circles, squares and triangles, plus a beautiful printer routine
that gives shading of the different colors. Highly recommended; suggest you see it for
yourself. The only problem is you might need a cup of coffee when it loads or a pot of
coffee. when it prints. -Rodney Weeks

Update (see 116,18): SUPER EXPANDER, cartridge for 64.
Programmer's graphics/sound aid from Commodore, 1200 Wilson Dr., West Chester PA 19380.

We have here a little handy-dandy plastic box that's chock full of missing BASIC
commands. You give this little Beggar about 8K of RAM, and it gives you commands that you
used to dream about. You want sound? Filter? Use a light pen? Make a circle? Use
Hi-res graphics along with letters from the keyboard? Of course!

Disadvantages? For one thing, it's going to take some time to learn all the commands.
You aren't going to be progranuning a tree in the first ten minutes. Also, if you write a
program for anyone else to use, he has to have his own Super Expander cartridge or it won't
run. Still, Super Expander has many more sound and graphics features than Simon's BASIC.
-Jim DeMian (Mid-Missouri Commodore Club Newsletter)
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Music and Sound AicE

DANCING FEATS, diskette or cassette for 64.
Background music aid from Softsync Inc., 114 E. 34th St., New York NY 10016.

Like an electronic organ, you choose the background "band" from a wide variety of
beats, tempos, styles in Dancing Feats. Each of the joystick'S 8 positions will play a
different note [that] is always in tune - the program matches your notes to the chord it is
playing. While you are playing, the screen displays a "color organ" of lights which may be
helpful in selecting the proper sequence of notes for your ditty. You may record the songs
and save them for later play. -Colin Thompson (in The Users Port)

MASTER COMPOSER, $35 diskette for 64.
Music aid from Access Software, 925 E. 900 S., Salt Lake City UT 84105.
Requires 1541 disk. CBM printer optional. DOS-protected, one spare available for $7.50.
90 day limited warranty.

The demo for Master Composer is quite impressive, as is the graphic display of each
note in all 3 voices as they play. Even more impressive is the ability to load each song
separately, without Master Composer, and play it in the background (via IRQ) while you
continue with another program, or even write a new program. The demo songs include
everything from Donna Sommers to Beethoven, all well done, and another diskette of hits is
available for $10 extra.

For those interested in writing their own songs, virtually everything the SID chip can
do is covered by the many options in Master Composer, all controlled about as easily as
such a complex device can be. There are, for example, help screens, as well as an audition
mode to sample current changes, and a screen dump that copies your work to a 1525 or 1526
printer. Up to 127 measures can be entered, using widely varying note values and time
signatures. More than one finished song can be in memory at once, and a simple BASIC
program can call each in turn as needed in a long piece. Personally, I'll miss the
transposition ability of Music Construction Set, though not its painful choice of colors
(see #18), and I haven't reviewed the highly-regarded Musicale yet, with its optional piano
keyboard and other innovations. Even so, Master Composer is an excellent program that
deserves wide use. Recommended. -JS

MEImIAN KJSIC KEYBOARD, $200 keyboard + aH:ERl'Ml\STER diskette for 64.
$40 for program alone. Piano keyboard and~TER program from Melodian. 90 day
warranty on keyboard, unlimited on media. DOS-protected, 1 spare available for $5.

This is the first actual piano keyboard I've seen for the 64 that you can buy. It has
only 37 fairly stiff keys, but is a vast improvement over using the QWERTY keys of the 64
as a piano (though Concertmaster will let you do that if you want.) Like other top
programs, Concertmaster will record and playbaCk your efforts with full control of every
aspect of the 3 available voices. During playbaCk, the notes are visible on screen,
properly shaped. The voices can be added together or played separately, but editing a note
is only possible by re-recording that voice's part. Function keys control the whole
program. It gives a pleasant full color screen display and good sound. If you play at
all, or are serious about learning how to play in the world of synthesizers at a fair
price, this could be just the tiCket. If you aren't sure, you can start out with just the
program, and add the keyboarq later. Recommended.-JS

KJSIC COMPOSER, for 64.
Music aid from Commodore, 1200 Wilson Dr., West Chester 19380.

The Music Composer is an excellent program. It could be made better for modern
musicians if the instruments were more modern -- guitar sounds, bent notes, more "out of
key" sounds, booming bass drum, crisp snare sounds, and more control of pitch and the
special instrument are improvements I would like to see. Also, you can repeat lines, not
only by using parentheses wi th numbers, but also by typing in a new line number over an
existing i. The new number will bear the line of the first one, and the first line will
remain unchanged. Discovering this was the single most important factor in my use, and
it's not even in the instruction boOklet. -George Warner
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SPIDER EATER, diskette and plastic overlay for 64 with Koalapad.
Music program from Koala Industries, 3l~~ Patrick Henry Dr., Santa Clara CA 95~5~.

This diskette and plastic overlay turn the touch tablet into a musical keyboard. The
spider teaches the location, pitches, and values of the musical staff. As a note appears
on the staff, a spider starts ta-lard it. To "zap" the spider, you press the key
corresponding to the spider's position. The graphics are imaginative and colorful, with
several ways to make bonus points. My panel of children enjoyed the game immensely. The
note values determine the time the child has to get the spider and include quarter, half,
dotted half, and whole notes. A second program option alla-ls the child to compose and play
tunes. However, the playing range is limited to only 9 notes. This program would appeal
to children ages 6-l~. -Elizabeth Kaspar

Printer Aids:

THE BANNER MACHINETM
Menu-driven program works like a
word processor. Great for busi
nesses, schools, or organizations.
Produces large signs up to 13" tall
by any length. Make borders of
widths up to 34". Eight sizes of let
ters from %" to 8" high. Propor
tionai spacing, automatic center
ing, right and left justification. Use
with Gemini 10 or 10X; Epson MX
with Graftrax, or the RX or FX; Com
modore 1525E or MPS 801; and the
Banana. Four extra fonts available
($'19.95 each). Tape or disk $49.95
Menu Driven Disk Operating System
Execute disk commands by reading
the menu and pressing just one
key: LOAD, SAVE, initialize disk,
validate, scratch, rename, COpy,
auto list, renumber, search,
replace, and more' Disk $29.95
Flex File 2.1 By Michael Riley. Save
up to 1500 typical records on a
1541 disk drive. Print information
on labels or in report format. Select
records 9 ways. Sort on up to 3
keys. Calculate report columns.
1541'4040'2031 Disk $59.95
CTRL-64 Permits listing of C-64
programs on non-Commodore
printers. Lists control symbols in
readable form. Disk 524.95

CTRL-64, $25 diskette or cassette for 64.
Pretty lister from Cardinal Software,
13646 Jefferson Davis Hwy., Woodbridge VA
22191. Requires compatible printer (most
properly-interfaced printers will work).

Since Commodore graphic characters
are hard to understand from a listing,
and since many printers can't print them
properly, special prograrrs like CTRL-64
trap troublesome characters and translate
them into something both the human and
the printer can understand. ThUS,
CHRS$(17) will appear as <da-ln>, rather
than as a reverse field la-ler-case "q."
CTRL-64 works well, and can hide in any
of 5 parts of memory to stay out of the
way of other prograrrs. It comes in 2
flavors, one of Which will handle most
popular brands of printer, but if needed,
other custom changes can be made to this
unprotected machine-language program. My
only complaint, apart from having to load
and hide the program each time I turn on
the computer, is that it treats each of a
series of repeated graphics characters as
a whole new entity, rather than just
counting them. I would vastly rather see
<3 da-ln> than <da-ln><da-ln><da-ln>. If you
have a Cardco or similar interface that
already includes a pretty lister, you
won't need CTRL-64; both do the same job.
CTRL-64 is probably worth the cost if you
need it, remembering that an $8~

interface can do the same job while also
connecting your printer. -JS
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5crecndump Pri nt a copy of the
C-64 screen simply by pressing just
two keys. This machine-language
program is compatible with most
software. $19.95
Chessmate 64 Analyze your own
games, master games, book games,
and openings. Save, print, and
watch your games in a uniClue
"chess movie." Memorize any
board position and recall it after
you have played through varia
tions. Disk $29.95
CP/M Term Download CP/M pro
grams! Full-featured terminal pro
gram requires a Commodore CP/M
adaptor. Supports C-1600, Hess,
1650 auto dial, 212 modems & RS
232 adaptor. Direct back-to-back
computers (requires null modem
cable). RS-232 modem with RS-232
adaptor allows transfer from other
CP/M computers. Disk $39.95
Order Toll Free: 8OQ.762-5645
Information: 703·491-6502
HOURS: 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Mon-Sat

cardinal Software
13646 Jeff Davis Hwy.

~
Woodbridge, VA 22191

• Catalogs available.
_ Specify: Educational,
~ Games/Simulations,
~ Business/Utilities, or
__ CP/M Public Domain.

Commodore 64 is a registered trademark of Commodore Electronics ltd.
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Programmers Aids:

MASTER 64, by Micro Application. $85 diskette for 64. (Also versions for CBM 8932/8996)
Programmer's aid(, screen editor?) and file handler from Abacus Software, P.O. Box 7211,
Grand Rapids MI 49510 (616/241-5510). Requires l541-compatible disk drive. IEEE-488
interface and CBM printer optional. DOS protected, 1 spare diskette for $5. No warranty.

Specs: USR (random files); 1 prime key; 30 characters per key; number of records
limited to disk capacity; 254 characters per record; 128 fields; 254 characters per field;
255 report rows; 255 report columns; works with sequential data files

Master 64 takes a different approach to application generation than Home File Writer
and conventional data manager programs. Instead of leading the user through the design of
a file or BASIC file-handling program, Master adds 100 new BASIC commands to greatly ease
the design of a file-handler and other serious programs. These commands fall into 10
categories: drawing commands, data entry commands, screen management commands, report
formatting commands, file management commands, extended precision math, a programmer's aid
paCkage, BASIC 4.0, and a simple machine language monitor. It also includes several other
utility programs. This means you must refer to the manual constantly. Fortunately, the
large manual is well set up for reference. However, the manual badly needs a tutorial.
Fortunately, there are two very impressive demo programs on the diskette.

What first impressed me about Master was its data entry commands. They completely
overcome the limitations of BASIC's Input and Get commands; you can specify any kind of
Input, and enter it from any desired spot on the screen. In less than an hour, a skilled
BASIC programmer can design a foolproof data entry screen that follows Commodore's
recommended standards. It can even include separate Help screens loaded from disk or
transferred from "extra" screen pages in memory. Master can also arrange information on a
printed page as easily as on the screen. Simply specify the row, column, length and
contents of each data item. It is much more powerful than the Print Using statement of
other programmer's aids.

File handling is a bit more complicated. A separate program must be run to create a
data file. The files use ISAM (Indexed Sequential Access Method) for speed, but you can't
Validate (Collect) a Master data file without losing it. Also, diskette space will only be
used efficiently by the file if your chosen record size divides closely into 254. Further,
deleted records still use up space on the disk until the file is copied by a separate
program. On the other hand, Master commands can greatly compress the size of file data.

Another favorite feature is Master's unique 22 digit precision math. Master works
well with a transparent IEEE-488 interface, such as the BusCard, and any connected CBM disk
drive. On the other hand, don't expect to use other programmer's aid programs or
cartridges at the same time. Instead of the usual 38K free, you'll have just 20K for your
programs, meaning you will still have trouble using Master for very large applications.
This is a surprising limitation, because the diskette includes a special unprotected
run-time version of Master that lacks many usual options. If that version had been
designed to use only the memory it needs, much more memory could have been freed for data
in finished programs. At Lincoln College, an early 4K version of Master for the PET
(Procep) has been used reliably for 2 years in several major application programs, because
it is so extremely easy to create new applications with Procep. Yet, the college has no
interest in Master, because it uses up too much memory. Still, if your planned application
will fit in the memory available, Master will greatly ease your work in developing
programs, and you may freely sell your finished program without paying a royalty to use the
run-time version of Master. If you want to protect that program from unauthorized listing
and use, Abacus will also sell you a set of dongles to limit program access.

Overall, Master, is more likely to be used by a trained programmer than a new user. I
like Master a lot, but don't use it as often as I'd expected, largely due to its size. On
the other hand, in the proper application, nothing else currently available controls your
screen and printer more completely or precisely, and the price is quite appropriate
compared to other programmer's aids. -JS
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BUY'D«i SOFlWARE FRQot A CL<Iti
•••adventures in shopping•••

by KMACK

New CODiidOre 64 users are constantly searching for prepackaged software
- but who really likes to wait around for an over-priced mail order item? If you are

into the instant gratification of buying and plugging in - but still hate going to those
sleazy back alley shops or POSh PC boutiques, then Child World may be the place for you.

Stooping, yet still towering over me, was a giant ten-foot-tall yellow giraffe. I
stared up, astonished at the speCkled face and vacant eyes. My question stammered forth
feebly in an alien-like voice, "Do you carry any software for the Corrunodore 64?"

The giant creature reared its head skyward, against the brilliant flourescent lights.
A stubby hoof pointed menacingly toward a canyon-like corridor. Suddenly, shrieks and
cries pierced the air as a swarm of children rocketed past, narrowly avoiding numerous
catastrophic collisions with stacks of cellophane-wrapped boxes. Latent feelings of
agoraphobia welled within me; I stood frozen in my tracks, pressed against the model
airplanes until I spotted a distant figure. Colorfully garbed, with a pointed cap, the
figure was distributing balloons to a horde of small faces with attached grasping hands•.

I breathed deeply and walked cautiously toward the figure, passing young mothers as
they strolled aimlessly. Their faces seemed slightly glazed as they tried not to bump
against the towering walls of toys. As I approached, the colorful target turned to face
me. I stared at a clown my own height and stammered, "Do you have software for the 64?"

"Aisle 2, video games," the clown replied, thrusting a red balloon into my palm.
Overwhelmed among the rows of big-name video games and software, tUCked away in a

corner, was the familiar blue and white sign. A single glass-enclosed shelf riveted my
attention as I scanned past the VIC games, until I saw a seemingly vast selection of 64
software. The excitement mounted as I read the titles aloud: Learning BASIC•••Advanced
BASIC•••Assembler kits•••Sprite Master•••Games•••• But wait - I don't have a Datasettel I
quiCkly checked my wallet for $58 (a good priceI), then resumed my search for a diSkette.
Though few were to be found, a source (even higher than the giraffe) assured me more were
coming. I finally settled on the sale-priced Music Composer for $15 - still behind glass.
I envisioned a return conversation with the clown, until I noticed a tag: "Instructions for
Buying this Item." Heading for the check-out lane, I passed a flood of childhood memories
in the form of molded plastic. I promptly paid for my receipt, and was directed to a huge
cage, where another clown exchanged my receipt for the cartridge. The red balloon made its
way into the hands of a crying four-year-old. Once home, I knew instantly I would go baCk
for the $58 Datasette. The lesson learned? If you know exactly what you want, Child World
has your price. If you're not sure, don't expect any help from the clowns. Either way,
expect to spend any saVings on a squirt gun or model airplanel
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Feature Article:
IN'l"ERMmIATE BASIC

~ INPU'I' 64
by Rick West

This subroutine is used for data input on any Commodore computer. The program lookS
very large just to be used for input; however, the features outweigh the size if you want
protected entry. The features of this input routine are:

1. Set length of field. The variable used is (LK).
2. Numeric input only. The + and - sign can be entered only as the first character.

The. can be entered only one time for an entry, but can be deleted and re-entered
for corrections (DT=2).

3. Dollar and Cent form is numeric also. It will always return in the form 0.00 for
any entry (DT=3). This optional subroutine, starting at 10410, does the
conversion and can be used separately.

4. Set Alpha~umeric input. This will let you input upper/lower case, numbers and
needed special characters. It will not let you enter problem characters (DT=0).

5. Set Alpha input (DT=1). Lets only upper/lower case and spaces be entered.
6. Preset defaults can be passed to the subroutine by setting DD$ to the default.

This default may be set larger than LK, for one chance entry. If the default is
larger than LK and you delete part of it, the LK setting takes over.

7. Other special features, like a space may not be entered as the first character.
Hitting return without an entry will have no effect, except on Dollars and Cents.
On Dollars form, a return without entry will return 0.00 as a value.

Make sure you do not use the same variables
used in this routine, such as:

1. LK = This is the length of field.
2. DT = The type of entry you want.
3. DD$ = default variable (optional)
4. The subroutine will return the entry

as DR$.
5. A special four part cursor that can

be anything you want. The speed of
the cursor is set by line 10150. To
slow the cursor down, increase the
number added to TI. To speed the
cursor up, make the number smaller.
The cursor is controlled by the jiffy
clock and will run the same speed if
compiled. The cursor speed will not
effect the data entry speed in any
way because of the count down loops
through the get statement. Try it!

This program uses some
with AND and OR in some of the
so watch changing them.

special tricks
if-statements,

GRAPH-TERM 64
A GRAPHICS TERMINAL PROGRAM

FOR THE COMMODORE·54
GRAPH·TERM 64 is a 100% machine-language
program which
• plots hi-res graphs generated by a mainframe

computer or the C-64 in standard Tektronix'; format
• downloads text (36K) or plot files (20K)
• creates instant replays of text or graphs at high

speed, slow motion or stop action
• creates hard copies of plots on the Commodore

1520 Plotter
In addition, the machine language subroutines used
in GRAPH·TERM 64 are documented so you can use
them in your own programs to create fast, compact
pl)t files and to drive the plotter at top speed.

" I $49.95 U.S. f.~
VISAI'

'-J TOORDER
Specify disk or tape

Add $4.00 postage and handling for U.S.
and Canada

Other foreign orders add 20%
Michigan residents add 4% sales tax

For more Information, contact Rick at:
BITS, BYTES AND PROTOTYPES, INC.

16916 East 4th St. Terr. So.
Independence, MO 64056

257/5058 or 254/7100
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BENNETT SOFTWARE CO.
3465 Yellowstone Dr.
Ann Arbor, MI 48105

(313) 665·4156
Dealer inquiries invited

The 1520 plotter and the Commodore 64 are
products of Commodore Business Machines.
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10(1(1121 PR I tH 1/ Ci I ',lE r'1E A I t·WUT II.; DD$.; :DT:::::::: :U(::::6 :GO::;IjE: 1005(1
112101121 RUt·4
1003121 REM *** INPUT PROCiRAM 64 ~**
1(n340 U<=::::0: REt1 U<= LEtKiT/-j OF ::;TR I t·m TO I t·WUT
10050 REM DT= TYPE OF INPUT ALPHA OR NUM.
1006121 REM DT=0 =ALPHA-NUM.INPUT
10070 REM DT=l =ALPHA ONLY
10080 REM DT=2 =NUM. AND ~+'J~-~J'.~

10090 REM DT=3 =RETURN WITH DOLLAR FORM
10100 REM DD$=CiET VARIABLE
10110 REM DR$::::RETURNED VARIABLE
10120 IF DT=3 THEN DT=2:ZZ=1:REM DR=CAL VARIABLE ZZ= FLAG FOR DOLLARS
1[11 ::::(1 DF.:$=DD$: r'1t'1$ 0:: (21)::: II ...t.tIB Il

: rl1t'1$ 0:: 1>;::; II tli ll

101::::5 r'1t'1$ 0:: ;~~ >=II ·TlB Il
: t'H'U: (:::;: >::: II., II"

10140 LS=LENO::DR$)
10150 II=TI+10:REM CURSOR SPEED
10160 GETDD$:PRINTMM'(Y>;
1~31 7[1 IFDD$()" II THEI···I 1. 021 (1
10175 IFTI)IIANDY)2THENY=0:GOTOI0150
10180IFTI)IITHENY=Y+l:GOTOI0158
102001I=II-l:00T010160
10210 DR=ASCO::DDS):IFDR=::::4 THEN10160
10220 IFO::DR=20)AND(LS)0) THEN10380
10230 IF (DR= 1:;:) At·m 0:: L::;)I~1) At·m 0:: 2Z=0) THEt·i PF.: I t·n" 1/: F.:ETUF.:H
1(1240 IF 0:: DF.:= 13) Flt·m (ZZ)0) THHi OOSUB 10415 :ZZ=O :F'R I tH II II: PR ItHDF.~S : RETURt·i
10250 IFDR=32ANDLS)0 AND DT()2 AND DT()4 THEN 10350
10260 REM------NUMBERS DT=2 -------------
10270 IF(DR)47ANDDR(58ANDDT=2>OR«DR=430RDR=45)AND(DT=2ANDLS(1»THEN10350
10280 IF(DR=46 AND DT=2 AND ZZ(2)THEN 2Z=2:00T010350
1[1290 F.~Et'1-----'-ALP:1lA, DT= 1 ----------.-,,-----
10300 IF (DR)64 AND DR(91 AND DT=1)OR(DR)192 AND DR(219 AND DT=I)THEN10350
1121:31 ra PEt'l---·----AL.PHA-t·U.it"lBEF.::::; DT=O -------....
10320 IF (DR)64 AND DR<91 AND DT=0)ORO::DR)192 AND DR(219 AND DT=0)THENI0350
10330 IF (DR)39 AND DR(58 AND DT=0) THEN10350
10340 GOTO 1(1160
10350 IF LS(LK THENDR$=DR$+DD$:LS=LEN(DR$):PRINTDD$;
1~J360 GOTO 1. 0160
10370 REM -----------DEL.ETE-------------
10380 IF(ASC(RIGHT$(DR$Jl»=46)ANDO::DT=2)THENZZ=1
10390 LS=LS-l:DR$=L.EFT$(DR$,LS)
1(14~ZH) F'F.~ I ,·n" III".;: CiOTO 1(1 16(1
10410 REM --- CONVERT VALUE TO DOLLAPS AND CENTS
1(1415 IF 0:: AB::; (VAL (DF.:$) ) ::. <:. 005 OF.: (U:;::::(J::' THEH DP$=::;fU+ I! [I. 00 II : F.:ETUF.~t·4

1042~3 UII:$::::: 11 0(1 11 :DF.~$:::=STR~t 0:: ( I t-n 0:: 0:: "/AL 0:: DF.~$::' +.0051 ):+: 100::''/ 10~3) ) : U::;::::LEt·~ 0:: DfU)
1~34:3B IFLEFT$ 0:: DF.::t.' 1>::: 1/ + I! THEt-·I::;R:t~::::LEFT:$: 0:: DR$: .. 1) :LS=L::;-1. : DF.:$=F.: IOHT$(DfU .. U:;)
1044~3 IFLEFT$ GIF.~$., 1:)::: II-II THEt·i:3F.::i:::::LEFT$ (DRS., 1) :LS=L::;-l : DR:i:::::I~: ICiHT$ 0:: DfU .. U::;:!
V3445 IFLEFT$ (DF.:$ J1) =" 11 THEt't:;R:;'=LEFT$ CDR$., 1::' :LS=L:3'-1 : DR$=F.~ ICiHT$ (DF.~$ .. L::;)
1~:145(1 IF:3F.:$=" +1/ THEt-4SF.~$= II 11

1(14?0 FOR:x:=LSTO 1 ::HEF'-l: I Ft'1 IIi$ (DF.::i: .. :;':: .. 1)::::" • II THEr-i ::':;:;=L::;·-::·:;: OOTO 11345'0
104:::(1 t·iE>::r: DR$=DfU+" . 0~3" : (iOTO 10540
10490 IFX=2 THEN 10540
1135130 IFX=1 THEN 10530
113520 LS=LEN(DR$):LS:::LS-1:DR$=RI(iHT$(DR$JLS):GOT010540
10530 DR$:::DP$+LEFT$(DD$,X)
1(1540 IF ',/FIL':: DR:;') (1 THEt·~ DR$:::" ~:111 +DRS
10550 DR'=SF.:'+DR$:RETURN
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Feature Article:
DISK HANDI.DIi AND REPAIR

LET's TALK DISK
by Tom D'Angelo

Since its inception the Commodore 1540/1541 disk drive has apparently been plagued by
problems, rumor and misinformation. For the last 9 months I have been repaIrIng and
aligning Commodore drives from allover the U.S. Most of the problems, rumor and
misinformation arise from a manufacturing defect that allows the drives to go out of
alignment easily. Problems with heat, the "@"SAVE, and disk interchangeability with the
4040 can all be traced to improper drive setup (speed and alignment). I have been writing
to and reading from 4040 formatted disks with my 1541's for over 6 months and have yet to
see any signs of slow destruction, or any other improper performance. Properly aligned
drives and proper disk rotational speed are the keys to trouble free use. I have also
modified most drives I have worked on so the user can adjust the diSk speed without having
to take the drive apart.

WHAT CAUSES mIVE MISALI~?
The head alignment, between a very cold and a very hot drive, can move inwards .0006"

for a 770 F. temperature rise. A properly aligned drive has a +/-.002" tolerance before
needing alignment, and will still read and wri te properly beyond +/-.002". An extreme heat
rise of 770 F., causing the head to shift inwards .0006" will not affect a properly aligned
drive, but it might cause a borderline unit to not perform properly. All but one drive
wi th a SAVE"@:" problem that I have worked on has been due to misalignment.

Improper or non-existent lubrication on the rails the head assembly rides on
contributes to noisy head movement (chattering) and improper centering on a track, possibly
resulting in read errors. I have found that molybdenum disulfide in a volatile liquid
seems to prOVide the quietest and longest lasting performance (up to a year).

DIJlJGN(EIKi A MISALIGNED mIVE:
The easiest way to tell your drive has changed alignment is a change in the sound the

drive makes when it "bumps" (the rapping sound made when the drive starts to format a new
diSk). The "bumping" should be sharp, rapid and equally spaced. If you notice a change,
your alignment has shifted. Other signs that this shift has taken place is that the red
light will flicker on and off when trying to load a program that used to give a steady red
light. Your load times might be longer, and the drive might give that "bumping" sound. If
too much slippage occurs, all your previously "SAVED" programs and directories cannot be
read by your drive. The sneaky thing is that if it shifts, you can still "NEW" diSkS, save
programs and read them, but diSkS made and programs saved before the shift will be
unreadable or hard to read by any properly aligned drive. This means that if your
alignment shifts and you don't notice or ignore it, you could lose all programs "SAVED"
after the shift occurred when you do get your drive aligned.

<:mIER DISK mIVE DFSI~ PRCEIDf):
One problem that has plagued owners with two or more 1540/1541 diSk drives has been

that they continually lOCk themselves and the computer up. Commodore has cured that
problem in drives sold since Christmas 1983, with a new ROM (-05) in location UB4 (short
board) and some hardware modifications.

A misdesign in the upper spindle assembly (the unit that pinches the disk against the
rotating drive ring) causes rapid wear of steel washers, as exhibited by a possible
intermittent grinding, squeakling or howling noice when the disk is turning. I am
currently putting together a kit that will allow a user to repair the drive.

Sometimes a drive will get out of sync between where the head actually is, and where
the drive thinkS it is electronically. The drive appears not to work at all, but is easily
cured by "NEWING" a diSk, whether there is a diSkette in the drive or not. All you want is
to have the drive make that knOCking sound in order to re-synchronize the stepper system.
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different ID's on your diskettes. The
also senses a disk change and causes the BAM
cause a problem; the "intelligent" drive

(»I DISI<E'ITFS F(R THE 1541/1541:
Another point has been the need to use

photocell that "READS" the wri te protect notch
to be reread. This is why similar ID's do not
knows that you have changed diskettes.

Speaking of disks, if you can fit it into the Commodore drive, you can
sector, hard sector, single, double, quad density it doesn't matter.
1541/4040 drive was designed to use the lowest requirement disK (single
sector). Anything more is unnecessary and often a waste of money.

use it soft
The Commodore
density, soft

illAT TO FIX (»I'THE IJUVE (AND THE ~):
If you do need to have your drive aligned because you cannot read any of your older

disKs, you can "SAVE" any inportant programs that are still readable to cassette or another
1540/1541. Then if these programs can no longer be read by the aligned drive, you can
still recover them.

To get your drive in proper shape, a serviceman should be able to properly fix the two
slippage points that allow the drive to go out of alignment, cheCK that the write protect
photocell is properly performing both functions, set the end stop properly, set the head
radial alignment and cheCK the hysterisis, properly lubricate the required locations, and
adjust the disk speed. The serviceman, for a lesser fee, should also be able to repair a
new drive so that it doesn't go out of alignment. The drives do have problems, but once a
1540/1541 drive is properly repaired and aligned, it is virtually trouble free and an
excellent value for the price. If you have any questions concerning the drives or this
letter you can call or write me at: 502/296-5076 - 8037 E. 18th Place, Tucson AZ 85710

COST EFFECTIVE SOFTWARE
BY

"The Best little Software House In Texas"

HOMEBASE by SOFT SECTRE is a versatile database program
for the home, small business 01 lab. In a 'USER FRIENOLY' MENU driven format
HOMEBASE utilizes lWENTV COMMANOS: CREATE, AOO, LIST, ClIST, CHANGE,
CONCATENATE, SEARCH, SUM, SORT, OElETE, LABELS, LOAD, PRINT, SAVE,
DIRECTORY, HELP, ORIVE, AUOIO, LOWER CASE, ENO. AA optional data file SECURI
TY COOE prevents unauthorized data file retrieval and manipulation. Optional AUOIO
FEEDBACK signals the end of acommand response. The PET disk based version sup·
ports cassette tape data files.

HOMEBASE is ideal for: MAILING LISTS (we use it ourselves); household, insurance
and equipment INVENTORIES; MAINTENANCE schedules; a PRESCRIPTION list; EX·
PENSE tracking; refund COUPON and GROCERY lists. Ready . to - use data files for
these tasks are included. Why buy several programs? Purchase the ONE program
that will handle all of your database needs, HOMEBASE by SOFT SECTRE will SAVE
you TIME and MONEY!

SElECTRE by SOFT SECTRE is included in the disk based package at no additional
charge (a $29.95 value!). It provides absolute ease of operation for disk based
systems. Disk OIRECTDRIES and PROGRAMS are loaded with numeric key input
allowing even the most inexperienced person to easily operate the computer. Addi·
tional features include:

ATARI: automatically runs with SYSTEM RESET or power-up; LOCK, UNLOCK,
RENAME and OElETE files; serial and TTY ports configured.

PET: COPY, RENAME, CONCATENATE and SCRATCH files; FORMAT, BACK·
UP and INITIAlIZE disks; UPPERllower case; AUOIO.

ATARI OR PET DISK 32K $49.95 Add $2.00 for shipping. Send
PET TAPE 16K $49.95 check or money order to:

Why spend $150 on software
for a $200 computer?

No reason.
With all the recent developments in computer software,
one important feature has always been overlooked. Until
now. Introducing the Intelligent Software package for,Com
modore corTlJUters. No 3-color ads, no shiny packaging; just
a lot of great software on one disk, at a terrific price: 135.
Because the fanciest software in the world won't do you
any good if you can't afford it.

Dateba..: A complete multi-keyed fixed-record-Iength data base. Sort
on erry key, select using aD relational operators [=, >, <, AND, OR, NOT,
and wild card] on any key or keys, perform numeric manpulation. All fields
in a record fully user-definable. Screen editing for records. Can be used
for accounts-receivable, inventory control, or as an electronic rolodex.
If you use your Commodore for nothing else, this program will justify its
expense.

Word Pl'OCII88Or: A full-featured word processor, ircluding: very fast
file commands [including a disk catalog], screen editing, string searching,
full control over margins, spacing, paging, and justification [all commands
imbedded in text]. A very powerful, easy-to-Iearn program.

Copycelc: An electronic spreadsheet. Turns your Commodore into a
visible balance sheet; uses screen editing. Great for financial forecasting.

Be_ball Ststistician: Compiles batting statistics for a baseball or
softbaD league. Generates reports on a player, team, or the entire league
[including standings.

Also included: Meiler. a program interfacing W/P with Dateba_ to
create custom form letters; Index. a program that indexes W/P's text
files; Peper route; more. All programs will load and run in any and every
Commodore computer having a minimum of 12k RAM, and will fully sup
port tape, disk, and printer. Price includes shipping within USA and
Canada; Calif. residents add 6%. Any two programs on cassette, $20.
For orders over 10 in quantity, deduct 35 %. This ad is the catalog; you
may order dOCLmentation for erry one program separately for $2 postpaid
[deductible from later order]. Available only from:

Intelligent Software
Box 3745-M. Sen Aefeel. CA 94912

Send for FREE catalog
VISAIMasterCard WELCOMED

SOFTSECTRE
P.O. BOX 1821, PlANO, TX 75074
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Feature Article:
HARr.WARE

KNIFE AND FCIU<:
Adding External I/O Devices to the 64

by RiCk West

For those with some digital background, the Commodore 64 is one of the easiest
COIIplters for adding external I/O devices and one of the best low cost controllers for
automated testing. The 64 memory expansion port has already been decoded into two 256 byte
blocks, I/O 1 and I/O 2. These blocks are addressed at $DEOQ-$DFFF, $DEOo-$DEFF for I/O 1
and $DFOQ-$DFFF for I/O 2. With these 2 select lines, you could add up to 100 more 6581
sound chips, plotters, printers, light panels, and other goodies.

The memory expansion port or cartridge port is a dual row 22 pin .1" spaced connector.
The 44 pins include all expected address and data lines plus some very important decode and
signal lines. The pin out below has an asterisk beside the lines we will use.

TOP
* l~round

* 2-+5 Volts
* 3-+5 Volts

4-IRQ (not)
* 5-R/W

** 6-oot clock (video chip)
* 7-1/0 1 (not)
8~ame (not)
9-XROM (not)
10-1/0 2 (not)
ll-ROML (not)
12-BA (video chip)
13-DMA (not) input

* 14-07 data line
* l5-D6 data line
* 16-05 data line
* 17-D4 data line
* 18-03 data line
* 19-D2 data line
* 20-01 data line
* 21-00 data line
* 22~round

BOTTOM
* A~round

B-ROM H (not)
C-Reset (not)
D-NMI (not)

* E-Phase two Clock
F-Al5 address
H-Al4 address
J-A13 address
K-Al2 address
L-All address
M-Al0 address
N-A9 address
P-A8 address
R-A7 address
S-A6 address
T-A5 address
U-A4 address
V-A3 address

* W-A2 address
* X-AI address
* Y-A0 address
* Z~round

+5'

..-+1,"",,"'.., i1DD~E55
'/ A" ------"'--iAo V_ 01-'-""---"D~
)C. "', z. A, I I ~DE~j

W II:z. J "1- ~ 2 'Pl!ltz.. /)I:Ct:ll>lt>

7 Zbi ~ ~ L. 3 ~ .Dt$l ~ t>ur,~r5
5 E: :l ... $ 1)1Iq'i-

J ~ ~ ~ DIE'''-
i (, He~'

L---",'-tJrl Q ,7 ~ Of; 7
g

Let's put some of these lines to work. First,
we will use a 741LS138 decoder for testing 8
decoded outputs. Figure 1 shows the circuit used
and the lines hooked to the expansion port.

The output lines are shown with the addresses
needed to activate them. The output at this level
is just a very short pulse when addressed. By
adding a couple of latches, we can store the pulse
and light LEDs to show the lines addressed. Adding
another line will reset the latches and turn the
LEDs off. Figure 2 shows the hookup of the
latches; adding a 74LS74 does the job. LED 1 is at
address $DEOO, LED 2 is at address $DEOl, and the
reset line is at address $DE02. I/O 1 line goes to
the not enable line of the 74LS138, and address
lines Ao-A2 feed inputs A, B, and C. The 74LS74 is

,.".

2.?OA.

yt:..
'I> A,

W A. +$'

7 J:,JDl ~.......
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~~lll ,""p."<Ka

35T~'''1l.

¥&-__--~ P6N DowAJ/1U-

t-L------. 6<UJ_ "(

.4.. o IK

I , , If

.... :+
1. I~

E, L
E.. :s
EJ

I
5
8

IAI/IC.,w£

It ~_---"'-"<...~------<Ill- s"'....e,.

<2.0 '

If "";c:.2---4

l( -.J:l.l.--4

:11 Ilo----Lj
:lol), __--'&.f
IfDL---"'-l

"~' ---"i:
11 D4 ----'-;Ilo

'" 1>5-----""-1
I~'----'~
/4C7---=-I

set up as two RS flip flops that latch the data.
The set inputs of the 74LS74 are tied together and
used for the reset input. The base address is set
by I/O 1; if we hook the not enable line to I/O 2,
the base address would be $DFOO.

If we wish to use true data latches instead of
RS flip flops, we IIllSt first design a circuit to
generate a window (a pulse that falls in the middle
of the timing of the address bus, data bus, and the
read/write line), by anding not read/Write and
phase two of the ClOCk, shown in Figure 3. Let's
use the 74LS373 octal latch with tri-state output
and strobe. The latch hookup is shown in Figure 3
with the timing diagram of the window generator.
As can be seen from the timing diagram, the data
goes false before the address lines and read/write
line go false. Without the window, the data may
not be true after the read/Write cycle.

The circuit in Figure 3 is limited to output
only. The circuit in Figure 4 can use both input
and output data lines for many different
applications, such as a plotter for the 64. To run
a plotter, we need to drive a stepper motor in the
x- and Y-axes, and be able to 1itt the pen and put
it down on the paper. To determine where the
motors are, we also need a sensor for the X and Y
home positions. To use steppers, we must generate
4 phases for each motor. By using two 2 to 4
decoders, in 1 package of a 74LS139, we get two 4
phase signals. The input information from the
sensors go through a 74LS368 hex inverted tri-state
buffer. This does not use all the I/O, but like
everything else, we'll need more inputs and output
as we build. This circuit will work with any 12
volt 4 phase stepper motor.

To write a byte to the latch, we load the
accumulator with the byte and store the accumulator
at the latch address. To read data from the
tri-state input buffers, we load the accumulator
from the address. Using BASIC, we poke the address
with the byte; to read the information, we peek the
address for the byte. Plotter hardware is simple;
the hard part is software to drive the plotter.

There is one little bug in the 64 I/O address
005, involving the timing in the 6567 video chip.
When the processor is on the bus, the video chip is
partly disabled. The video chip has some overlap
in the timing between the processor and itself,
sometimes sending an extra pulse out of the I/O 1
and I/O 2 lines, which can be seen with a good
logic probe. To solve the problem, we can add
phase 2 and the dot clOCk to the inputs of the
74LS138 inputs (see Figure 4). The dot clOCk is in
phase with the time sharing of the video chip and
processor. This shortens the window we see and
seems to solve the problem on all 64's I have
checked. Now you can start using the Commodore 64
to control the outside world.
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Feature Article:
fWlJINE INGPtGE

by Kenneth Finn

TO 00 RroJRSIVE~:
Commodore BASIC is one of the best designed interpreters on the market. In one area,

however, more could be done: the staCk depth. The 6502 is limited to a one page staCk.
CBM BASIC reserves 62 bytes at the bottom for special use, leaving us with 194 bytes.
Every FOR loop uses 18 bytes and every GOSUB uses 8 bytes. We are left with recursion
levels of 10 for loops and 24 for subroutine calls. If we want to do recursive
programming, we are stuck. The following program designed for the second cassette buffer
and Upgrade BASIC fixes this. It prOVides three SYS commands to set-up memory for extra
stack pages and test for stack overflow or underflow. They are:

1) SYS826 is used at the start of a program, to set up memory (see diagram), allow
extra stack pages from $4000 to $7000, and set the limit of BASIC to $4000.

2) SYS866 is used as the first line in a subroutine, to check for stack overflow
(less than 62 bytes remaining). If this happens, it transfers the current staCk
page up to the storage area.

3) SYS941 is used just before a return statement, to cheCk for stack underflow
(>$Fl). If this happens, it restores the stack from the storage area in memory.

If you run out of stack room with the program, the OVERFLOW ERROR will result.

EXAMPLE:
That is all you need to know. The following BASIC program shows how this workS, by

solVing the Towers of Hanoi program with a recursive algorithm. If you remove the three
SYS commands, you will see any OUT OF MEMORY error at level 23, which means that BASIC is
out of stack room. When the program has the SYS commands in it, you can go much larger,
but it will take forever to run with all those recursive steps. The real value of this
technique is for recursive algorithms that need stack depth but do not run so long.

'lYPICAL STJ\CK P1!GE

$FFFF

$7000

$4000

$0700

Normal stuff

Stack page storage

Strings ~

Free

Arrays t
- - - - - - - - -
Variables t

~Limi t of
BASIC

$F8 HI) Next page address
$F7 LO
$F6 StaCk pointer storage
$F5 HI) $0~ Stack restore address
$F4 LO (not used with BASIC for ML)
$F3 HI) Return to caller
$F2 LO
$Fl) Stack area to be used

$5B~ 62 bytes reserved
$00

Stack
$0100 ------------

$Bl = X
$B2 = AC
$B3 = Y
$B4 = staCk LO
$B5 = stack HI
$01 = next page LO
$02 = next page HI

~Start of
BASIC

---------

----------
Zero Page

HANOI PRa;RAM in BASIC
$0400 ----------------

Stackffiaster
$033A ----------------1

$0200 -

$0000
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Feature Article:
S(IPNAR£

SOFl\tD\RE SPECIFICATI<Hi FCR
TERMINAL AND mTA BASE PRCXiIWo5

by JiJD and Ellen Strasma

While writing articles comparing terminal programs for the 64 and data managers for
all Commodore computers, Ellen and I developed these charts. The first chart includes
specifications and notes about the best available terminal programs as of May 1984. They
include: Smart 64 Term from Microtechnic Solutions, Superterm from Midwest Micro
Associates, Telstar 64 from Eastern House Software, Vidtex from Compuserve and VIP TenD
from Softlaw. Also see related reviews in this issue.

The last page is a chart of the best data base managers as of May 1984. They are
available for all Commodore computers, not just the 64. Several are also reviewed in this
issue. We'd like to hear from readers on whether these charts are helpful to you. They
take much longer to write than a standard review, but since they don't reflect opinions,
they're less apt to get us in hot water! They also aid the companies by showing ways in
which particular programs can be improved to match their competitors.

INDIVIOOAL NOTES FCR 'l1IE TERMINAL aIART:

SMART 64 TERM:
Can blank screen when printing for compativility with 1515.
Sends pre-stored answer-back response when CTRL-E is received.
Supports 1526 printer.
Supports X-line hardware handshake.
Able to call a whole list of numbers in succession.
Able to insert a RETURN in overlong lines to host and printer.

SUPERTERM
Is able to selectively filter out a character received after RETURN.
Selectable remote START/STOP characters for downloads.

TELSTAR
Has line input mode that allows full editing before transmission.
Has echo mode that allows computer to computer chats in full-duplex.

VIDTEX
Can send ahead several pages to save transmission time.

VIP TERM
Autolog entries also custom set terminal parameters.
Can also serve as a host, with messages and file-handlig.
Auto-tome dials 1600 MODEM through monitor speaker.
Chimes on the quarter hour.
Off-line message preparation only via 127 character function keys.
Has an audible beep at right margin.
Selectable remote START/STOP characters for downloads.
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Smart 64 Term SuperteI1D Telstar VIIJl'EX VIP Tena

BASIC OPmATI<JfS:
Control via: m/c menu menu corrmand m/c/i
(nFITlenu, c=cornrnand, i=icon)

Help screens: no no no yes yes

Status line?: no yes yes no no

Manual easily usable as: t t r t/r t
(T=tutor, R=reference)

Preliminaryes? yes yes no no no

SE'J."l'DG:):
Full range of settings?: yes yes yes no yes

Storable setups?: yes yes yes yes yes

Reliable at:
300 baud yes yes yes yes yes

1200 baud (half duplex) no yes no yes yes

Keys:
Break yes no yes yes yes
Escape no yes no yes yes
Function keys 6 52 10 10 20
Definable characters? yes yes yes no yes

Screen Size:
40 columns yes yes yes yes yes
80 columns via hardware scrolling no no software
if more, list max. 132 106

Timers:
Alarm yes no yes no yes
Clock yes yes yes no yes

Word wrap?: yes no no yes yes

Selectable line-feeds:
screen yes yes no no yes
printer yes yes yes yes yes

Selectable colors?: yes yes yes yes yes

Alpha lock?: no yes yes no yes
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Smart 64 Term Superterm Telstar VID'l"EX VIP Term

QJ!PMEJr1':
Sold on: disK
(c=cart, d=disK, t=tape)

DocLUnented MODEM hooKups:
1650 yes
1600 yes
l0ll-A interface no

Compatible DisKs:
1541 yes
MSD yes
4040 via Bus Card yes
8050 via Bus Card no

DisK device # selectable?: yes

d/t

no
no
no

yes
yes
no
no

no

cart

yes
yes
no

yes
yes
no
no

yes

disK

yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
yes

yes

d/t

yes
yes
yes

yes
yes
yes
no

yes

DisK corrmands?:

Compatible printers:
Serial bus CBM
Serial bus ASCII
Others listed

Printer settings:
Device #
Secondary address

BUYD«i CDiSIDERATI(H):
Retail cost:

Warranty':

Copy protection used:
If DOS, price of spare

yes

yes
no
y (ieee-488)

yes
yes

$40

30 day

DOS
$10

yes yes

yes yes
yes yes
y (smart a) no

no yes
yes yes

$150 $50

90 day 60 day

cart. cart.

y(some) yes

yes yes
no yes
no no

yes yes
yes yes

$40 ??

none 1 year

none DOS
$10

.MAI{DI; C<HWCr!(H):
1650 on/off hOOK control?: no no yes no yes

Auto answer:

Autodial:
1650
Srnartmodem
Re-try

yes

yes
no
yes

no

no
no
no

yes

yes
yes
no

no

yes
no
no

yes

yes
yes
yes

Autolog:
Size of "directory"
Depth of "dialog"

9
o

d. files 8
1 1

d. files 16
no limit 2
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s.rt 64 Tena Supertera Telstar VlDIEX VIP Tera

nu: TlWlSlIIlRS:
Download from:

Text files yes yes yes yes yes
BASIC program files y (2 step) y (2 step) yes no yes
Binary files no no yes yes yes
Punter B85 n yes no no yes
Conpuserve l.iltW3" y (2 step) yes no yes no
Conpuserve graphics no no no yes yes

Upload prograns as:
Text y (2 step) y(2 step) yes no yes
Compuserve l.iltW3" y (2 step) y(2 step) no yes no
Punter BSS format no yes no no yes

Capture info to: dip d/t/p d/t/p d/t/p d/t/p
(d=disk, t=tape, p--printer)

Screen dump to printer?: yes yes no yes no

Buffer size: 28K 18K 2 of 8K 32K 7K

Obeys XON/XOFF?: yes yes yes yes yes

Line end delay on upload?:
delay with nulls timer no no timer
wai t for prompt no yes no yes yes

IDITD«;:
of buffer y (save part) yes yes y(ext. ) yes
Off-line message prep. y (ext.) yes yes yes y(tiny)

TmMINAL EflJIATICIi:
DEC VT-52 no yes no no yes
DEC VT-1liJliJ no yes no no no

ClB1"{Jt CIIMG?S:
User changeable no yes no yes no
Links to programs?: no no yes yes planned
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ClJIIlXJII DATA MSE FEA~S: A SlR/EY Of J\ClIPTNlE som~
t¥ Jim StrilW\

Title : Mninistrator 11 : The COO5O 1tant : Practifile : The I'ail Disk : Title

: Screens/record
: PrtX}'"""'llOIe?
: \:or1cs with

: Price

: File type
: Related files
: Prime keys
: Field slze

Fields
: Reccrd size

: Records

: OptiCtlaI
: Suw<rt
: Hritten in
: Protecti""

: Type
: By

: Caopany

1 screen per record
: yes, in MS1C
: P~lip, Easy Script

: Relative
1
1 prime key
3Z characters
10 fields per record
150 characters

: Fu 11 warranty
: MSIC + Machine 13f19J"9'
: Urvotected

: CIJ·I, PET or Ccnr<Dre 64 : For
: (£11 disk drive : REQuires
: C(J~ or ASCll printer

: Data base
: nichael Riley

: Rarmn
1

: 1 prime key
: 79 characters
: 20 fields per record
: 2S4 characters

: r'1ail list
: Chris Bennett,

JimStrasr.l\. fit a1.
: Ccr.putef' Sofb~re Assoc. : ~:idn;te Sofh~are

44 Oak SI. 1233 Richland Av.
IlowlOO L\Jper Falls I'A 0216' Lincoln IL 62656
617/527-7510 2171732-2703

: 155 diskette : SI5 diskette postpaid

: CIJ~, PET or C(JTIl'(ldcre &1 : All ITIXlels
: C(J~ disk drive : 241< actJed rrurcry 00 VIC
: CiJ't or ASCll printer : CIJ~ disk dri ve

: CIJ~ or ASCll printer
: flo stated H3rranty
: MSIC + Machine la"9'''9'
: Cassette port don<]1e

: 9 screens per reccrd
: no
: Papffi:li~

: Data base
: 0 ieter OJ,1ffY

: Batteries Included
71 nct:aul 51.
Toronto arr f·1ST 2Xl CAli.
416/596-1405

: S150 diskette

: T"" fi 1e ddta base
: Staqe One Software

: Protess iCtla1 Software
51 Fr6TlJ1t St.
1leed1iJT1I'A 02194
617/444-5224

: S595 diskette v..,;ioo
l695 hard disk versioo

: CIJ~

: 0050+ disk drive
: C(J~ or ASCll printer

For
Requi....

Rec0rd5

Price

Type
By

C~

: Unlimited IT'(l(fia warranty: One year JTEdia \'Jarranty
: ClllPi led OTL MSIC : l'iachine laf191age
: Cassette port don<]le : 64 Oon<]le in j"l port 1

PET ICIJ~ RO~ at 19000
File type : Rarmn : Re1atiYl! rec0rd5
Related files: 2 (lTBster & transitti",,) : 1
Prime keys : 1 prime key : 99 prime keys
Field size : 78 characters : 1755 characters
Fields : 60 fields per record : 99 fields per record
Record size 50B characters : 12,500 (haracters on 64

9,000 m PET or CIJI
: Limited to disk c~city : 1,000 1/2-size 1541 rec0rd5 :

2,all rec0rd5 m w.iO
: 1 screen per reccrd
: yes, in BllSIC
: Pa'1JTBte. \lordPro

Screens/ro:ord: 1 sc",,", per record
PrtX}'"iITTT1lble? : hard disk versioo ooly
Wori:s with : llordPro

OptiCtlal
Su~
lIritten in
Protectioo

Title : Mail 1I<w : The !'ianager : Mail Pro 64 : !{}\ Database Manager : Title

: C(JTIl'(ldcre 64 : For
: 1541 or 2031 disk drive : Requires

·SCTl!ErlS/record: 1 sc""'" per record
ProcTiITTT1lbIe? : no
~s with : Write Ucw

: File type
: Related files
: Pri"" keys
: Field size
: Fields
: Record size

: OptiCtlal
:~

: Screens/record
: PrtX}'"iIl1T1lble?
: Ilorks with

: Written in
: Protecti""

:Rec0rd5

: Price

: Type
: By

:C~

: 2...ay scrolling sc""'"
: no
: Mirage I«lrd processor

: Serial llis printer
: 90 day free update

warranty
: Machine 13f19Jage
: OOS protected

One backl.lJ c"'Y for S5
: Relative
: 1
: 1 prime key
: 250 characters

200 fields per record
2000 characters

: $\00 diskett.

: Data base
: Hichael R. Reirllold

: Unstated warranty

: l'<;i1 list
: Steve Punter

: 150 diskette (64)
(C~) SIIll diskette (CiJ't)

: C(JTIl'(ldcre 64
: 1541 disk drive

Citl or ASCII Printer

: MS1C plus ~"chine La"9'age : f'iachine 13f19Jage
: OOS protected (64) : OOS protected

Cassette port dCl'gle (CiJ't) 1 backl.lJ available for $22
: Relative : Relative
: 1 : 1
: 16 pri"" keys : 20 prime keys
: 40 characters (64); 80 (CiJ't): 99 characters
: 250 fields per record : 20 fields per record
: 1,500 characters (64) : 254 characters

252 characters (CiJ't)
: 2,000 SI11lll rec0rd5 (1541) : 4000 very SIT1lll 1541 rec0rd5: 65,535 claimed

4,000 full records (8250)
: 20 per record (64); 2 (CiJ't) : 1 sc""'" per record
: yes, in MS1C : no
: Easy Script, SuperScript : WordPro

: Data base

: Canacian Hicro Oistrilliters : Proi. ine Software : f·lir"9' Concepts
500 Steeles Av. 755 The Queensway East,UnitB 2519 \I. Shaw - 1106
Miltoo lJrr L9T J'7 MississilUlJa arr L4Y 4C5 CAlt F....no CA 93711
4161876-4741 416/273-6350

: C(JTIl'(ldcre (64 versi"" oo1y)
1200 Wils"" Or.
IJest Ches ter PA 19300
215/431·9100

: S 50 diskette (64)
$250 diskette fran Oil

: CiJ't or CaTlTlXtre 64
: 1541 disk for 64

My CiJ't dua 1 .rive for C~
C~ prin",,"

: C(JTIl'(ldcre 64
: 1541 disk drive

Seria1 llis printer

: $4Il diskette

: 600 reccrds

: :
: Lifetime full warranty: Rep1acarent diskette S5

: FIRTH
: OOS protected

: Mail list
: Steven ~ ShiWl Faure

Greq COl})in
: Cardeo

313 !'iatllBolsoo
Wichita KS 67214
316/267-6525

For
Requires

Price

lIritten in
Protectioo

File type : Rarmn
Related files: 1
Prime keys : 1 prime key
Field size : 120 characters
Fields : B fields per record
Record size : 254 characters

Type
By

C~

T~~~~_··_m ..;.~~~~~;.-;-~;;~~~.m"_. .;-~~;~_ ....---_.m__;-;:;;-~;;~~"'----'---'-:'Tm'C~~~'~~i'(~~i-m_'-;-T~~~~-'- ...._.
TOTL Label 2.6 (64)

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

File type
Related files
Prime keys
Field size

Fields
Record size
Rec0rd5
Screens/!"OCO"d
ProcTamIllble?
Wori:s with

: Type
: By

: Carpany

: Price

: For
: Requi ....

: SEQUCOtial
: 1
: 1 prime key
: 3) characters

: CiJ't or ASCIl printer

: l'iachine lilllCJJd'JO
: OOS protected
Back~ c"'Y included

: Rarmn
: 15
: 1 prime key

255 characters

: CIJ~ or ASCIl printer

: !'iachine 13f19J"9'
: OOS protected

Backl.lJ c"'Y included
: Rarmn
: 15
: 1 prime key
: 255 characters

: 127 fields per record : 127 fields per record 4 fields per record
: 1,100 characters : 1,108 characters : 253 characters
: Limited to disk capacity: Limited to disk capacity: 200 "" 64
: 4 screens per record : 4 screens per record : I sc""'" per record'
: yes : yes : yes, in BllSIC
: Easy Script, SuperScript: Self-cootained : TOTL Text

: Integrated system : RelatiCtlal ddta """"Jer : Int"'Tated systan : Hail list
: Bristol Software Facta)' : Simon Trarrrer & : Simon T(arrrer & : Am Palmer-{arty

Tom Cranstaun Tom Cranstaun
: Cmputer Marketing Services: Precision Software (USA) : Precisioo Software (USA) : TOTL Software

26 Springla1e Rd. 1675 York Av., Suite liD 1675 York Av., Suite liD' P.O. Box 4742
ChetTy Hill flJ 00013 II"" York, IIY 10128 II"" York, flY 10128 Walrut Creek CA 94596
609/424·5055 212149O-1ll25 212/490-1825 4151943-7877

: S 999 fl'W)' diskette : S 99 diskette (64) : $395 : S20 cassette
SI,495 hard disk $195 diskette (CiJ't,BI28) $24 diskette

: CIJ~ !ll96 : B-I28, CiJ't !ll96, or 64 : B-I28 or CIJ~ !ll96 : C(JTIl'(ldcre 64 or VIC 20
: lIl50 or Il250 disk .riYl! : 1541 or lIl50 disk drive : lIl50 disk driYl! : Hl< actJed rrmuy (VIC)

Oatasette
: CIJ·I disk drive : OptiCtlal

Ill-colum a~ter board
CiJ't or 15232 Printer

: 30 ddy media warranty : 30 day media warranty : l'Edia warranty :~
: 5Ira11 fee to an...". queries
: MSIC + Machine l3f19J"9' : Ilritten in
: Urvotected : Protecti""

Price

For
Requi ....

Type
By

ClllPany

OptiCtlal : 090601'Xl9O hard disk
CiJ't or ASCII orinter
CIJ~ 1ll1O l-alli

: 2 year free replacBront
warranty

lIritten in : I~chine l3f19J"9'
Protect ioo : DOS protected

Backl.lJ c"'Y included
File type : Relative
Related files: 6 (30 on hard disk)
Prime keys : 1 prime key
Field size : 78 characters

(32 oo1y for evaluati",,)
Fields : 200 fields per record
Record size : 254 characters
Rec0rd5 : Limitcd to disk capacity
SCTl!ErlS/record: 1 screen per record
ProcTiIl1T1lble? : yes
lior1cs with : Self-c""tained
----_.._..---------------------------- ..._--------------------------------------------------------------------------
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""CHINE PROGRAM COMPANY "IDNITE REVI EW MCHINE PROGRAIt COMPANY "IDNITE REVIEW

Skyles 12-]5,15-33,18-13
Intelligent Software 9-19
Corrrrodore (Mandic) 13-39,14-2],16-24
Corrputer Marketing Serv.12-29,13-39,16-23
HES 18-13
HES 18-13
Corrputer Software Assoc. 15-33,16-3]
Visicorp 9-2li1

Colm'Cdore (CK» 18-11
"cRyder Sofnrtare 18-11
Miraqe Concepts 15-32,16-26,18-98
Double E Electron1cs 15-32
Arfon (Daedalus Di9it.al) 15-32
CoR'lllOdore 11-31,14-22
Jerry Hintze 18-11
Coutrodore 15-32
Cor!\'. Soft. Assoc. (AB Cozrp.) 16-38,18-11
TO'l'L Software 11-]4,16-34.
DES 13-)11
SM-5oftwareverbJnd l1icrOCOllpUUr 11-30
Handic Software 18-12
Precision Sofbolare 18-12
Totl Software 18-12
'I"O'n. Software ll-U,15-33,16-39,18-12
TamaraCk Sofbolare lIiJ-22

Broderb.1nd 18-14
Skyles 13-31,16-87
mRS M1crotectl 18-15
Electronic Arts 18-15
Cotm'Odore 10-]2,11-31,12-29,13-]2,16-1'
Cotm'Odore 16-121,18-15
HES 9-29,15-33
Spinnaker 18-15
Batter1es Incl. 10-22,11-30,12-28,14.-15
Batteries Incl. 13-32,14-15,16-12,18-16
AS Corrputers lIiJ-22, 11-39, 16-11
Universal Soft\iare 11-32
Quick Brewn Fox 11-43,13-46,14-23,16-13
H.D. Manufacturing 11-38
Consuner I1.S. 18-]2,14-23,16-14,18-16
Raymac/Skyles Elect. W. 12-34
Pro-Line Software 18-16
Professional Software 9-19,16-15
Universal Sys~ 18-16
ron. Softwue 11-17
ron.. Software ,13-46,15-34,16-16
ron.. SefDi. 11-39,12-35,13-33,15-34,16-16
Advantage CoIIpJtet AcceAor1.. 15-34
Conodore 9-29
Comodore 11-32
Intelliaent Soft:Wilre ~19.lt-32.12-35

IllXICS
~ Anrchai r BASIC, by Fox 12-23
64 Audio User's Manual, from Micro Instructional 18-82
AU. BASIC (2nd ed), by Bent" Sethares 12-23
AU. BASIC (2nd ed), by Maratedt 12-23
AU. BASIC (3rd ed), by Bo111otlltorn 12-23
AU. BASIC COIl'pUter Pr09ran"6 for Business: v.2, by Stunber') 12-23
ALL Ttle BASIC Handbook, frOftl Microeocrput.1ng 11-26
ALL BASIC Progratl'lfl1ng for ttle Classroom Teacher, t¥ Miller, etc. 12-24
ALL BASIC Subroutines for Coamodore Coaputers, t¥ AdaaUs 18-02
C,P,64 BegiMinq CCf'N., by Christensen 11-26
CBM CBM Professional COq:>uter Guide, Dt Osborn' StraSla 18-20,11-26
C,P,64 <X'MAL Handbook, bv Lindsay 11-27
64 Coftlrodore 64's User's Guide" Reference Guide, from CoRnodore 12-]]
ALL Conputer Buyer's Protection Guide, by Kutten 18-02
G~£RA1. Ttle Cocrputer Phone BoOk, by Mhe cane 18-02
ALL COllpJters and Corrputinq, by GralWn 12-24
ALL Corrputers and Data PrOC@ssinq, I:1f ".andell 12-24
ALL Conputers and CaUl Processing Today, by Mandell 12-24
AU. Coarputers and InfolllllStion Processinq in Business, by O'Br1en 12-25
CBM,PET Courseware in the ClassrOOG'l, by Lathrop" Goodson 14-14
C8l1,PET Educational Resources, trom Cocnrodore 9-29
ALL Educator's Unauttlorized MicrOCOlTputer Survival Manual, by P1tts 15-29
ALL Elementary BASIC, b'f Ledgard " Singer 11-27,18-13
64 Elementary Comodore 64, by Sanders 14-21,15-29,18-03
64 54 Visicalc I1odels, by Fhst 18-,n
SPET FCRJ'RAN "'iUl Problem Solvinq, t¥ Bent" Sethares 12-25
ALL Godel, ESCher, BaCtl, "" Hohtadter 18-93
VIC I Speak BASIC to fffi VIC, b( Jones 15-29, 18-B3
ALL Instant Freeze-Dried Coq>Uter Progr-.1ng 1n BASIC, by Brown 18-0]
ALL IntrodJction to BASIC Prograrmdnq, by Mandell 12-25
ALL IntrodJct.1on to Corrputers, by Awad 12-25
VIC Kids and the VIC, by Carlson 12-41
VIC Leroy's Ctleatsheets, from Ctleatsheet Products 13-45,18-24
ALL Machine LaOll-lage for Beginners. bJ I1ansfield 14-14,18-83
VIC Mastering the VIC 20, I:1f Jones, Coley" Cole 12-41
ALL Microcoaputers can be K1dstutt, by Bunce 15-29
ALL Ttle Naked Coarputer, bJ Gantz " Rochester 18-94
VIC PAL (Progr.umer's Aids " Logs), from P.M. Procllcts 13-45
PET PET Fun and Cames, bJ Jeffries et al. 14-14
C8f1,PET Programning the PET/CBM, I:1f West 9-17,18-04
ALL Prograrrming the 6502, by ZakS 18-B4
ALL secrets of Better BASIC, by Kau 18-B4
C8M Software Specifications, from Comodore 10-2"
ALL Sprite Graphics for the Cormodore 64, by Larsen 18-B4
VIC Stift.llating SilllJlations for the VIC, by Engel 15-29
VIC Understarding Your VIC, from Total Informat1on Syst_ 9-28
64,VIC User's Guide to Coarodre 64 " VIC 28 CoqJUters, Soft. 15-29,18-04
64 Usinq the Connodore 64 in the HamI, bf Librach " Behrendt 18-i15
VIC VIC Games, by ~shin 18-05
VIC VIC Graphics, by Haq>Shire 18-05
VIC The VIC Revealed, by Haft1)Shire 14-35,18-15
VIC VlC-2' COI'VleCtion, by Coffron 18-16
VIC VIC 2' Ouicx Reference Guide 18-16
VIC VIC-2' User Guide, by ReUbern " TaltDtt 14-35,18-86
CBM,PET V1sicalc, MOIne and Of fice Co.panion 12-25
SPET waterloo f1Ucrc:C'OBOL, free Howard Sa_ or eo-:dore 18-21
C,P,VIC WhOle PET Catalog, bf Strasma " Beacn 9-17
PET Wor~rocessing: a Student. Workbook, bf Galt 12-25,13-24
64 Your eo-odore 64, by ReUbern " Tilibott Il-M

C,P,64 The Manaqer
VIC Kc8ase
64 l'D'l Database Manager
64 M'FUe
64,VIC Micraa.se
64 Name Macnine
64 NlAllber Crundler Stat. S.
1132 ozz
c,P,6,V PractHUe (Flex-File)
64,VIC Researen Assistant 2.8
64 64 Ma 11 list
CIlM SM-DIOO
64 Stat. 64
8,C,64 Superbase" Superbase 64
64 Totl.Infomllster
64,VIC TO'l'L Label
CBM,PE'T Ttle Wiz

ElectrCftic Spread Sheets
64,VIC Busicalc (I'll)
64,VIC Copt'Calc
64 Easy Calc Result
C,P,64 calc-Result.:Advanced V.
64 Multiplan
6t.., OaI"licalc
VIC Pract1calc
CBM,P~ V1sicalc

InU9C_tedp~
64 Magic DeSk I'""l'ype , FUe
CBf1 Sil1con Office
CBM Superclen

Word Prooesaoca " Text. Edlton
64 Bank Street Wr i ter
64 Buslwriter
64 Copy Wr iter
64 Cut" Past.e
C,P,64 Superscript, Easyscript
C,P,64 Easy Spell
64.,VIC HES Writer (VIC) " 64
64 KidJirlter
C,P Paperclip
64 Paperclip (64)
C,P,6,V PageG'lue (Papennate)
CBM,PET Pr0""6pell+ (W:>rdcheck)
64,VIC Quick Brcwn Fox
64,VIC Rap1a"riter
C,P,64 Script-64 (R'OC-4)
64,VIC Softwriter
64 SpellPro
C,P,64 Spellrite (SpellNsur)
64,VIC Text Master" T.M.64
64 TOn. Speller 3.6
'4.,VIC TOTL Text 2.liI/2.5
64,VIC 'I'O'n. Text 2.6
VIC VIC HIC Text Editor
VIC VIC Wr iter
64 Word MlChine
64,VIC Word Proceuor

Coll'llOdore
Br ist01 (AID)
Superclerk Lt.d.

18-14
111-22
11-14

Panted'\ Coaputer Syse- 18-18
Professional Software 19-21,11-29
Batteries Incl. 14-15,15-33,16-27,18-99
Micraipec Ltd. 12-34,1S-31,18-19
Pacific Coast Software 18-89
Handle Sof_r. 18-ll8
Ttle Code WorkS 13-38
'!'NO 11-38
Ra1nbow Coapuur 13-3111,16-29
DyMtech Micr050fbMre 18-e9
Creative Software 15-32
Beaver Software Sysc... 18-19
R " S Micro Services, Inc. 14-22
Professional Software 11-21
Beaver Software Syse.- 18-i19
Replica, Inca 18-18
CFI 12-21
Jini Miero Syse.- 9-19,11-29,12-27
Midn1te Software 16-31
Collh:ldore 111-31,16-28
Cardco, Inca 18-11
Pro-l.ine Software 16-32,18-1'

1~)1

1~)6

1)-34,16-52
1~)6

9-211
18-23
1~)6

1~)1

18-18
18-11

1~35,18-18

1~35

12-2'l,lJ-46,16-11
11-39,14-23,16-18

11-23,11-31
9-19

13-46,16-19,18-17
16-21

Rediker Software
Heelan Scientific Ltd.
CormDdore
Tasnaraetc Software
Comn~ata System!
MicWest Software
Mia"est Sofbolare
Mount castor IndJ.str1es

Boston Ecklcational CoqlUt1ng
Spinnaker
Spinnaker
Q.E.D.
Heelan SCientific, Ltd
Spinnaker
Coltll'ndore
CorWit
Spil'Vl8k.er

Rev. Daniel Shutters
Joyful COftl)Uting
Rev. Daniel Shutters
Rev. Daniel Shutters

1~31

18-19
16-41
18-19
18-19
11-19
16-49
18-2)
16-511
16-51

Counterpoint. Software 15-37
COnWit 18-23
VIe-RES: 64-6pinnaker 13-34.,14-24,16-53
SunbJrst COImIJnications 18-28
Qubex 15-38
FartheSt Fringe 14-36
Sp1nnaker 16-54
TaylorQde Software 15-38,16-55
Sterling Swift 18-29
SpiMaker 14-24.,16-56
SpilY'laker 18-21
Acadely Software 15-38,16-57
JMH 18-24
SpilYWlker 18-21
Spinnaker 15-38,16-59
1'I'K»nas SmiUl 11-32
l1icWest Software (eo-xiore) 15-39
VIC~&SI64-6pinnaker 15-39,1i-61
CordJit 18-23
Athena Software 9-29
Cozrputer SofbMre Aaaocillt.. 18-21
ConWlt 11-23
Microgr_ 11-25
TaylorlDl!Wie Software? 15-39
",. Code Iioru 18-24

1»11
Professional Software
Professional Software
Professional Software
Cardco, Inc.
Ra intxw Cocrputers

r~ofActs
64 Christmas Story 64
64 Gospel of Luk.
64 Gospel of Man

C,P,VIC Wordcratt (21 " alii)
PET,U WordPro 3+
CBM,PIT Wor~ro 4+
CIM Wor~ro 5+
64,VIC Write NellI (W:)rd Wiurd)
64 Writer's Assistant

~ter'*JalatedXnatroctl...
64,VIC Add/Sub
64 Alf in the Color Caves
64 Alphabet Zoo
64 Arit.tIMgic
C,P,64 Basic Conc. of Electricity
64 Bubble Burst
C,P,64 C8M 27 p.1b.dorNllin diskS
C,P,64 Coexist (PoSXJlation Dyn.)
64 CoSD'lic Li fe
? Delta Cr.wing
C,P,6,V Early Games/'tounq Ctlild.
C,P,64 Ecological Modeling
64,VIC Facetnaker (4-12)
64 Ttle Factory: Strategies••
VIC Flastl 'N Spell
VIC Forei9ll
64 Fraction Fever
64 Fun Fractlons
64 Fundamentals of MathetMtica
64 Hey Diddle Diddle ()-11)
64 In SearCh.!l"'ost. Amaz. Thill9
VIC UR (lnstr. flight rules)
64 JKH software demo d1Sk
64 JUkebox
64 Kids on Keys
PET Kldlswff
PET,64 Kinder Koncepts
64,VIC Kinder"""" ()-81
C,P,64 Link.over (Genetic aap)
VIC MaUl Balance
64 Kisth ~el

C,P,64 Matrix Alqebn
64 M1crogram delro diSk
VIC Morse Code Trlliner
PET PiegrM

rnrATI3I I'IiIGW«i
5diOO1 A&d.n1atratlcn
CSM Attendance/Report Card
64 Class Manager I I
64 Easy I.essonlEosy Quiz
64 Gradeca1c
PET Library C1 rculation Util.
64 Master Grades
64 Multiple Ctloice
PET Officer SChOOl Attendance

11_
14-14

ALL Your Fi rst 8Usiness COlrpUter, by Luedke
CBM,64. zi. As5ellbly Larq.1ag8 Subroutines, by L.VW'It.ha1

Ill.5DC5 f!!X3IlN'I!-t1roJ and __as

CBf1,PET Atlas 12111 Service" Equip. Kaintenance Sys. ,from Coaacdore 12-26
CBM,PET BPI Accounting PaCkaqe Co~re 9-18,11-28
C8l1,PET BPI Gen. Ledger Exp.Pkq RTC 13-24
C,P,64 The 8usinessnan Southern Solutions 11-38,16-22
CBM C.M.S. Accounting Pkg. C.M.S. 9-18
64,VIC Color Accountant Programner's Institute 15-]9,16-41
C,P,64 Cyber-Fanrer Cyberia, Inc. 12-26,15-3",16-25
C,P,VIC Dinner' 5 On Br Uey Software 16-42
64 Electronic Checltbook T1meworks 18-B7
C,P,64 EnebooKs (Datatooks) 8. Prouty 19-21,11-B4
C,P,64 Ezzepayroll (Datapayroll)· 111-21,11-94,15-39
64. Financial Record SysteID Sirple)C50ft Ltd. 15-38,16-43
CBM,PET Financial Report ConnllQata 9-18
CBfll,PET Freight Rating" InYOice Coftlrodore 12-27
64 Ttle Hoae Acc:otxltant Continental Software 15-30,16-44,18-87
8932 Magis Plus Managecrent Itccounta Gr. 13-24,14-15
CBM,PET Payroll" Order entry/Point of Sale 11-28
C8l1,PET Master Accounting Master 3 CorPa 12-27
64,VIC Payroll System M1crc:6pec Ltd. 12-33
64 Personal Finance Assist.. Rainbow COIrpJter 13-38
CBM,PET Personal Tax calculator Geneva Technologies 12-27
C,P,64 64 Accounts Payable Info-Oesigns 11-28,16-35
C,P,64 64 Accounts Receivable InfO""Deaigna 11-28,16-36
64 64. Checkboolt Manager DES 14-22
C,P,64 64 General Ledger Info-Oesigns 11-28,16-37,18-"7
C,P,64 64 Inventory Info-Oeslgns 11-28,16-38
64 Soln1<heck Soml Corp. 14-22,15-31
64 StOCk CuStoll'l Software Design 16-45
64,VIC Tax""1l'lllln Saura 14-22
8832 Time Accountant Image Software 13-25
64,VIC ron.. Ti_ Manaqer2.1/2.6 TOTL Software 14-35

llau __ and "'11 LI_
64 AdaIn-JI'race
CBI1 Administrator (I " II)
C,P,64 Ttle Consultant. (Oracle)
64,VIC Data Base Manager
64 Data-Pac
64 DIary 64
64 Equip (Cursor 64-3)
64 FUetax (Easy FUe)
64. F11ing Assistant
64 HoDBriltWr i ter (eocs..r iter)
VIC Hom Office
64 InfodiSk
64 Infaaast
64 InfoPro
64. Infoupe 64
64 Inventory 64
CBflI,PETI~

CBM. Jinsam , JlnsMl Executive
C,P,64 MaU DiSk
64 11 ..... (E..y ...111
64 11_
64 11 Pro
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Tay10rnade Software 15-39,16-61
Creative Software 14-24,16-62
Com*Data 14-24
Spinnaker 18-21
Conduit 18-24
SpinnaKer 18-21
He~are 15-39,16-48
Coll1TOdore 12-35,13-35,16-63
Mantronics Software Designs 12-41
SunbJrst Conm.mlcatlons 15-40
COllFUt.er Software Associat.es 18-22
Corrrrodore 14-24
TaylortMde Softw. 12-42,14-24,15-40,16-64
Spinn.aKer 18-22
AcadeTt¥ Software 15-40,16-65
Taylormade Sofo.'are 15-41
ColT'f'l'Odore 9-29
Soft.-5ell 14-36

64,VIC Pinball Kath
64,VlC Pipes
64 PrilMry MaUl Series
64 Rhymes, Riddles
C,P,64 Scatter (Panicle scat.)
64 Snooper Troops, Case 2
64 (Benji' sl Space Rescue
64,VlC Speed/Blngo Math
VIC Sprintyper
64 Survival 1'lath
VIC Tiny Tutor
64,VIC *Tooth Invaders
64,VIC Touch Typing Tutor
64 Trains
64,VIC Typing Tutor;Word Invad.
VIC VIC Letoonade
VIC VIC Ty-pewriter
VIC Word Quest

Proqr.-1ng CAl
64 CoJm'Odore 64 Training tape
64 Cormndore 64 Tutorial
64,VIC Gortel( & the Microchips
64 Inside BASIC:KentuCkY Derbj
VIC Intro t.o BASIC, I , II
PE:I',64 The New Step by St.ep
VIC Your VIC-20

llIIfl]lIIE
64,VIC Cormr:xJore Case
ALL One Megabtte Fuzzy DisK
ALL Posture chal r
AU. P'odel 5812 Printer Stand

GN£ P!WIlIfi
Adventure
C,P,VIC Adventureland Adventure
VIC Adventure Pak I
VIC Adventure Pak I I
64 Assault on Metoory Alpha
64 Aztec Adventure
VIC Ba1dor's Castle
VIC Beyond II
64 The Blade of Blackpool
VIC The Black Castle
64 Cargo Run
64 ClIstle Wolfenstein
64 catacorrDs of Gold
64 Cave of Erodom
64 Collection 64
VIC The Count Adventure
64 Curse of Ra
64 Deadline
64 Dragonriders of Pern
64 Enchanter
64 Gottrrog's Lair
VIC Grave Robbers
64 Infidel
VIC Land of $113 Bills
C,P,6,V IIUser (Cursor 64-3)

P. F. Cormunicat.ions
Cyberia
ColT'f'l'Odore
Sim COIT{>Ut.er Products
Cormndore
PDI
Scholastic Wlzware

COIT{>Ut.er case Cocrpany
Totl Software
00111 Corporat.lon
Royal Seat.ing Corp.

Colm'Odore
Victory Software
Victory Soft'Ware
American Peripherals
Datamost
Arfon (Daedalus Digital)
Fox{ Ire Systems
Sirius
DES
ppros
Muse
Microspec
Mindy Skelton
Public noma in
Cotrmodore
Epyx
Coll'lTDdore (Infooom)
Epyx
Infocom
Micro World Electronix
Vlct.ory Software
Infocom
The Byt.e House
The Code WorkS

18-26
18-26

15-41. 16-66
18-26
16-58
15-41
15-41

11-40
11-32
15-42
14-18

16-72
11-44
11-44
12-36
18-27
16-73
13-48
18-27
10-37
18-27
18-28
12-36
18-28
13-35
16-76

13-36.16-78
16-79
18-28
18-28
18-28

11-44,13-48,14-26
18-28
14-37

13-36,16-82

64 Cursor 64-1 to 64-5
VIC Dam Bontler
64 David's Midnight. Kaglc
64 Deadly SK ies
VIC Defender on Trl
VIC Derroo At.taCk
64 Dlgduq
64 Dino Eggs
64,VIC Dot Gobbler
64 Escape MCP
64 Evolution
VIC Ext.erminat.or
64 Fast. Eddie
64,VIC Fort. Apocalypse
64 Frant.lc Freddie
64,VIC Frogger
64 Game PaK (dragon chase•• )
C,P Gl1x--fo\an
64,VIC Gorf
VIC The Grave Cave
VIC The Great. Balloon Race
64 Greenhouse
64,VIC Grldrunner
PET Guns of Fort. Defiance
64 High Seas
VIC Hopper
64 JawbreaKer I & II
64,VIC Juice
64 Jupi t.er Jlm'pr\an
64,VIC Jupit.er Lander
64 KleKman
64 Kid Grid
VIC King's Ransom
VIC Konqo Kong
VIC Kosmic KamiKaze
VIC Laser Conmand
64 LEMans
64 Lo<Jger
VIC LucWig's Lemon Lasers
VIC Mad Pa int.er
VIC Manca1a
64 Matrix
VIC Maze
VIC Maze of Mtkor
64 Maze Man
64 1"et.eor Madness
64,VIC Midnite Drive
C,P,6,V Millipede
64 Miner 21349'er
64 Mission 64
VIC ~blle AttaCk (TI tan)
VIC t'ole At.t.aCK
VIC t'onster Maze
64 Moon SMttle
64 Moondust.
VIC Motocross
64 t'otor Mania
64 Mr. Cool
64 Mr.~~t.&His~~t.F.

64 Necromancer

The Code WorKS 13-36
HES 9-313
Broderbmd 15-43,16-112
Tronlx 14-37
Nufekop 12-42,15-43,16-113
IMJoliIC 14-37,16-114
"'t.arlsoft 18-33
Micro Fun 18-33
Mr. COflllUt.er Products 14-25
Corrm-Data: 13-36,15-43
Sydney DataprcrlJct.5, Inc. 15-43,16-115
Nu tekop 10-37,14-37,15-43,16-116
Si rius 15-44
VIC=tI£S; 64=6ynapse 14-25,15-44,16-117
Corrnercial Data Syst.1!fi'6 15-44,16-118
Sierra On-Line 13-37,14-26,16-119
C0Tt1luter Ma~ 15-44
S & M Software 14-16
Corrm::>dore 10-39,14-37,16-129
Eathenross Software 10-38
Abacus 15-44
Col'\'lT()(jore 10-33
HES 13-37,14-26,16-121
Avalon H111 10-24
Be iley Software 9-20
DES 10-38.16-122
Sierra On-Line 13-37,14-26,16-123
Tronlx 18-33
Epyx: 13-37,14-26,16-124
Corrrrodore 11-41,16-125
Colll'OOdore 12-37,15-44,16-126
Tronlx 18-34
NufeKop 18-34
Vict.ory 11-45,13-48
~I 9-20
DES 12-42
Corrrrodore 16-127
Corrm*Oata 13-38
Victory Software 11-45
WW'lderware 10-38
Vict.ory Software 11-45
L1amasoft. 18-34
Victory Software 11-45
HES 9-30
Creat.ive Equipnent. 12-36
Soft.plus 13-38,14-27
Cormndore 11-41,12-37
Nibbles & BI ts 9-30,15-44
Reston Software 18-32
Briley Software 15-45
Micro Syst.ettS 10-39
Col1'1TDdore 10-39
Epyx 14-38
Datasoft 15-45,16-130
Creat.lve Software 14-27,16-129
WundeOolare 10-38
V.M.L 11-41,12-36,13-38,16-131
Sierra On-i.ine 18-35
Datan'ost 18-35
Synapse 18-35

64,VIC Necromancer
C,P,VIC Pirate Cove Adventure

19-71
13-48,16-84
15-42,18-29

15-42
13-39,14-27,16-88
15-42.16-90.18-27

16-91.18-29
18-29

14-28,16-92
10-24.13-39.16-93.18-29
13-40,14-28,15-43,16-94

18-29
18-29

13-40,16-96
16-97

15-43,16-98
16-99
16-108
16-181

13-38,14-27,16-132
15-45,16-133

11-45
14-27
18-35

10-39,11-41,12-38,16-134
18-35

1....8.16-135
18-36

9-31
11-48.12-37

11-41
13-39
18-38

15-45,16-136
14-27
18-36
16-137
15-45
14-38

15-45,16-138
10-40,12-38,16-139

18-48
15-46
19-71
15-46
14-38
12-37

11-47,16-140
15-46,18-36

13-39
18-37
18-48

11-47.12-38.16-141
16-142

16-143,18-37
14-38
15-46

9-31
18-38
15-46
10-40
15-47

9-31,16-144,18-37
16-145
11-41

11-45,16-146
15-47
19-71
15-47
11-45
16-147
16-148

HJ-38, 14-38, 16-150
16-151

14-28,16-149
18-37
16-152
16-153

9-31

Access Software
Sub10qic
Vict.ory Software
Avalon Hill
Sierra Orr-Llne
ColT1TOdore
Datasoft.
UM1
Ci ty Software
HES
Corrm'*Oata
Conm:xk>re
Micn£ipec Ltd.
DES
Conmercia1 Data System
Conrn*Oata
Electronic Arts

Tech2 Software
VIC"flES; 64"'Synapse
Synapse Sot tware
Corrrrodore
Conmodore
Magic Carpet. Software
Creative Software
Sirius
NufeKop
HES
Thorn EM!
Cyberia
Nibbles & Bits
DatalOOSt.
UMI
Corrrrodore
Creat.lve Software
VI~ES;64>Synapse
Avalon Hill
UM1
HES
Wunderware
Tech2 Software
Col1'1TDdore
Sirius
MicrodlgiUll
Funsoft.
Corrm::>dore
UM1
Sirius
SEX:;A •••
COttm::)Q)re
Vlct.ory Software
Coll'll"Odore
....1
Prot.ect.o Enterprises
Corrroodore
Coarn*Data
Pioneer Software
Synapse Software
Trontx
HES

Neut.ra1 Zone
Night Mission Pinball
Night Rider
NUKewar
OJ 1 Well
Dmeqa Race
O'Rlley's Mine
Outworld
OVer t.he Ra intxlw
Pac Bomber
Pakacuda & Superpakacuda
PaK Bomber
Pearl Diver
Pedest.rian Polo
Peqasls
Pegasus Odyssey
Pinball Construct.ion Set
Pinball Spectacular
Pinball Wizard
Prot.ector
Prot.ector I I
Radar Rat. Race
Ra id on Fort. Knox
Rain Dance
Rat. Hot.el
Repton
Rescue f rorn Nufon
Retrohall
Ri ver Rescue
Riverchase
Roadt.oad
Roundabout.
Sat.ellites , Meteorlt.es
Sea Wolf
Serpentine
SharruS
Shootout. at OK Galaxy
SK1bbereen
SKier
SKiing
SKraJT'ble
SKy is Falling
SnaKe By~e

SnaKman
Snok1e
Space Invaders
Spiders of Mars
SqUiSh IEm
Star TreK
Starpost.
Street Sweepers
Super Allen
Super AmoK
Super Paratrooper
Super Slot
Supercuda
Supercycles
Survivor
Swarm
Tank Trap

64
64
VIC
64,VIC
64
64,VIC
64
VIC
64
VIC
64
64
64
VIC
64
64
64
64,VIC
VIC
64,VIC
64
64.VIC
VIC
64
64,VIC
64
VIC
64
VIC
64
64
64
VIC
64.VIC
VIC
64,VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
64
64,VIC
64
64
VIC
64
64,VIC
64
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
64
64
64
VIC
VIC

16-183
9-38

18-37
18-37
18-30

11-44,13-34,14-25
18-37
13-34

11-46,16-104
18-39.16-105

18-30
16-186
18-31
18-31
18-37
18-31
13-48
19-77
18-32
10-37

12-42.14-36
18-32
10-37
14-16

12-36,13-34
13-35,14-25,16-1137
11-46,l2-42,16-1138

10-39,16-109
10-39,12-37,16-110

18-32
14-35
14-25
14-25
18-33

19-39,14-36
11-44
18-33
10-37

14-36,16-111,18-33

64~ynapse;VIe-tlES
Cornrodore
Infocom
Epyx
TimeworKs
Infocom
Infocorn
Mindy Skelton
Epyx
Avalon Hill
Epyx
Mindy Skelton
Sierra On-Line
Epyx
ColTll'Odore
Infocom
Infocom
Infocom
Infococn

Broderbmd
HES
DES
MIS
Artworx
Vict.ory Software
Nufekop
COIl1f\*Data
Creative Software
Creat.ive Software
HES
ColTll'Odore
Electronic Arts
Sirius
Wunderware
Access Software
Foxfire Systert'6
Creative Software
Synapse
COlTpUt.er MIS t
DES
SffiA
Prot.ecto Enterprises
St.ar Software
COITIfI"Data
Nibbles' Bits
Creatlve Software
UMI
ConmxSore
Datarrost
Public Docnain, Inc
TopologiC
P.M.S.
SffiA
Cormn:bre
Victory Software
Datam::lst
Protecto Enterprises
Sierra On-Line

Pianetfall
Rescue at Rigel
Robbers of Lost Tomb
Starcross
Suspe'nded
Swan Boat
Sword of Fa rgoal
Telenqard
TeTt1l1e of ApShai
TreK Trouble
Ultima II
Upper Reaches of ApShai
VodJoo Castle
Witness
Zork I
Zork II
Zork III

.... E.
Aggressor
Air StriKe
Allen Soccer
Al1ey-Qops I
Aru11hi1a~or

Anti-f1at.t.er Splatter
Ape Craze
Apple Panic
Ast.roblicz
At.taCk of Mutant. Camels
Avenger' VIC Avenger
Axis Assassin
Bandits
Bank Robbers
Beachhead
Beyond II
Blacx Hole
Blue Max
BotT'bs Away NC1Iof
Bonzo
BuCk Rogers Planet. of Z.
Bug. Blaster
canctt-Man
Cent.ro~

QliCken Chase
Chopllft.er
Cloud Buest.
C1""""
Cohen's Towers
Collect.ion 64:Cl-2
Collision
Coll1sion Course
Congo Bongo
Cosnic Cruncher
Cosnic Debris
Cosmic Tunnels
The CriCkett
Crossfire

64
VIC
64
64
64
64
64·
PET,64
64,P
64
64
64
VIC
64
64
64
64

Arcade
VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
64
64,VlC
VIC
64
VIC
64,VIC
64,VlC
64,VIC
64
64
VIC
64
VIC
VIC
64
VIC
VIC
64
VIC
C.P
64
64
VIC
VIC
64,VIC
64
64
64
64
64.VIC
VIC
VIC
64
VIC
64,VIC
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Strateqy , Siluatlon
64 Archon
64 AttaCk of Phantom K.D.
VIC Boss (chess)
64,PE:I' Bowling
64 Chessmat.e 64
64 Corrputer Baseball
64 Corrputer Football Strate
64,VIC Crush, Cnl'llble & ChOO'p
64 Eagles
64 Game Time
64 Germany 1985
VIC Get Four
64 Grandrr\3ster (chess)
64 Grldder
64 Ken Uston's Pr.Blackjack
64 Minnesota Fat's Pool Ch.
64 l'bnopo1y
64 M.U.L.E.
64 Oil Barons
CBM,PE:I' Poker Party
64,VIC Pool
64 Pro-Golt
64 Professional Tour Golt
64,VIC Rena issance (Othello)
VIC Ricochet
64 Ringside Seat {boxing}
C,P,VIC Sargon II (chess)
64 64 Gamblers Pack
64 Slaloml
CBH,PET Starbase 3.2
64 Str ip Poker
64 Train DispatCher
64,VIC Trek
64 Up for Grabs (scrabble)
VIC Victory Casino
VIC Vict.rek
64 Wall Street
64 Worrrs?
64,VlC Yahtzee

13-43
11-36

13-28,15-52
12-32

9-26,11-36
10-29
11-36

14-31
13-42,14-31

12-39
10-35
12-39
14-31

10-27
10-27
10-27

9-24
12-30
18-45

11-48,12-43
13-49
12-43

14-29,15-52
14-29
11-34
10-26

9-25,11-33,14-17
18-45
18-45
15-52
9-25

10-26
14-30
14-39
11-48
11-48
12-49
12-43

11-33,14-17

14-18
9-23

10-26
10-34

14-31,18-45
11-33
10-26
18-46
18-46
13-26

15-53,18-46
18-66

C.E.M.
CorJlOOdore
Signalman Mark IV
Prent.ice
TIM Coqx)ration
Unlversal Data Systetr&
D.C. Hayes

Batteries Included
Of)

AS Corrputers
Skyles Elect.ric WorkS
Cyberia
AS Corrputers

cardco, Inc.
cardco, Inc.
Digital Int.erface SySten&
Cardco, Inc.
RTC or CMS
SM-Sof twareverbJnd
Execom
Execom
Voice World
Optimized Data Systefl'!i

Auto-Term 64 attact'lnent
CBM 8019 1"O:lfJ1
Signalman Mark IV
Star 1200 baud M(J)D1

'I'Nr'l103 MOOE1"I
UC6 212LP 1209-baud l'OJEM
Smart::H<X>D1

Motherboards and Expansion f1ealry
VIC Cardboardf3s
VIC Cardboard 6

Dataspan-29
C8-5 IOOtherl:x>ard
C64-Link IOOtherooard
Europa-f{art.e D1950
Execom 40/813 colLnlIl board
Execom 80-collGT\O board
Golden RAM 24K Expansion
Memory Expander
Quadra-RCM
RB-4 BASIC 4.0 board Better Solutions
SOCk It. To Me Board Skyles Electric WorkS
Soft-Aware Box Soft-Aware
3-s10t merrory cart. expand. World Electronics
Video corrOo board Quantun Data
Video game replace. SW'itch Cable WorkS
Video Palt 813 Data 20
V23-<:T Expansion Mothertoard PTI
Z--R1\M. b:>ard Madison Corrput.ers

64
64
CBM
PET
PET
VIC
C8M,PET
C,P
PET
CBM/pET
64,VIC
VIC
VIC
VIC
64
VIC
C,P

Monitors
64, VIC 8M:: I'\oni t.or BI"C
64,VIC CollTl'Odore 1701 color mon. CorJlOOdore
64, VIC CR-5500 rnonochrOfl"e moni tor Comrex
64,VIC cr-l112 OTmi 13- 1V/?1onitor Panasonic
64,VIC cr-7711 7- color 'IV/l'1onit.or Panasonic
64, VIC Le I'\oni tor PI Tech Ltd.

Net:llJorking Interfaces
CBM,PE'T The Arbi ter
CBM,PET MU{'Pet I & II
C8M, PET PETScan
C8M,PET Proctor
C8M,PET SuperBus
64,VIC VIC-5wi tch

Printers and Printer Supplies
ALL Canon AP400 daisy wheel AS DiCk
ALL CI'IUH Printmaster daisy CITOH
ALL CITOH Prcwr iter dot matrix CITOH
64, VIC Corrroodore 1525 dot matrix ColTlTlOdore
64, VIC Colffl'lOdore 1526 dot matrix ColTm::ldore
C,P,S Coll'fOOdore 8023 dot matrix CorJlOOdore
C,P,S ColffOOdore 8309 daisy wheel ColIlT'Odore
64, VIC Colm'Odore MPS-801 dot matrix Corrmodore
ALL Diablo 620 daisy wheel Diablo
ALL Gemini 10 dot matrix
ALL Gemini 10X dot matrix Star Micronics
ALL Ink Jet printer Olivett.i

..
64
CBM,PE."T
C,P
CBM,PET
C,P,S
C8M,PE:T
CEM,PET

9-31
15-47
12-37
15-47
10-38

12-37,~t1~4
14-16
14-28

11-41,16-155
16-156,18-37

18-38
18-38
14-36
18-38
18-38

15-47,16-74
15-47,16-75

14-25,16-77,18-38
18-39
18-39
18-39
11-44
16-80

15-48,16-81
18-39
18-39

10-33,16-83
18-39
18-40
10-24
18-40

15-48,16-85
15-48

9-30,16-86
14-38

15-48,16-87
10-40,16-89
13-39,14-27

18-40
10-24
18-41
18-41
11-46
16-95
11-46

9-31
13-40
18-41

11-40,11-46

HE:S
Nufekop
lberius
Funsoft
Mantronics Software Designs
Victory Software
Creative f.qui~nt

Magic carpet
Magic Carpet
ColfmXl.ore
Micro Software Int!.

Ele<:tronic Arts
Phantom Software
DE:S
Baker Enterpr ises
Viking Software
Strategic Sirrulations
Avalon Hill
Epyx
551
Nufekop
551
Victory Software
!I'll
Microdigita1
Screenplay
HESWare
User groups
Electronic Arts
Epyx
Dynaconp
Abacus
Corrputer Awareness (C11)
Strategic Sirrulations
OMI
Epyx
Strategic Sirulatlons
ColTIOOdore
DE:S
Tronix
Dynaconp
Artworx Software
Signal Conputer Consultants
Victory
Spinnalter
Victory Software
HES
Timeworks
Elect.ronic Arts
DES

Tank. Wars
Three--D Man
Ttltmderoolt
Time Runner
Torture Chamber of Dr.X
Treasures of Bat Cave
TSI Laser Cycles
Vortex
Weather War II
Wizard of Wor
Zeppelin Rescue

VIC
64,VIC
64
64
VIC
VIC
64
C,P
64
64
64

111-26
11-34

9-23
9-23

15-53
15-53
13-26
12-30
12-39
13-26

13-49
12-30
13-27
18-47
15-53
15-53
13-42
14-32
10-28
14-32
14-32
18-47

14-49,15-54
13-27
15-54

12-40,14-32,18-47
14-32,18-47

CClo\AL Users Group 15-55,16-161,18-48
ColmlOdore (Performance Micro) 15-55
AS C0fll:luters 15-56,16-166,18-49
Blue Slty Software 18-49
Coltll'lOdore 12-40,16-167
CoJ1'1OOdore 16-174
Distriwtion Unlimited 14-20
Col'llT'Odore 11-35
HE:S 9-29
HES 16-187
CorJlOOdore 11-35
TamaraCk Software 10-28,11-35,16-189
Abacus Software 14-18

Micro-Perf/Data-perf paper
MX80 + Gratt.rax Epson America
MX80jlo\X70 friction feed kit Orange Micro
01ytTl)ia ES-HI0 daisy tp/pr Olympia
Paper Tractor Paper Tractor
Personalized mail labels Quill Corporation
Seiko GX100 (Banana) dot. Ul. Leading Edge
TP-1 daisy printer 8mi th-Corona
Typetronic typew.lprinter Smi th<orona
Selectone daisy tp/pr Olivetti

Auto Clock Progressive Peripherals
BackpaCk. Power(battery paCk)CSC Corp::lration
Branding Iron(EPRCM burner) AB Corrputers
cardltey 1 (nuneric keypad) Cardco
D1nset (reset switCh) Public Domain
Data-20 Display Manager Data-20
E-P-RCl1 carrier Richvale Telecoom..Inications
F1exikey (nuneric keypad) Gosub IntI.
HUH Beeper (cassette bell) HUH
Numeric Keypad Cyberia
10 [Numeric] Keypad Quality C0ftl:luters
Pewt.er Corrputer Tie Tac L. Hi 1moe , Sons
Prorrqueen (EPRCM burner) G10uchester COlTpJter
TRS-S0 Line Filter Radio ShaCk
Uncrasher (reset switCh) Virginja Microsysterl'6
Video Pac 80 Data 20
Z80 Video Pac Data 20

ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL
ALL?
ALL

Blgl>-Level~
C,P,64 C()o\A,L .14
64 C-64 f'OR"rn
C,P,64 ~ Pascal
C,P,64 The Last One
64 Logo
64 PILar

Secure
SuperPET SuperPET Pascal
64,VIC Turtle Graphics
64,VIC Turtle Graphics II
CEM UCSD Pascal
C,P,6,V Vanilla Pilot
C,P Vigil

:J\OGJN;E

ASSeiiibIers
64,VIC Assembler (GamesDev.Sys) French Silk 9-28,13-45
C,P,6,V Asse«t:l1er Develop. Sys. ColmOdore 14-21,15-55,16-158,18-48
C,P,64 MAE 3.9 Eastern House Software 14-21,16-168
C,P,64 PAL TemI"ech Products 11-26,15-56,16-173
8032 SIM 6502 Baker Enterprises 13-29

CoII:pllers
CBM,PET Integer BASIC conpller Col'llT'Odore 12-29
C,P,64 Petspeed 64 Small SystelJ'6 Engineer. 11-32,13-]3
C,P RPL Conp11er , Symbolic DebJgger Sarruni Software 15-56
VIC Tiny Conpiler Abacus 13-47,14-16,15-56

Other
'nc
CBM,PET
ALL
64,VIC
64,VIC
64,VIC
ALL?
64,VIC
ALL?
64,VIC
64,VIC
GD.lERAL
64,VIC
ALL
C,P
64
64

9-22
14-39

9-22
10-25

10-25,11-33
15-49
15-16
18-42
18-42
11-33
12-30
15-49
15-49
18-43
14-17
14-29
18-43
10-34

15-51
18-45
18-44
15-51
11-42

12-40,14-32
11-42
15-52
15-52
15-52

15-50
15-50,18-43

12-38
12-38,13-41

lliJ-34,1l-42,12 -39
10-41,11-42

9-25
14-30,18-44

13-41
14-40
10-27
10-35
18-44

14-30,15-51
13-42

9-25
11-42,15-51

12-39
9-24

13-27
10-41
10-<l1

Z1 rcon Int1.

Coll'lllOdore
Corrmodore

IWllW\RE
COIIp.ItenJ

64 ColTIOOdore 64
VIC VIC 20

DiSk or cassette Drives and Supplies
C,P,S CBM 8050 diSk drive Colllrodore
C,P,S CEM 8250 disk drive Corrmodore
C,P,S CBM 9090 WinChester hard dr.CormOOore
ALL DatalOCk Digital cassettes NOC
ALL Disk/Baj DiSkette Labels Quintet Corp.
ALL Disltbank Amary Sales Corp.
4040 Disk~te Optimized Data Syst.elT6
ALL Flexydisk2 BASF
ALL Flip'n'File Innovative Concepts
ALL Floppic1ene Automation Facilities
ALL IiSD Single Drive SIrl MSD
AU. MSD Dual Drive SIrl MSD
ALL PEDi sk I I CGRS Mi crotech
ALL Stringy Floppy Exatron
8050 Super DC6 Conm::>dore
64,VIC VIC 1541 diSk drive Corrmodore

Inter:taoes
64,VIC Buttered Parallel Cable Microware DistribJti~

64 Buscard serial-IEEE inter. Batteries Incllxled
ALL cardette/l cassette inter. cardco, Inc.
64,VIC card/? 11 printer int.erface Cardco, Inc.
64 C-64 Link serial-IEEE int. Richvale Telecomun.
64 CIE cartridge IEEE inter. Micr0-5ystems
ALL? eM: interfaces C1'C
64,VIC The Connection Tymac Controls Corp.
64,VIC CX-6401 11 printer inter. ECX Corrputer Corrpany
VIC GXl00 interface Tymac Controls Corp.
c,P,S I-I Cable Warren Radio
64,VIC IEEE Interface CorrputelWorks
64,VIC Interface Cable Pfantone
64,VIC Interpod OXford Corrputer Sys.
ALL? ~302 11 printer int.erface Micro World Electranh
ALL? PIE-c int.erface Lerrrlata Products
64,VIC Smart ASCII Midolest Micro Associates
64,VlC Supercord printer interface ?
ALL? 'I'NW232D serial-IEEE inter. 'JlIAol Corporation
ALL Universal Tape Interface Tymac Controls Corp.
VIC VIE cartridge IEEE inter. Micr0-5ystems
VIC V-Link serial-IEEE inter. Richvale Telecormunications

Jaysticas (Llqht pens and qraphic tablets are under Utili t:y Reviews)
64,VIC Atari Atari
64,VIC Point Master Discwasher
64,VIC POItIer StiCk Amiqa
64,VlC Slik StiCk Suncom
64,VIC Starfiqhter Suncom
64,VIC StiCk Stand K-Byte
64,VIC Trakball Wico
64,VIC Video Connand Zircon Intl.
64,VlC WICO
64,VlC Z-5tick
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!lAC.INI PROGIWl "lOMITE REVIE" !lACHINE PROGIWl CO"PANY "IONITE REVIEW

IC:J:BI' Progc_
CBfl' The Conunicator Aq>lify, Inc. 10-29
COM,PET l"C1'enn fl\adison COJll>Uters 11-36
64 Microterm 64 Arfon (Daedalus Di91t.al) 15-59

NtNSnet 14-19,18-52
8"32 PET Bulletin Board System Steve Punter 15-6"
64,VIC PET Ten\lnal erulator Aq>lify, Inc. 9-26
C,P,64 STCP Eastern House Software 14-29
64 Superuna Mi<loiest Micro Associates 15-61,16-69
64 Telstar 64 Eastern House Software 18-52
64,VlC '64 Terminaltrermlnal-4" Mio.oest Micro Assoc. 11-49,12-45,15-68,16-68
C,P,64,V The Terminal disk Midnite Software 16-71
C,P,64 VIC7I'EX (Executive) Conpuserve 15-59,18-52
CBPVPET XPTerm' XPTerm lil 1* Corporation 1"-29

Graphic. Screen A1~
64,VIC Cardciter/l l1~t pen Cardco, Inc. 12-39,18-56
64 Color 81 RTC (C.M.S.) 15--63,16-160,18-56
64 Doodle I (joystiCk) City Soft,.,ace 15-63,18-56
64 EcUnate Li~t Pen Futurehouse 18-56
64 Flexldr.w IrakWe11 Systesra 18-57
64 Grapl'lics Assistant Raintltw COlrpUter Corp. 18-57
VIC Graphvics Abacus Software 13-58,16-164
64 Koalapad (graphic tablet) Koala Technologies 15-51,18-57
64,VIC TIle Lignt Pen Prograamer's Institute 15-54
CBfV'PET Master aD l~31,1l-37

64 Paint P\aqic Datamost 18-58
64 Pen Palette InkVe11 SystenB 18-58
64 Picture Perfect Ranqer Due, .Ucro World ColrpJters 18-59
64 SCreen Grapnlcs-64 Abacus Software 13-44,14-34,16-177
CBM Screen Pro KeCI 9-27
64 SketCh .. Paint Conn'lData 12-35
64 64 Panor_ Midtrtest .Ucro ....sociates 15-6-4,16-179
64 SpritefMsur 64 Access IH4,16-181
64 Spcytet¥ter Foxsoft (Foxtire Syse-) 15-64,16-181
64,VIC Super Expander Collll'Odor. 16-183,18-59
C,P,64 'n'le Tool<64 (Procept"Master) c::PI> 15~4,16-186

VIC Turtle Gr~lcs HES ~29, 12-44

........-~ Ahoyl Ion Publishing 1~-5e
GE>lDAL Chi.. Newsletter CHIl'l.E 15-57
64 The Clone Newsletter Pllcro-Ware 18-51
GENEIUtL Colleqiate 'UccOClOIlpJter Rose-ttullNln Institute of Tech. 12-31
AU. Co..nder "ieea SystewB 11-29,13-28,14.-19.15-51
ALL COflIl'Odoce N~r's Newsletter 14-19
GENEAAL C~INK Clayton' Co. 15-57
GDlEAAL Co~ter Using Educators California TeaCher Or9. 15-57
64,VIC Co~te's c.zette, disk ed. C~UI 18-51
GDlIEML Consl.lfter Reports Consuners I Union IS-57, 18-51
GENERAL Courseware Report. Card 15-58
GDlEJItAL Desktop Coa'pJt.1ng wayne Green, Inc. 15-~

GENDAL Digest ot Software Reviews: Educat10n 15-58
ALL The 8*11t Bozart 14-33
VIC Fox 211 rod 1ell! Syst_ 18-42
ALL !CPt..(; NlWSletter 13-28
SuperPET InfctfAT WA.'IO:JIt le-28
GDlEJItAL Intoworld 14-19
ALL Jeffries Report Tn. Code Works 9-26
VIC JourNIl/21 12-44,14-41
GDlIERAL Micro MicrcrInk 15-58
ALL Midni u/PM'ER Midni te Sofntare 18-51
GENERAL Personal Co~t1ng Hayden 18-28
G~EAAL Physician COIrpUter ptontllly 15-58
64,VIC RUN Wayne Green, Inc. 18-51
ALL Suictly Cormodore Strictly Cormodore, Inc. 9-26
SuperPf:I' SuperPE"I' Gazette SuperPET Users Group 10-28
ALL Transactor 01) 18-51
VIC VIC~IC News The Byte House 13-5"
VIC Viel, no.3 The Code WorkS 12-44

15-65
14-33
18-61

15-66,18-61

18-5'
18-59
18-59

15-65,16-17'
18-6.
18-6.
18-6.
18-6.
15-65
14-34

13-43,16-184
11-49

16-171
12-4.

18-36.12-4',16-173
11-37,14-34,16-175

13-51,16-176
10-42
12-)3

9-27
9-27,11-37

12-45
13-44,16-185

12-41,13-51,16-192

Tronh:
Genesis COlfPUter Corp.
Access Softvare
ColmlOdore
Elect.ronic Arts
COq>Uter Alliance
Electronic Lab lndatries
Tronh:
Personal Peripheral Prod.
A<S
Abacus Software
Thorn FJU

Printer Mdil
64 cnu.-64 Cardinal Software
64,VIC High Resolution Printer Plotter, Sc1entiVIC Software
PET PET-Trax A8 COlrpUters
64,VIC Printer Utllit:y progr_ Cardco, Inc.

PrOlJl'~"9A1.

64 N--.ric Keypad Cyberia
64 PET t.o.der./'Eallator Educational Circuit
64 PET Erulat.or ColtIOOdore
C,P,64 Pewee (64) Professional Software
VIC Programers Aid cart. CBPt
VIC RQII Detective 2.0 Mantronics Software Des.
64 64 Prog. Guide Help diSk When 1'1'11 64 Software
CBM!PET Sort Matrh Software
C,P,S,64 Subsort 2.1 AS CortpUters
VIC Super VIC-Ki t Ptantronics Software Designs
C,P,64 SYSRES Soliws Int.l.
64,VIC Vicuee Skyles

.....lc .. Sau'ld
64 Chattecbee
64 CCIfIoice
64 Master Cowposer
64 Music CoftPOSer
64 Music Construction set
64 Musica.p
64 Notepro II
64 S.A.M.
VIC Speak £asy

The Staff
64 SyntJl>-64
VIC VIC Music CcMIp)ser

18-53
18-53
18-53

1~61

13-29
13-43

12-43
9-21

13-48,14-39

~Jl,1lt-42,16-16S

16-169
16-183

16-162,11-49
12-31.16-163

12-31
1......2,12...... ,16-191

15-62,16-159
15-6.,
18-54

(AB COl!pJtecs) 11-37
15-62,16-178
15-63,16-189

Taylormade Software
Optimized Data SysteIIB
KamData

ColrIllOdore
A.8. C~ter.
rss
HES

Midolest Software
Midwest Software
Br lley Software

Ray t S Energy Consul tAnU

OptimiZed Data SysteDI
Pletare.searCh

CortmOdore
Xylex Softw. (Interesting S.)
Conputer Outlet
SflH50ftwareverbund
CoJrm:ldore
Abacus Sof tware

Skylight Sofbtare 18-54
.Ucro-Ware Distrit:uting 18-55
HES 12-32
Infosystens, Ltd. 18-55
Eastern House Software 12-45,13-51,14-34
RiChvale Te1ecoarllJnications 18-55

fOlDI and 8NII AADIO PKGWG
sa. Radio Progr_
64,VIC Morse Code Trainer
ALL? Satellite Tracker Vl.2
VIC Super Log I

Dl~teAldl

64 Canada Aretlive Maker
64 The Clone MaChine
CBM,PET Hescat
PET,CBM Jolly Roger
C,P,6,V Rabbit
64 SuperOOl'l' 64

unLl1Y_
~Mt.1anAids

64 Bonus Pack
64 Grahios
64 Handi-Pac
CBM 00-96
64 Simon's BASIC
64 Ultra-BASIC

5CIDICZ_
c,p,641 Energy Analysis
P Mini-Coont
64 Multi-lab

......1..~_tan

64,VIC HESf'OoI' IfESII«:M 64
C,P,64 MicrOftln
C,P,64 SupeC'lUl

~l'--
e,p,64 CP/M 2.2 Operating Sys.
e,p,64 FORTH (Lou CarqUe)
C8PI, PET f'OR11I
64,VIC VIC r<:JmI • 64 FCJmI

SPalTS_
64 Basketball Scats
64 Football Scout
C,P,VIC Le~e Bawl
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[ I Advertising Notes I ]--------- ---- -------
ADVERTISERS :

Bennett Software------------------------46
Cardco, Inc.---------------------------63
Cardinal Software----------------------43
Coma1 Users Groutr---------------------33
C.S.I.-----------------------Inside front

Micro-PACE Computers-------------------34
Wm. Robbins (Intelligent Software)-----49
Soft Sectre (Majestic Media)-----------49
Transactor-----------------------------63

l I__.R.es.o.u.r.ce.s I lIIIIIlIIl

RESaJRCES:

Here are the addresses of some user group newsletters quoted in recent issues. Many thanks
for the great job they are doing in their local areas and for keeping us informed about
their work!

COMAL Today, c/o Len Lindsay, 5501 Groveland Terrace, Madison WI 53716
Commodore Computer Club of Toledo Newsletter, 734 Donna Dr, Temperance MI 48182
Commodore International, a staff newsletter published by Commodore Corporate
Commodore Newcomer's Newsletter, c/o Art Klinger, 4659 Balboa, Wichita Falls TX 76310
Commodore 64 Users Group Newsletter, c/o Clearfield UT
Commodore Users Group of St. Louis,c/o Richard Schumacher,Box 6653, St.Louis M063125
Comm'putoy Cult, c/o SDPUG, P.O. Box 7776, San Diego CA 92107
Eight Squared c/o J.A. Skelton, P.O. Box 76, Mt. Holly Springs PA 17065
The Exchange, c/o Bill McDannell, 1410 S. McArthur, Springfield IL 62704
The Hacker Rag, c/o Rich Westerman, R.R #1, Box 279, St. Anne IL 60961
Hardcopy, c/o CHUG, John Walker, 8738 Wildforest, Houston TX 77088
Infoworld, 375 Cochituate Rd., Framingham MA 01701 (magazine)
Fox Valley Users Group Newsletter, P.O. Box 28, North Aurora IL 60542
Joplin [MO] Commodore Computer User's Group Newsletter,

c/o Dale Connely, 422 Florida Av., Joplin MO 64801
Mid-Missouri Commodore Club Newsletter,

c/o Jim Whitacre, 780 E. Park Lane, Columbia MO 65201
Mountain Computer Society Data Loops, P.O. Box 1154, Sandy UT 84091
NorthWest Users Guide, 3808 S.E. Licyntra Ct., Milwaukie OR 97222
Peeks and Pokes, BCUG, Bloomington IL
SuperPET Gazette, c/o Paul Skipsi, Box 411, Hatteras NC 29743
The pse*Letter, South Bay CUG, c/o Craig WhittIer, 17306 Ermanita #3, Torrance CA 90504
SFVCUG Users Port, c/o Tom Lynch, 21208 Nashville, Chatsworth CA 91311
WCUC News, Westmoreland [PAl Computer Users Club, Commodore Section,

c/o Don Miller, 3021 Ben Venue Dr., Greensburg PA 15601
Western Illinois PUG Newsletter, Quincy IL
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*******************************************************************************************

The Midnite is published bi1Dl'lthly by Midnite Software, Inc.
Price: $23 US per year (individuals), $15 US per 6 copies (groups)

($28 CDN; $33 surface, $43 air overseas)
Back issues #11-15, 17-18 are available, plus our Whole PET Catalog ($8 postpaid)

Send money (subscriptions & ad fees) or
inquiries to Jim & DetDie Oldfield at:

The Midnite
Subscription Office
635 Maple
Mt. Zion, IL 62549 USA
Telephone: 217/864-5320

Send reviews, notes and products to
Jim & Ellen Strasma at:

Midnite Software, Inc.
Editorial Office
1238 Richland Av.
Lincoln, IL 62656 USA
Telephone: 217/735-2703

(c)1982 Midnite Software, Inc. PET, CBM, VIC 20, Commodore 64, and SuperPET are all
copyrights or trademarks of Commodore Business Machines. Most everything else we mention
belongs to somebody, too. Subscribers may copy for personal use, but please don't give
copies to others. We print independent reviews of products for Commodore computers all
heavily edited to fit space requirements - plus timely Commodore news and hints.
Abbreviated names are Jim Oldfield (JO), Jim Strasma (JS) and Ellen Strasma (ES). To see
your name in print, just drop us a line, or a review, or an article, or•••

*******************************************************************************************
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